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LEIFER 01' IRAN Sli 1 TT I,.

DEPA RI M ENT OF THE INTL:I:14,R.

BUREAU or EionwiloN.,
11.(r,.i/i imams,. h.. ( .., Iituhre 6. 1920.

Sur: From time to 011ie. amid particularly within the last few
decades. a large number of educators and intelligent critics of eiiinit-
tion from other coimtries have visited and studied onr Anurican
schools. usually for the purpose of gaining such information 'and
ideas as won! he helpful to them in the improvement of the schools
of their'countr:. Many of these have made reports to their home
governments containing ninth valuable criticism of Itur schools from
their points of view. The manuscript transmitted herewith for pub-.

heat Om as 31 bulletin of the Bureau of Education consists of extracts
from th'ese reports so organized iin arranged as to enable the
American reader.to, get the largest possible value from them at a
Mill 1 11,11 111 of time and effort. ,Ihe comment on the criticism by the
author of the nianuscrift\,;11r. W. .1. °slain). of the Depttrtment of
Education of the State of Wisconsin. gives a' fair and helpful in-
terpretation of these crit-ieisms.

it is alwapNgood to be able to see ourselves as others see us. The
criticisms and 'excerpts from -the reports of these intelligent ob
servers of American Schools and edncational processes will he es-
pecially helpful at this time when all our educational theories and
ratices are undergoing severe criticism at home and We Bre try-

ing.to reconstruct them to meet the new and groWing need of our
democratic societt\ This bulletin will, I feel sure. constitute a
Valu3dde contribution.to our literature on education.

Respect. fully. submitted. ,.

N.00' P. P. CLAN.Tox,
Comm is.vio n ex.

Tile SECRETARY- or THE I NTERIOR.
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REI6N CRITICISM 1,1 AMERICAN EDt'CATION.

INTRODUCTION..

The late NVa r has emphasized the fact that the United States is.
playing. and Will continue to play, a leading part in the IeVelop-
nicot of democratic ideals. From -a small beginning in 1776, the
Nat iai has grown to vast dimensions. At first the little democracy,
In :tithed in by two great oceans and busy with the onquest of the
IV idVrill'SS. 114,1 little connection, with the remainder of the world.
l':rtt:tttgling alliances with 1...urope were avRid,,,i, and our -country
Wa. kit to. Nviti: out its own destiny. Our experience in self- govern-
no appealeil strongly, however, to the oppressed-ikeoples of Eu-
rope. atoI a constant stream of immigrants, which represented the.

elements of European life am! civilization. kept pouring
Iii 'Ton our shores. As the struggle fm' existence became less nttle.

nteans of transiHalation were improv-ed and as new inventions
li,cverol. the isolation of America diminishol. The 611mina-

tioll of the process came (luring the Ay:1r with .(;jrtnany, Ilence-
orth the United States. -willingly or unwillingly.. must take it
ph'e as a leader in the forward movement of the world, and par-
ii,olarly in the social reorganization which the war has made.nec-.

,cs-ary. Such a task requires an accurate balance between social
stability and social progress.

social stability is the result of cherishing old ideals, while social
progress can come only through as diversity of viewpoint. Truth is
-in:my-sided. No one nation'can see all sides of ii., but a combina-
tion of judgments from representatives of several countries contri-
hates greatly to clearness of ,vision: It is, therefore, desirable and
advantageous to know what other nations think- of us. The pur-
pose of this stmly is to gather this information with reference to
oar educational system.

I said) a task certain limitations are-necessarily involved-. hi
the ti -t place. the evidence is based largely upon individual opinibs.
mid it is only natural that many of our critics, unfamiliar as they
are with the details our 'national life, are wrong in the inferences

.

Whill they draw.' None of them can possibly understand "us thor-
017.ihly. and most of thein base thelFjudgmen's upon what they saw
thirino.relativelyshort visits in this country which were of necessity
reqricted to local and sometimes 'atypical areas. Nothing.approaeli,
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ing a scien4c survey of conditions as they exist hers has ever been
attethpted by foreign visitors. .

On the other hand. while it is true that individual opinions will
vary, the central tendencies of tWo 'hundred such observers is likely
to be near the truth. The local -character of the observations is
largely counterbalanced by the fact. that the iinfilerlying ideals and
methods of procedure have been fairly constant everywhere. Thus
while few of the Visitors got as far west as the Pacific States, the
localities which they (lid visit are in a large measure representative
of the country as a whole. The quotations have been restricted so as
to include only the opinions of highly qualified men and women
who were occupying important positions as educators in their own
countries. Many of them were representatives delegated by their
governments to study our educational system. The most extensive
body of criticism is the Report of the Mosely Education Commission,
which was sent from England with instructions to find out to what
extent. our commercial prosperity has been due to our educational
system. Much of the criticism of our universities comes from Frendi
university professors who have (lone exchange work in this country.
while a particularly valuable type of criticism is given by three men
who came as immigrants and have remained in the United States
as educators.

While the documentS which have been studied are confined for the
most part to those produced by French, English, and German ob-
servers, it should be remembered that the ideals of these three coun-
tries are typical to a large degree of those of the rest of the western
world. .

An effort has been made to give the background upon which the
observers based their criticisms. This has seemed advisable on the
theory that the criticism giVen would naturally center arumd thOse
feature§ of ow system which were markedly better or at least- mark-
edly different from the corresponding features in the native country
Of the person giving the observations.

-An effort has also been made to show the growth. of our system
durilig the period since 1850 as it is reflected in the criticism.
bibliography of works cited in the test is appended to this bulletin.



Chapter I.

AMERICAN EIIUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY.

The educational systerl of any nation is closely related to the
ideals of that nation. Therefore, all who would understand Ameri-
can education must study American ideals: and all criticism of
American educatiOn'must be considered in the light, both of Amer--

'can ideals and of the ideals of the nation which is represented in the
criticism. The ideals upon which the Americnn system of educa-
tion rests are well portrayed in the work of De Tocqueville, pro-
vided some allowances are Made for the changes which have occurred
since his time. The keynote of his criticism is the assumption. that
all men are created equal in every respect. While this assumption
is unwarranted, his Work is valuable because tte enumerates certain
ideals of deniocracY which he proceeds to explain in terms of his
fundamental thesis. Furthermore. this principle of equality, .at
least in its politicsal sense is still looked upon as fundamental in
democratic nations. De Tocqueville (124J1 Vol. II, Chapter I) sum-
marizes Americali philosophy as follows:

To evade the bondage of system and habit. of family maxims. class opinion%
and to some degree of national prejudices. To accept tradition only as a
means of Information and existing facts only as a lesson to be used in doing
otherwise amid doing better.. To seek the reason of timings for oneself and
in oneself alone; to Lead to results without being loom-DV to means, and to
aim at substance through form.

According. to De Tocqueville, American belief in equality leads to
a lack of regard for ancestors, since ancestral opinions and methods
of procedure are based upon an intelligence and knowledge which is
in no way superior to that possessed by those who belong to the
present generation. The idea of ,equality leads also to better ac-
quaintance among men since social barriers do not exist. Each man
feels that 14 own opinion is as good as that of his neighbor, and
each man tends to decide things for himself. Expert authority is
looked upon with disfavor. On the other hand, the span of huma:n
life is short and time is so fleeting that no one man can think out
all things for himself. The .best 'that he can do is to assume most
Of the things which he believes and build his own thought systeni

The numherm to brackets throughout the text refer to the numbered Items of the
imtbitographY:

9



10 FOREIGN CRITICISM OF AMERICAN EDUCATION.-

upon that basis. It thus happens that amid the utmost diversity-
which is to be -found in the United States there are certain funda-
mental ,beliefs which are present in every village and hamlet. and
in the cabin of every pioneer: Like-mindedness and individualism
exist side by 41e, the one leading toward stolidity alp! the other
toward change. To establish a proper balance between these two
forces is the problem of government, as it exists in every, form of
human siwiety. If it is assumed that_men are not equal politically,
it follows that the small social Ass *which is, looked upon as the
best. and the fittest must rule while the majority of the people are
compelled, by force or indoctrination. to follow. This idea was held
by many of the colonists at. the time of tlw.formation of the Union.
The people who lived near the Atlantic seaboard in the early days
were suspicions of popular government while the pioneers who had
pressed inward were generally .in favor of a noire 1)1)1113r form of
control... ,The present Constitution represeptii a compromise between
these. two opposing points of view. The principle of equality em- '
erged slowly and, it is only in very recent times that political eqnalitY
even has been fully recognized.

The democratic conception of government which fill:111V prevailed
was based upon the principle. of eqnality. It ploces the sovereignty
in the hands of the majority. It is asserted that there is more
intelligence in a munberf men united than in any single individual
and that the IIIIMber of legislators o'nd voters is more important
than their quality. It also follows that the interests of the 11:1IV
are to be preferred to those of a few. All of this is diametrically
oppOsed to the guiding principles of despotic societies. As a twtoral
result, we find marked evidences of lack of understanding and sy-
pathy in most of the criticisms coming from autocratic c(ointies
like Germany, while critics front democratic England um lerstind
us quite well.

A further outgrowth of the doctrine of equality, according to De
TocqueVille, is the conception of the, ." indefinite .perfectibility of
mall," In ti I'ISi ocracies the essential characteristic is the Oleo of
class. The limits to which any individual may improve are deli-
mitely fixed within the. social stratum of which he is a inemle.
Within those limits lie can rise butt not 'beyond then,. In democratic
societies, in theory- at least, no limit of improvement is recognized.
No condition- is hitilied,upon air final state. There is Always a pos-

,sibility of further activity' and further growth. Whatever is done is
'lookeitupon only as a makeshift which shall serve its purpose only
.until` ;t solution of the Problem is discoirered. This doctrine
likeVise :met with strong opposition in the earlyditys.
the struggle centered A round the question of the into.pretation of the
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Constitution. In this conflict the forces favoring stability prevailed
to such an extent that it is still quite difficult to amend the Consti-
tution. The tendency, however, has been 'in general toward the
policy of loose constructionism.

De Tocqueville was also strongly impressed with the rather pro-
nounced tendency a America toward mediocrity. He is inclined
to attribut he cause of this to our boundless economic opportunity.
lle thinks hat supernormal achievement is largely the result of
medita ti nd leisure, but the economic opportunity is so great
that few A ericans have time to meditate long enough to get inter-
ested in the pursuit of truth for its .i)wn sake. In the practical.
311)lication of truth and in the discovery, of principles of immediate
practical utility the Americans excel. Hence we find great Ameri-
can inventors, but almost no great scholars, poets. artists, or authors.

Seventy years after De Tocqueville's work was,,published, Hugo
Miinsterberg wrote a statement of another ideal which is back of the
Anierican Constitution. He says ([68], p. 457) :

The end of all social striving '[in America] Ls the happiness of individuals.
That is positivismreality based up-m that which is.

Contrasting this with idealism based upon what ought to be. he
writes:

The firm philosophy assumes that the purpose of man is
secon d. that his purpose Is to do his duty. Knowledge Is uot.for the pleasure
of individuals hat for the realization of ideals.

He calls attention to the fact that American ideals had their
origin in the philosophy of enlighteriment which centered in France
during the early part of the eighteenth century. He believes that
11w meaning of life lies not in the greatest pleasure for the greatest
number but in the realization of eternal ideals. What Miinster-
berg calls the greatest pleasure for the greatest number is evidently
the same thing which De Tocqueville calls the "love of easy access
and present enjoyment," and which he classes as a secondary char-
acteristic due to environment. Instances are plentiful which go
to show that the American people are capable of sacrificing their
love of present enjoyment and can achieve notable -success in the
realization of ideals. The conflict between the two viewpoints,
however, is none the less s real one and.is the key to one phase of
American education which- will be considered further in later
chapterS.

It is noticeable that Miinsterberg says nothing about equality.
This is due partly to the fact that the term is foreign to German
thought and partly to the fact that the progress of science since De
Tocqueville's day has proved that men are not created equal. It
has become necessary, therefore, to state our philosophy in more
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modern terms. . The best effort loWard such a statement. by a foreign
critic is that of Shadwell ([831. p. 379) : " The fundamental piin-
ciple of natiOnal education in America is .equality of opportunity
and grows out of the American democratic spirit." He thinks that
the school is the chief stronghold and perhaps the last hope of this
spirit because. "the home and churA are visibly disintegrating and
the State * * * wellno one pretends that public life any more
than private is moving toward the ideal of democracy." The truth
is. of efuurse. that absolute equality of opportunity is almost. as im-
possible as the older doctrine of equality. Yet the American people
stand for it and strive toward it as an ideal:. Shadwell believes that
they look to the school with faith and hope tempered with no little
misgiving. 'flats the school comes to he identified with democracy.
and it is here that we find the cause of the keen interest in education,
which is the thing that is commented upon by practically every for-
eigner who visits our country.

The interest of the American people in education is such a Komi
vent element. in the criticism of so great a number of foreign critics
that it is worth while to see what evidence they produce to show that
America has such an interest, and:has it to such an unusual degree.
The critics themselves seem to consider this point important and
.several of then) have gone into the matter in some detail. The most
important of evidence presented is the amount of money spent
upon education. particularly with reference to the provision of build-.

ings and equipment. According to our critics. America has the
finest and best-equipped schoolhouses in the %vorld. The following
is one of the more conservative statements as given by *Wallage
p. 106) :

Everywhere one rinds splendidly built and splendidly planned schoolhouses.
Each city. yes. each villageeven the smallest in the landvies with Its to

in the erection of msto-datestructures. and one seeks to surlaass'tine oilier
in new and more practical reforms. They gladly pay right large (-fista+ and with-
out a murmur giveto education more than 'any other country in the world. It is. in general. a striking characteristic of the. American PeoPlc to
appropriate splendid sums of money for the erection and maintenance of school-
houses and school equipment.

Such a statement becomes more significant when we remember that.
Wallage is a German. (ierinany has had better school buildings
than either England or France. and the Germans have been edu-
cated to believe that their country excels in. every respect: Such ,a
.complimentary criticism is..rather unusual on .the part of a German
'critic.

.

Another phase. of American educational life which has been
pointed to as indicative of American belief and interest in education
*the piactice of giving large sums for the endowment of educational
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institutions. This type of activity seemed to. appeal particularly
to those who visited this country during the eighties and nineties.
These critics argue that wealthy men would not give their money
to endow, schools if they did not thoroughly believe in the value of
education. That business men believe in the work of the schools is
shown in the fact that they are anxious to get university Old high-
school men to take positions with them." The day of the self -made
man is passing. and the college and university graduates are in great
dernand. The business man feels that the schools are giving a train-
ing. which helps to prepare his employees for their work.

Such belief in education is not confined to those who are wealthy...
It shoWs itself as.a general tendency in the remarkable fact that local
communities are glad to vote generous taxes for school support.,
More remarkable still is the fact that men who own property and
have no children are, nevertheless, willing to pay taxes in order to
educate the children of other people. To many of . our critics the
free school system. e pecially the free secondary schools and univer-
sities based upon 1 cal taxation imposed by. the people upon them-
selves. seem nothi cr less than a marvel. They sJrgue that such a
practice can be exp ined only upon the basis of a profound belief
of all the people in th -value of education.=

Our visitors are also strongly impressed by the sacrifices which
are made by parents and pupils in order that the latter may re-
nmin in school. The idea of parents willingly clenying themselves
the luxuries of life in order to provide for the education of their
children is to them an enigma. Still more .strange to theth is the
fact that boys and even girls will and can "work their way" while
in school. Part of their bewilderment is of course due to the fact
that the caste system is largely missing in this country. This makes
it possible for boys and girls to wait upon tables, wash windows.
and perform the types of unskilled labor which is performed in
Europe only by the servant class and still retain the respect and
even the admiration of their fellow students.. The foeigners can
explain this onlypin terms of a pOpulaii.-belief in education And the
general principle of equality. Such a thing is unheard of in Enrope,
and therefore it is argued that it must be due to principles and be-
liefs which lore unique. The interest of the young in education is
shv4wn also by the tremendous increase of attendance at high schools
of all kinds and in the marked growth in the of such -insti-
tutions. The large attendance at:evening schools is also mentioned
in this connection.

'It is doubtless true thnt.many of our visitors have not realized the 1?ng struggle which
npee.,411 ry In order to bring this condition about. The policy of free education. par-

ticularly on the secondary level. hits met with strip( opposition, Rut even rot. the battle
. ham WWI won, and In this respect America Is in athinee.of the nations of earoPe..

. .
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Evidence of the general belief in education is also found in the
attitude of the teachers. They are generally enthusiastic and in;
dustrious in everything: which leads toward improvement. .t lim-
ited amount of the criticism deals with our teachers' associations.
For the most part it is favorable. Ilarneaml ([31. p. 21) says:

The Nvork in the association IN. E. A.] presents an interest more livoy Ise
cause membership in it is optional only and because its work is not It Nil
nssible in any other country.

Fitch (I 31], p. 104) says:
The American Nathan,' Educational Association ; ih. 1Irnish

raised to the third or fourth power.

The strong influence of the American teachers' organizations ii'on
School procedure and upon the. public sentiment. is thought to be due
to the unusual_educational interest in education of both teachers and
general public.

A further example of such antifteret is said to be furnislad by
the amount and character of our ePlifFational literature.

The attendance 111. American teachers at sunning' sclonds is also
a source of wonder in this connection. They consider the American
teacher to be thormiglily awake and alive to every means of self-
improvement, Our visitors also note with much approval the evi-
dences of educational interest which are -liwytt in many of ;ir
daily papers. The existence of educational department, io
papersi is looked upon 35 indubitable evidence of the general ifflerest
in 'education on the part of the readers.

The American people are not only interested in education. but
they are interested in .the public schools. 1110 (Titles are intire-sed
by the fregnency NvIlich parents visit the selHad,..and by the

'number of parent-teachers' associations. Such is the view of the
majority of' the observers. But there is a minority which is in-
clined to take an opposite point of view.

The criticism of Langlois ((aA]. p. 128 and ff.) is interesting m
this connection. While he recognizes the fart that Amerivans si )(lid
a great deal of money upon education. he doubts that this is first-
class. evidence/a their interest. lie points out that while Meriva,
has some splendid schoolhouses. she also has many, particularly in
the rural districts
whicb are far from satisfying the most modest requirements. Wealthy men
give great sums to endow and build school palaces. but the teacher% are
poorly 'laid. Consequently. there is a shOrtage of teachers and 1112111y of the
fitest buildings are badly overcrowded.

If the wealthy men were really interested in education, he thinks.
they would spend their money where it is most needed.

See also Chap. 111. p. 61.
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Having denied that the great educational' endowments' are due to
the interest of the donora in education he involves a theory of his
own to explain their motive in the matter. He thinks that America,
being a young nation. is passing through a stage of development
which Europe passed through during the latter part of the Middle
'Ages. Then great amounts were given to endow the various re-
ligious and educational foundations, and the motive was to provide
for the future welfare of the donor. So in America in a similar
stage of development we find large gifts which serve to construct a
monument to the donor so that his name will be known and re-
membered by future generations.

He sees a similar parallelism from also n'nother point of view. The
time when the educational foundations of the Middle Ages were being
established was also the time of beggar students who begged and
worked for their living; so to-day in America. in the most richly
endowed universities, poor students are compelled to work their way.

l'niversity pauperism (among students) is not so much a sign of popular
enthusiasm for science as the mark of a defective and barbarous education.
For a student to work his way may be an honor to him, but not to the system
which forces him to do It The universities should provide scholarships for all
such students (p. I37).

k, The inference seems to be that the wealthy would provide such
scholarships if they were really interested in education. He con-
cludes that the practice of endowing schools is due partly to a desire
on the part of wealthy met to imitate the nobility of Europe, partly
to personal vanity, and mostly to obscure social forces which come to
the surface and become the symptoms of a certain stage of social
growth through which each nation must pass. He thinks that a
day will come when the practice of endowing-schools and the pres-
ence of pauper students will be only memory in America.

Such a point of view is of interest, coming as it does from,a man
of such high standing at .Langlois, but it is hardly fit evidence for
the case in point. It is rather fanciful to compare American civili-
zation with that of medieval Europe in such a manner. Some endow-
ments may have been due partly to personal vanity. but it is very
doubtful if any of them are due' to a desire to imitate the nobility
of Europe. But even with these admissions, there is nothing to
show that our wealthy men have not been interested in education.
The presence of poor students is not good evidence, because many of
these students prefer to work their way, and it may even be best
for them to do so. In order to prove the point it would also be
necessary to show. that the wealthy men are unwilling to help such
students. Langlois has clearly failed to understand the spirit of
America in this connection. America believes that all who are
really worthy of a higher education will possess the initiative andreally
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energy to get it in spite of financial handicaps. In recent times,
however, the unequal distribution of .wealth and the rise in the cost
of living are developing a new side to the question: The United
States must soon. face the question as to whether as a nation it can
afford to allow highly intelligent young people to work under such
a handicap. There is a growing feeling that such a policy involves
a dangerous waste in the oantry's most precious resources. 'The day
is surely approaching when worthy students will be educated at
public expense.

Several critics call attention to what seems.to be a curious alnnaly
in connection with American interest in education. Graslyy ( 1371.
p. 3) says:

It is (Ad, I think, that * In the National ('ity, grand in its pro-
portions, with Its marble edifices, its palatial and ,11111111011S offices,
passed by those of .thiy capital in the world, the Just pride of over 0) millions
of the freest people .under the sun * that the Bureau of Education is
permitted to he the worst aceommodated of any C4overpment deitrtmnt.

In regard to our lack of t national university.-he Says:
To disregard the fervent wishes and wise admonitions of 'whits meth while

employing sculptors' aid to perpetuate their memories. to march in triumphal
procession and listen to feryhl orations in honor of tlwir doings on the
of July, and for the remaining 36-1 hays of the year pay no heed to their
advice is so unlike the usuahiptplical wisdom of the American jieople flint stint
an exception Is the more remarkable.

Here again there is.a lack of understanding on the part of the criti.
The real cause of the condition which lieash3-, points out the fear
of bureaucracy and of domination by central authority. The Amer-
ican people are interested in education, but not in centralized control.

The conclusion -growing out of the combined criticisms seems to
be that the- American people have. a very general and very unusual
interest in education, but that it manifests itself unevenly and in a
manner that is unwise, or at least inequitable: The reason for this
lack of equity is not suggested. Possibly it may be explained by
the fact that the American people are not yet fully conscious of
their educational philosophy. They have strong beliefs, but these
beliefs have not yet reached the stage of rationalization. Public
sentiment is not yet fully awakened, particularly in the rural dis-
tricts. Doubtless there are still remnants of the loixsei faire policy
in some places. On the whole,. America believes in equality. of edu-
cational opportunity, but many of our people do not yet understand
the 'full implications' of that term. Interest in education is often
present, while the knowledge of..what.to do and hoW to do it is still
lacking. There is a more or less blind impulse to do the right thing.
but -rational aims and conscious guiding_ principles are needs d.
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American educational procedure is still in the makink. It has many
imperfections, but it is free to grow and improve. With growth in
-centralized control and improved means of communication, injus-
tire in educational affairs will gradually disappear.

Assuming the existence of it profound interest in CduratiOn, what
are (he causes which lie hack of it? Lang lois ([51], p. 99) suggests
the following :

general realization that a people who govern themselves must be edu-
ated.

The necessity of education in the assiilation of foreign people.'
. The idea.that ench person has the right to make the most of himself.
(41 The effort to prevent the rise of n caste system.

ilansknecht ([4.21, p. 1) in this connection mentions. (5) The un-
bouned possibilities which each individual..in America possesses."
Barr lay. in the Mose ly Report ([66], p. 39S) gives, (6) " The desfre
to insure adaptability."

linisson ([10], p. 1) mentions, (7) " The influence of PrOtestant-
isp.-

All of these causes fit in well with the outlines of American phi-
los6phy as given earlier in this chapter. The doctrine of equality
involves universal suffrage. which in turn necessitates a general edu-
ration for all, if it is to be safe. While the doctrine of individual
perfectibility calls for provisions that will -enable each person .to
Mike the most out of his opportunities, the "tendency to seek the
reason of things in one's self and fir one's self alone," is the essence
(4f Protestuntism.

,These causes are typical of those given by other critics and they
iriiply all that is mentioned in this connection. 'Ravenhill (1.721, p.
4417) prefers to state the first one in terms of general welfare, which

L agrees more closely with the doctrine of positivism. The game critic
states the third cause in the more modern term of "self-realization."
Shmidhofer ([82], p. 46) summarizes American interest in educa-
tion by saying:

The conviction has developed that for the schools and the youth the best is
just good enough. while in many localities of the old World the idea prevails
that fur the whoops the Worst is too good.

As a natpral result of the .American interest and belief in educa-
tion, several critics notice an unusual type of _energy and enterprise.
leathbone, in the Mosely -Report .( [66] p. 256). says:

1. was much struck with the energy, enterprise, boundless hopefulness, con-
sciousness or power, resourceftilhesS, adaptability, awl above all rapidity and
deebtion of the people with which they endeavor to supply detiCiencies and meet
moiler') requirements.

60979°--21-7--2
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FOREIGN CRITICISM OF AMERICA

In comparing the education of America with that of Germany and
England, Sadler ([78] , p. 457) says:

There is a wonderful keenness and "go" in American education. Germany
cannot rival America in vigor and enthusiasm. It is the atimsphere of Aincri-
can life which permeates American schools and makes men and hfs inure
adaptable titan they arc here I in England). We get into grooves more than
the Americans do and stick there. - The German has methodical per--
severa nce. sole ntifie reeisilill. a ad patient forethought : the American, unrest
ing activity. brilliant dash. and intellectual ingenuity.

Some of our critics think that we have too much energy. They
see a tendeneykward hurrying which is objectionable. Mark (.O W,
p. 258) believes that American educators should infuse all the pulse-
steadying influences which they commann into the schools an offset
to the restless individuality. Papillon (1661, p. 24(;) sees an Amei-
can inventiveness and energy which England does not possess. but
calls attention to the danger of hurry and overpressure.

Rowley ([661. p. 34!) thinks that solid education and workman-
ship are suffering from the same cause.

As a result, the products in the arts and crafts hick real originality in de-
sign. in ornament, in anything' where the 'brain and hand and higher emOtions
work together. Raw utility comes into glaring ttvklenee.

All of this is but another evidence of the American tendency
toward achievement rather than toward meditation. Energy and
enterprise are invaluable. but like all other good things they may be
overdone. There is always danger that what is gained in speed
may be lost in power. One problem of .American education is to
guard against a misuse of the tremendous power which resides in
our people.

Like all other forces it must be ttrolled and guided if it is to
be useful.

ASSIMILATING 41-IMMIGRANT.

One of the most remarkable phases of our education as shown in
the criticisms is our success in assimilating the immigrant. All
agree that th schools are the great agencies which are achieving
this wonderf 11 result. The German critic is particularly, interested
in this par f our educational achievement. In general the German
would much prefer to have the German immigrant keep up his
Mother tongue and preserve his -home traditions. He seems to lament
and almost envy our success in the Americanization of the German.
His criticism .is almost a complaint. Thus Walther ([891 p. 2Q),drwho is particularly unsympathetic tow American ideals, says:

It is wonderful that hi spite of all the diffe races which the immigrants rep-
resent they are in a short time welded together in the great melting pot into a
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tanned mass. and very shortly feel themselves to he free Amer leans, n yew-
respendingiV short tit:it. they also eome to lesekutvon tlt Iniezttam.
their mother toluene.

()titer Grematt critics seen' to feel that this riiess rat1 11411 be re:11-.
Leol) Iler (risk p. 1) says:

III the hosts of polyl:lot immigrants boetetne welded in a tern short there Into
a people 11 :t1t

( 139 I). Nrowlers if a national cnsciousness ran
really Ile 1111111 III) in such a epnglonwrate of races. lie' is inclined to.
think that such a result is possible ecatise

.%iiirisli offers freedom in its 1111:4111eSS., luii.1 evil, and relizions sense to
the onnozrants from Million. The key to the system is a free people ilk

trey eountr'.

K p. 4) thinks that tilt American emihasis on edii-
ratitin as natiimalizati(in is due (1w presence of the immigrant';.
Ile believes that the

An:.:10Ameriuns were not tit first cnuseions of This tusk. Far 2u0 yours the.
colonists neglected the schools ". Indy in the in:ddle of the nineteenth
evtilin'y eiiel Illey l'ecoLfill7.0 the pnrt which the .,haul were to play in the as-
simitm int.,. prowess. * . The sorho equality of all the pupils. viol and
poor. 4.ommended itself to the i11111:grin118. who had been compelled to suffer
from the effects ter Eurottenn class Itrelutlice. In short, the shlels won the eon-
Men. of the immignint and kept it.

The natittnalizatiem process assumes still greater importance when
we recall. with Ituisson 1(I1, p. 4.) that the original Aiiglo,Saxon
stock is disappearing. Thus, if our ideals are to he preserved the
task of seeing that this is done will fall upon the children of the
immigrant.

Iliiisson, with many others. calls attention to the fact that all of our
hope, of e(hleat.1011 HS lintiffillifiZtit1011 are emlangered by the disturb-
ing influence Of politics. Ilk conclusions are. that more and more
Money must be spent upon education if our ideals are to survive
.Ity educating the new generations IA the best Manlier. by giving everywhere 7

the education which is suited. Is free Men to children of the lowest social strata.
they will little by little lessen the number of intriguers and dupes. This idea
Is.one form of .1merkan patriotism.

(hi page 15 attention was called to the fact that American ideal,
at iii the process of emerging upon the level of imtionalization.
Further evidence of this fact appears in connection with the criticism,
concerning eititenship and...nationalization. Griehsch (139]. p. 600)
says:

The Americans are in development at the stage of a. grown young man In the
fullness of hisstrength, who Aloes not yet know how to uSe.this strength with
measure and discretion, who often, in spite of the hest purposes. overshoots the
Wark HMI throws to the. winds the advice of older and more discreet persons.
all the powers of the Nation must Mal n use which will_ serve' the general
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welfare. 'National' pride must unfre with' a consideration of the value of other
nations and not degenerate. as is so frequently the (Ilse, into rudeness, preju-
dice, injustice, and suiberticlality. To offstO these things is the elder duty of
the Americo') school. The school must make the people capable of outing in
acccartianee with their claim that they have a government of the people, by
the pkwie. anti for the pcople. The individual must have a clear Judgment in
order to participate in the uernment. Ile most learn to place his powers in
the serviee of society.

ilar rein. Slintlwell (IS:II. it. 3s:1) Says:
h»ot find evidence of any dear or general conception of what education

should he in the United states leyonti tile general prindpie of &nllity of topor-
tunitY, . There is a lack at onifrmity even in the provision of free
eduation. (The .ledizth of the school sesstons varies so. that some children
get better opportunities. than others. 1 Ite -iad this the mortoenerni coiieption
is a vague idea that school is necessary for producing good Amerition

It is douhtleSs true that American education has .shown some
` adolescent" characteristics, and doubtless some national ideals are
still almost entirely in the subconscious stage. The fact of most
transcendent importance is that growth is taking place and that the
avenues for growth are open. The growth of our ibedagogical litera-
ture and of the great education.] and popular self-onsciousness is
necessarily slow and is still far from complete. such growth in
regard to the ideals of citizenship and nationalization has doubtless
been greatly accelerated by the late war. H i !Tea it pointed out. in
1870 ([44], p. 3) :

Before a citizen puts his talents into the service of his ronntry, the country
On its part must furnish to line children the means of aetparing the greatest
amount of talents and aptitudes in order to he able to accomplish this duty.
The AmericanConstitatittn, seeing in public &Wootton a.greatnatitnial interest;
has taken care to assure to the central government the right of protection
and guardianship over the schools bY memo: of funds far their mahnenitnee.4
Public education conforms to democratic principles to which everything is
subordinated this most free. country in the world. Its purpose.is training
in citizenship. The minimum of education can not be less than the instruction
whiCh every naafi must possess in' artier to fulfill his duties toward society
and to the State ns Juryman, Witness, and citizen 'e.; intelligent plif7

ticilmtion in everything which is of 'interest in municipal or naticnal offoint
and the ability to, negnit himself in the obligations which are imposed upon
one who possesses a portion of the national sovereignty.

Laveleye ([56]. p. 837) says:
The American believes that the safety of s,tciety and the future of democ,

racy depends upon the diffusion of instruction in all the ranks of the people.

The English critics note the same tendency and point out the fact
that America has abandoned the older lainez-faire policy. Sadler
([78].-p. 218) points out the early conflict between the N'ew England

The American ConstIthtion does not.prortde a school fund. Such funds hire been
established by. congressional euactmenis.
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educational policy and the Virginia policy. That conflict terminated
in the victory for the former.. Therefore those who study American
education must look to New England for, the sources of the move-
ment.

EXTENT OF EDUCATNI

.1 great amount of comntent centers around the fact that. education
lots been extended to all. There is no greater attraction for Our visi-a
tors than the sight of t he children of the " rich and poor sitting on
the same school benches.-

The cause of such ar unheard-of practice is dearly due, at least in.
part. to the constantly growing feeling that universal education is
necessary to the perpetuation of the Nation.

Some critics, however, think that universal education has its draw-
baks. lirereton ([8j, p. 29) believes that equality of opportunity
may possibly lugue undesirable in that it does not provide sufli-
ciently for the elimination of the unfit.

sumo,' Amerleu persist, in her splendid endeavor to give each child that
may, In her schools a general education. the question naturally arises, Is she
!R in the long run likely to raise tip that undesirable hybrid that other 'nut bowl
ha% e produced, ' a literary proletariat t,

This criticism was written at ti time when the. openings for edu-
cated people in France were rather restricted, particularly in com-
merce and industry, and Brereton fears that the schools ma produce
more liberally educated people than are needed in life outside of the
.'drool. One .can hardly imagine Such a condition in the United.
States.

Some of the German critics see a danger of- Mediocrity in this
connection. Thus Dunker [291, p. 42) says:

The Anterieans become patriotic viliZt.11. :Mil i"alnttins of lint I hey
nat,t on the tler1111111S 10(10 the skillet! workmanship.

In Another place (1291, p. 35) lie intimates that the American
type of universal education produces a sort of superficiality.:

There is a devout optimism, harmless (Mentalism, and genys t.00) will,
but a lack of 141111arity of detail. The llerman ideal Is higher and therefore
aristocratic, since only a few can aunt') it.

INittger, another German ( {s], p. '21), says:
In America they look upn the raising of the ability of the average man as

their aim. Willi(' in Germany the main purpose is to enable thug best to cuale
4u a full development.- The American system involves unsuspected dangers.
For example,-it the measure of requirements is set too lOw It will favor the
Invasion 'of the learned calling by those who are iewute.

These two criticisms emphasize a fundamental difference between
the ideals of democracy and those of aristocracy. . Both recognize
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that growth and progress are not to be had without a price. They
mast always be paid for in terms of sacrifice. Disktgreement, how-
ever, arises as to who should make the sacrifice. AAerica considers
education as the inalienable right of every child. ermany prefers
the higher education of the few only. In America the original ideal
was that of equalitya doctrine which is invariably opposed by those
whose ideals are an outgrowth of the class system. This is an old
and fundamental difference of opinion, and will in all probability
persist for an indefinite time to come. Stated in the terms of
modern science the question becomes: Shall a nation sacrifice the
interests of the lower fourths of the intelligence distribution to the
interests of the.xpper quartile, or should the upper and lower por-
tions each be neglected for the welfare of the larger middle portion?
Demoorry prefers the welfare of the greatest number even at the
risk orsuperficiality and- mediocrity. This is not to admit that
leadership and genius are impossible in a democracy. It only means
that they may-be neglected. While it is true that America hid call
upon Germany for skilled workmen and that our talented pupils
have been neglected, this is only an evidence of the .fact that the
interests of the majority must take precedence over those of the
minority in point of time.. As soon as the majority are taken care of,
attention will turn toward the needs and rights of the minority. In
fact, there are evidences st hand to show that this adjustment is
actually occurring and that the Americans are becoming increasingly
conscious of the existence and needs of both the subnormal and the
supernormal. Democracy, and the eduCation which makes it pos-
sible, are worth all that they cost. America is right in insisting
upon a free liberal education for all, since each person is to be a
citizen and a voter.

INDIVIDUALISM OF AMERICA. '

Thus far the criticism of American education has dealt mainly
with the point of view of social welfare. But there is another side.
America is a land of strong individualism. This has resulted partly
from the doctrine of equality and partly from the environment.. The
first has already been discussed (p. 2 ff.). As to the second, it
is evident that the pioneer who lives far from the haunts of other
men must develop strongly those qualities which lead to survival
when such survival,depends largely upon one's own initiative, re-
sourcefulness, and courage. Quick decision and resolute action often
won the day when the pioneer was compelled to fight for his life
against savage animals And men. It was natural, therefore, that
he should wish his children to develop the 'qualities that were of

.,*
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such signal service to him. This ideal soon spread from the home
to the school. It has been one of the first things to attract the at-
tention of the visitors from Europe. Mark ([631, p. 27) says:

The key word of 'the new aim is to train the individual will to recognize and
respond Sympathetically to the larger will of society. This. Ina word, is the
doctrine of individualism as accepted by the leading American educators.

StiCii W411 training results from the formation of correct habits.
If the people are to be capable of self-direction when free to act,
situations must be provided in which the children may practice free
choice. Initiative must be stimulated, the personality of the child
must be respected. ,and freedom must he accorded to him. If he
misuses his freedom he must suffer the consequences. S6me of the
critics understand this situation. Thus Passy ([71], p. 146) says:

The young people must learn'to conduct themselves, to use the freedom which
they will have later on. If certain faults are developed by this regime of
independence, so much the worse. A presumptuous, peremptory, rash, disre-
spectful child is worth more than one whose will has been trroken. If there
are those who can not have freedom without nuking a had use of it, so much
the worse. All that chit be done is to point out make them feel, the sad
consequences of their manner of neting. Whether or not they accept the sugges-
tions is their own affair. One can noAcritice the welfare of the great num-
ber who profit by this freedom. The school must furnish the armor necessry
forthe struggle of life and show how to use it for the best. If there are those
who prefer to use it badly. the school lsnot responsible.

In another connection (p. 143) Passy says:
A quite characteristic trait of moral education in the United States is the

confidence which they show in the pupils * * *. In everything they assume
as certain, until proved to the contrary. that the pupils can not lie nor
deceive.

In contrasting the ideals of America with those of Austiia,
Schmidhofer ([82]. p. 58) says that in Austria

The 011141 is an inferior being. whose thinking. feeling,, and willing is entirely
dependent upon parents and teachers, * * but America is the land in
which the basic ideal is that children are' creatures possessing. a free will and,
are not merely inconvenient burdens and playthings to he supported by
parents.

Sadler (174 p.' 131) says:-
The striking things In American education are not its curricula, but Its point

of view and attitu0 of mind. Its aim Is to develop individuality through
discipline in the cinnuton schools. It deriveS its extraordinary influence from
the fervent faith which inspires it.

The foregoing. statements are typical of the' general trend .of
opinion among our observers. They point. out some rather well
marked tendencies. America, in general. believes in .respecting the

1 personality of the child and in permitting free play to his spontane-

23
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ous activity, 19 far as it is consistent with the rights of others to do
so; but nothing is permitted Which interferes with the welfare of
the majority. Beyond that boundary American individualism is not
permitted to go. The children themselves seldom wish to go thus
far when they truly understand the situation. Thei.e is, also a strong
tendency away from the old notion of total depravity. It is no
longer considered that children are " little vipers" whose every
movement should be repressed. It is thought better to develop the
instincts of the child through properly guided activity. Children
are not diamonds in the rough which need polishing; they' are not
Mere containers waiting to be stuffed with knowledge. 'but they are
living beings possessing talents which must be developed and rights
which must be respected.

Some of the critics. however, are opposed to the idea of respecting
the personality of the child. They believe that game is not.
worth the candle. This is particularly true of the German observ-
ers. Thus Delon ([28], p. 273) says:

The American child Shows a hlack of discipline. He is arrogant and pre.
sumptuous. Accusathm, slander, denunciation of misdemeanors committed is
a choice ac,tivity. I never saw children more zealous nor more inclined to
exaggeration on the one hand, and arguing and denial on the other. There
is a lack of respect of elders. The American child knows nothing Of tin bash-
fulness, attention, modesty. and reserve of the German child.. He is not sensi-
tive ofheauty. art, science, and the love of truth * . He Shows obedience,
to the teacher no farther than the door of the schoolhouse or no farther, than
the eye or the stick of the teacher extends. The discipline desires superficial-
ity, commands superficiality,- and punishes superficialities. Hence it' can only
attain superficiality.

It must be remembered, however, that Dulon is writing of the
United States at a time when it was made up largely of pioneers and
when individualism was naturally strong. Such -schoOls doubtless
still exist in remote regions, but not generally. The change which
has taken place is reflected in the following criticism of Grielasch
([39], p. 615) :

The tendency of the American educational system to entirely super
eke! and te,be satisfied with outward appearances IS noticeable in the discipline.
The uninitiated person upn entering the school will be astonished at the ideal
order which prevails. With machine like punctuality and exactness every
movement of the classes or of individual pupils takes place. Tet this discipline
does not exercise the expected influence upon the growing character of the pupil.
He is under constant watch and behaves either from compulsion or for a re-
ward.' .His education in moral freedom is not furthered,. and in spite of such
Showy discipline he knows not the respect for Authority nor the honor dile ids
elders. This -lack is reflected in the indifference' and7disdain for authority in
civil- life which is the most dangerous obstacle in the way ..of the healthy in-

, donal development.
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The apparent. and recognized individualism and impudence of the American
child betrays an indifference concerning the real demands of borne discipline
and parental responsibility.

The substance of the three criticisms seems to be that American
children are not obedient or reserved. They are lacking in respect
and modesty. These statements are undoubtedly true when one
compares the American children with(those.of Germany, France, and
England. But, as has been already suggested, America prefers to
sacrifice blind obedience in order to gain alertness, initiative, and
self-cmttrol. This means that it is better to allow some 'children to
seem impudent and disrespectful if the plan is successful in general.
It may be true, as Griebsch suggests. that the innate individualism
breaks loose in some children when they' get out of sight of the
teacher, yet this does not 0.04 the American system bad as a whole.
American children are orderly when it is necessary for the general
welfare that they should be so. This is not superficiality. To do
otherwise would mean to develop a subdued and broken-willed type-
of child, a forerunner of adults who- would be a menace to American
institutions. It would mean a nation. of people who might be,yery
eflicientin obedience to authority bututterly helpless as citizens con-
stituting the sovereignty of the Anierican Nation.

The doctrine of individualism requires that eac4 child hi taught
to reason things out for himself. But Beck (141, p..18) points out
that young children are not capable of reasoning and conclUdes
that

since reason. Is lacking in the pupil, he can not understand things on that
basis. nos it teacher who has inee begun the practice of appealing to the
child's reason must go from bad to worse. He must bring ab&ut a situation
in which the will of the pupil is the thing thift counts.

Beck. however, overlooks some important facts. If The child is
permitted to use his reason under the right conditiobs, he will
rapidly improve his Ability in that respect. Then, too, why should
not the will of the child be the thing that counts, yrovided that the
child has had proper training in deciding things for himself?
Finally. Beck forgets that children whose rational and, volitional
rowers are undeveloped may be easily controlled Through sugges-
tion. They have cOntinually_before them the example of their older
comrades. The skillful teacher reinforces this example by pointing
out that the students in the upper. grades do so and so, at the.same
tune appealing to the higher thought and volitional, powers of the
little ones so far as this is possible. In all probability. the orderly
pupils whom Greibsch accused of :superficiality were orderly because..
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they wanted to be and not because they were afraid not to he, or
because they were hoping for a reward. Order cansexist indeend-

ly of blind obedience, but not among those Who have been traineil
to look upon obedience as the one cardinal virtue. . .

Beck. 041, p. NS) also objects to individualism and retThert for
personality because it Sometimes lead to. the parade of the child's
virtues.

The idea that whatever the child does slaadd be exhibittI at ua+

to toe to he like the public dance and the rubrics for children in till. nsimi.i.'
Merely the crying of market %yaws which 'destroys the modesty of tin youth
which should he the true atmosphere of his development.

Here again it is a question of paying the price for a desiraide
thing. Young children are all inclined to be individualistic anti self-
centered. The German would utterly suppress this tendency..while
the American simply, allows its exercise but redirects it and save..it
us a basis for the self-confidence which is so valtutble fOr-the
Can citizen..

While the practice of respecting the dyrsgmality of 'the child in-
volves paying a priceeven a high priceyet :t is worth all that it
costs. It is perhaps our most cherished bleat. Bain (14 p..:29)
says:

The station of no child can be predicted in a country where alt hays aro
potential Presidents andall girls potential lirysiflents' wives. and when all
regarded as entitled to lin equal.opotimity of fouldng the best of his or her

.own individual life. The aim of American education is therefore to.disefiver
! the natural bent of each boy or girl and to develop it to the utmost.

Rathbone, in the Mose ly report (ped, p.. 260, says:
To encourage self - government, self-cxpression, aanal solf-orti vlty is the

aimsometinies it may be to an extent which may leave little room for !he
cultivation of modesty and reverence. * There is no other tleoartfuwat
in %olio, we have so much to learn front America as frdln this new spirit ei
school

Mark (163J, p..1(18) says:
The American schools aim distinctly at individuality, but it is an 1'1,11%1,11W-

ity tempered -and enlarged by social conditions and swill! !wok rr,,,,,sa
without beense, movement without disorder, ease without idleness, repe-amt .

..the American standard of discipline.

fiddler ([76], p. 130) says:
AMerican education deilves its greatest strength, not from its technical

buffroin the fact that. It is animated by an intense-and indeed religious !who'
in the rightness of airing to every boy and girl in the community, rsr as

t. :possible. an equal ehanci to make. the moat of his or. her natural powers. This
ikr ig .the real secret of the immense force- of American education. -

The last three criticisms 'are from the nation which undouhtedls
undeestancle titibest. Each of them is based upon a profound respect.



for the individual. Without such a respect the criticisms would
have been impossible. They therefore serve as a fitting conclusion
k the discussion of individUalism and respect for personality as ele-
ments of the American educational ideal.

THE IDEA OF LIBERXY.

In the discussions of equality and respect for personality, much
has already been said concerning freedom. In the Declaration of
Independence liberty was given tile same rank with equality. It is
undoubtedly a fundamental part of our philosophyand its influence
will he particularly marked in the criticism considered in Chapter
II., It is worth while. however, to mention one criticism here as a
type of what our visitors have to say in this regard.. Buyse (I 13],
pp. s) says:

We wish our children to be obedient anti disciplined while the Americans
" * wish, before all, young people of initiative, Independent, and self

contilicnt. They willingly support the caprice and almost tyranny of the
children to attain this end. At school. oue has the intpressittn that the pupils
are leading the teacher. The young Yankees have not the humble and servile
attitillke of our children toward those who instruct, them 'P. To free
the thoughts and feelings from all guardianship, to'gradually reduce the role
of the teacher to the profit of the responsibility of the young man or young.
woolen. Such is the purpose of education.

To cause children to act quite freely as if they were alone in the world; !
to increase the pleasure of effort and the joy in conquest. to secure the pusses-)
shin of sell-control * such is the high task of the school.

In the performance of this high task, the schools are furnishing an
.ever-growing realization of the ideals- of .all the sturdy American
patraiSs who have fought. hied, and died in the Cause of human
liberty.

Closely connected with the ideals of freedom is the doctrine of
ini1efinite perfectibility. which also implies a strong power of adapta-
bility. If men are to be free to improve themselves they must not
be reStricted to any one activity. A change from one environment
to another must be possible. Barclay. in the Mosely Report ([66],.-
p. 4(0). says:

The acquisition of knowledge is becoming of less and less importance as cot*
pared with the development of character. health. and adaptability and with the
making of. **Indy men and women who can turn themselves to anything.

Rathbone in the same report ([66]. p. 262) has the same idea:.
American education alMs to give children those qualities which will make

1 them gods) citizens, competent workers, resonrOeful. self-rellant and adaptable,.
good 4 il:rvers, able to 'record their ohsci-vations correctly. compare, group, and
!lifer justly from them and express cogently the results of their .mental opera?
tionS. Qualities are stressed more than knowledge.
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The inalienable right of the American citizen to self-improvement
and growth must not be sacrificed. Freedom of movement from
place to place must he .safeguarded. and changes of occupation must
not:be impossible. The power of adaptability is therefore one of

\ our most valuable assets.
Adaptlibility in the individual is a long step toward the power to

cooperate -with others. It has been pointed out that while the
Americans are strongly individualistic, corporate spirit is not absent.
Mark. ([64], p. 37) says:

The prize system is not ealloliasized because it suggests working against each
other rather than together, Children are encouraggl an"ra
Cooperative assignments are used. Sellael clubs- and erganiZations ar
couraged. Athletics is encouraged because * it trains ira ,00lkerntion.

Obedience is based upon the value of community rentrol in swill
welfare anal not town external control.

Armstrong, in the .Mostly ltepQrts ([661. p. 7). says:
They (Americans) have learned to work together anal sulardinate their

vicluat ahtbals to all extent Which we have diffiealty. in Iwile%IlaZ -1.41 ,`ihk

All of the Mosely committee agree upon the existence of 0 ra
five spirit anitnItr American teachers.

Burstall. however ([12]. p. 3S), thinks that
corooratv life in the school is not SO strong as in the _rent

schools. There are. DO IllallitOrs or tbrefects. who are so important a part of
character tritilliag With us. Athletics is for the few, not for all. and te need
for social life Is not well met.

While it would be unwise to attempt to transplant the system of
the English public school into this country. yet there is truth in
what Miss Burson says. The lesson of cooperation is a hard one
for America to learn. Cooperation does not come naturally to us.
This is undoubtedly one of the things which need attention and care
on the part of our eflucational leaders. The powerful belief in ma-
jority rule will Alp. but it must be remembered that the American
is by original nature strongly individualistic. .To attempt to crush
this national tendency would IN' disastrous. The only hope lies in
devising sonic method of redirecting/the individualism in stichowisay
as to keep it from interfering with the growth of the cooperative
spirit.

One ,of the characteristics of American education -which grows
out of the doctrine of the indefinite perfectibility and which is quite
frequently stressed is the fact that it is-dynamic. It grows. Gizycki.
(f261, p. 335) says;

One of the .finalainenial conceptions which Anglo-Saxon educators wish above
all to inculcate in their pupils is the faith in the pro:mess of humanity. both
mentally andAnurally.
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This belief in progress -will tolerate., no limitations of the caste-
system type. There is a tendency to throw tradition overboard: at
least there is a searching type of self-criticism which refuses to
tolerate 01(1 things simply because they are old. Nothing is looked
/won as being absolute or final. This is what Sadler calls ." unrest
in education." In his discussion of this topic ([761, p. 139), he
says:

This pooh} of candid self-criticism, coupled as it is with deep insight into
die complex nature of educational problems. and with the 0111 hearty and
vigorous belief In the efficiency of seli)1 training in-the building up of a fereat
notion. shows that at no earlier period lass there been so powerful and en-
lightened a movement for educational progress as is stirring the- United State%
'at the present' time. The most impressive characteristic of the new movement
is that it combines frank and searching self-critieism with a deep anti unflinch-
ing faith in the power of education to mold the future of n great people,, and
in its being able, while Inspiring all with a sense of national unity and .011petive
repolcsibility, to preserve and .4tengthen what is hest in individual charktor.

In another connection Sadler 076], p. 159) comments more spe-
cifically on American criticism:

His. (Dr. I tewey's) criticism deepens our sense of the intricate difficulty of
the problem of industrial reform. * His views are a striking expres-
sion of the unrest which is at work in American as in European education.

" * He has thrown into II philosophic form the instincts of a rather
leveling democracy as applied to the problem of educational reform. *

He frankly avows his hostility to the old tradition, social and educational.
* His argument rests on a very sanguine view of human nature and

on the assumption that we tau safely cut ourselves off from the wisdom latent
in a well-established educational tradition. Like Rousseau, he takes it for
granted that men. when liberated from the fetters of tradition. will naturally
Thoperate with one another in ham and fruitful activities. There
ring's through ftli his writings a revolutionary note.'

This criticism- refers to Dr. Dewey's work in his experimental
school at Chicago. It was a type that could scarcely avoid shocking
a staid Englishman. If that work was revolutionary it was not.
dangerously so, as subsequent. events have proved. But the main
point about the last group of criticisms concerning our great educa-
tional philosopher is the fact that his ideas breathe the spirit of
'progreSs. l'Ite same spirit ,characterizes American educators in
general. They haie assumed' that educational conditions will change,
and upon that basis they have done and will continue to do their
work. This work may at times lack ballast but it seldom lacks
power. Guided by the lessons of history, but not chained to them,
the American educational leaders will turn the immense power of
American; ideals into the channels which lead to universal civilize-.
tion in its highest and best sense.

Mention. has already been made of the fact that the Americans are .

preeminently a practical-minded people. The boundless economic
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opportunity and the hardships of pioneer life left little time for the
pursuit of those things which are not of immediate practical value.
Waetzoldt says:'" As compared to us (the Germans). they (Ameri-
cans) Tack pensiveness. warmth of feeling. tenderness. childlike
plieity. and do not enjoy the fairy life of imagination and heart.
They want (wick results.- Remington (I 73-1. p. 53) says:

The %ot useful Is the keynote of ..iner.can educatioll. It does liot'aii4 it
making (unfired men although It often tarns them oat by ;14:violent pilot, :11
working successful men. It supplies not frill it hut true r01111(lal bils.

rather than a silver-mounted walking cane.

According to Mark (165]. p. 104) :
America believes itl the principle of arnbw, dont::

thin is life rather than a preparation for The hand k the instrunrent of
the birain..

Some. of the critics see danger in this tendency toward utilita-
rianism. Rowley. in the Mosely Report. says that both America and
England engage in "A race for riches at any cost." Both show an
amazing adoration for mediocrity lind the Omithnplace: bot wor-
ship quantity rather than quality and both are prone to overstrenn-
()listless." Remington (173]. p. 53) thinks that tlus."American boy
looks Upon:education as a means of followim, and outstripping hi,
dad in the rapid piling up of dollars." Sadler ( (7 p. 140) say-:

What is goltuz on In America is a tierce struggle between two contending
forces and ideals of life. Among the best antidotes of alatPria
and selfishness lire idealism and self-sacrifie in the school. A littsines7-'ilie
idealism is the characteristic feature of American educatlotat its 'lest. Th's
combination-of two great qualities will protect the schools from the .lancers
of vulgar utilitarianism on the one hand and .frm undue excitement. super-
ficiality, and selflidvertIsemetiron the other.

America believes in securing equality of opportunity to each in-
dividual. 'The environment has been such that the greatest opportu-
nity has been in the economic and practical fields. This has
naturally given rise to a great love of physical wellbeing, which is
made possible only by the possession of money. The making of

cy money has therefore become our chief means of self-realization. To
some it has become the be-all and end-all of existence. This is an
extremity -which must. be guarded against, and it constitutes one of
our most serious educational problems. It is well to keep the -dan-
gers of this situation in view, and our .critics have a right to call
attention to these dangers. But. those who criticize us most severely
should remem4er that the privilege of casting stones belongs to the

..' guiltless. It would -be hard, to prove that Americans are striving.
after money more keenly than are the people of other nations. Our
immigrants seem just as anxious to secure wealth as do our native born.
Our ability in a practicaLway hai its drawbacks but it,lool is worth .

, .. .. ., .

'
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allgthat it costs. With all of our materiafism, and mercenary spirit,
no true American would-prefer to exchange our pride in honest toil
in our favorable environment for "white- handed aristocracy" under
the economic conditions of Europe.

The following ideals and tendencies of American education have
been pointed out by those whose criticism has been quoted in this
bapter. "'First and most fundamental is the belief in equality. par-
ticularly political equality mid equality of opportunity. Out of this
doctrine has grown the belief in the indefinite perfectibility of man.
This with the absence"of a class system, has made possible 'a pro-
gressive and dynamic spirit which is quite unusual in other parts of
the world. It has also been the basis of a strong, though irrational
interest in education. In spite of pronounced individualism, there
is a vigorous emphasis upon nationalization as is shown particularly
in our success in the Americanization of the immigrant. Respect for
personality is favored in spite of the difficulties which it involves,
while individual adaptability and personal initiative are looked upOn
a, two of our most priceless possessions.

Such are the ideals and guiding principles of American education.
They are the subconscious forces of our national life, which pro-
foundly affect every phase of our existence. . The remaining chap-
ters are concerned with a more detailed study of their influence in
the wore limited fields of our educational theory and practice.



Chapter II.

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL SYSTEM.

The American school system has had a different history froin.
tjiose of Europe. The European systems are the result of gradual
growth ife situ, while ours originated in at transplantation of European
ideals into the American wilderness. The people who first came over
were highly civilized and possessed definite and conscious ideals when
they came. Furthermore, they represented the hardiest, bravest. and
most dynamic spirits of Europe. Otherwise they would not have
dared to face the dangers and hardships of pioneer life. They
brought many of the European ideals with them, but these ideals
were sharply refracted upon entering the American environment.
Having felt the oppression of European tyranny, it was natural that
being left to themselves they should develop in a manner at variance
with European practice. A notable example of this is seen in the
type of school organization which was developed. Decentralization
was the rule, and this found a typical expression in the district sys,tem
of administration and control. This was a tiattfal outgrowth of
individualism, equality, and the love of freedom, yet the ideals of
Europe had an influence. In the southern colonies these ideals were
represented by the aristocratic and laixsez-faire ideals of England,
while in the North the most characteristic tentleney was a result of
the religious ideal; centering in Protestantism. and particularly Puri-
tanism, and leading toward gove'rnmentalcontrol. The latter tend-
ency was the one which finally prevailed. Religious influence was
strong at first, but it worked itself out through governmental con-
trol of a decentralized type. By the early part of the nineteenth cen-
tury this decentralization had reached an extreme form which was
intolerable. This gave rise to the reforms centering around Horace
Mann which started .a tendency back toward centralization. This
movement, though stubbornly resisted, is still in progress.

This brief survey is necessary in order to understand much of the
criticism of American school organization and control., It must he
kept constantly in mind that we are concerned with European ideals
which have been introduced into a new environment. Some of these
ideals failed to function to any great extent in the new surroundings.
This was particularly true of European social stratifications. Nl
such notions were replaced by the idea of human equality: Along

32
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with this change come also a weakening of the philanthropic- ideal
in education. Shadwell thinks that this is an advantage' lie says
([831. p, 375) :

He who pays the piper calls the tune. Private schools must meet. the de-
wands of their patrons. When schools are-free and carried on by philanthropic
or religious agencies the schools give the kind of education which those who
conduct thent_think tit. When they are free °anti paid for by the community
they must teach that which will benefit the milmtnnity as a whole. The m-
monHy has a right to call the tone:\and a national ideal is necessary as a -basis
far nationaj education in the interests of the community at large.

This is not possible under private or sectarian control; because
such control always iflentities some particular end of its own with the
general welfare. ..-;tich an end is really a means, yet it tends to be
matte an end in itself. This quotation gives the reasons why the
tendency in America his been ,toward Stdte.control and _away from
the private and `sectarian type. _After the Revolution the. question
.of national' survival became of dominant. importance, and it was
felt that such survival was possible only through" the universal
education of all the citizens. The principle of equality required
that each individual should participate not only in education itself
but in educational control as well. The general welfare took prece-
()owe to a large extent over the aims of any one individual or class.
rnder such State control: was' a necessity. State control
also ha, further advantages. Jephson, in he Mose ly Report cr661.
p. 211). summarizes them as follows:

iii villtratinnulist has control of all the schools. Changes in curricula van be
made easily. One man gets accurate knowledge of his teachers and can pro-
aloe the most deserving at once. The whole system may We easily coordinated.
Te.e.her, may he trained and examined. schools may 1w inspected, pupils may he
transferred from elementary to high school, and if the system is not suceessful
.11m,.. iu charge of it may 1w removed.

Tim, State control erects a lorMidable barrier against the control
of the schools hy any one class. NarroivnesS is avoided and progress
is gnat nt eel].

(hi the other hand there are some disadvantages. Jephson ((661.
p. 211) says:

There is a. tendency towarn centralizatb I I if !timer. 'Worthy people may be
deprived of helping in education under an autocratic superintendent and such
a 5 alwrintenamt. if unprogressive,. might foster at stereotyped form of organiza-
tion.

lierschensteiner ([471.,p.6) says: ,,
Imperial control of .education, is' a misfortuse. Nothing Is more

dangerous for the school than an all-incluslve*system that reaches out over
!woad domains. having* no regard for territorial conditions.. much less for
purely loco] demands. It produces too much uniformity and too little freedom

.
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in administration. Progret:sis obstructed. ideas are not taken
up. . There are too many traditions that are sanctified by law and al-
ways vigorously defended.

Sincl ([85]..p. objects to State control becituse-.-
leans the omission oe the catechism. Childnoi will not respect religion

since the State does not encourage it. It cause, religion. Cinnelli IMO+
in VOIIIIP(1011 11 it h school elections. In I hi% oh es compuist,,,,.

Langlois (14'2]. p. 167) says:
The refusal to give public Ir IOfila Iietitntiuns i. out con.

Ristent with freedom.

Sadler (166]. p. 144) thinks that
The problem of direct public control In education Is far more complex and

difficult than many of the more Ze111011:: advocates of educational demovracy
Used to realize. Perhaps the final result will be an agreement to differ, and a
readiness to put up with that composite arrangement which permits all kinds
of schools, all kinds of educational influence, and all kinds of management tip
coexist, provided that one and all are in some direct relation to the State. and
that one and all are animated by an intense desire to promote individual cul-
ture, moral progress, and national' unity. Eilleiliinn curt never be left wholly
to private effort Or individual initiative but these elements with the many
forms of religious belief are necessary pills in any system of national educa-
tion worthy of the name. No kind.sof administrative monopoly can ever be
sensitive enough to the deeper and ever-changing needs of HM11111111 life. Edu-
cational pfolems necessarily involve questions in regard to which neither the
State nor a trausient majority of votes in any particular district uor any one
spiritual society can ever hope to succeed in getting'the last word. What is
needed is some combination of State sanction. of local patriotism, of religious
influence and freedom of individual initiative.

These four forces are all represented in American society and their
adjustment is the problem of education control as it exists with us.
To coordinate these. tt provide for progress -and avoid narrowness
and rigidity is the task which is challenging Anglo-Saxon genius
for organization both here and in England. Two dangers threaten:
One is the temptation to put portions of our education, such as the
vocational, under the control of vocational specialists rather than
educators. and the other the tendency toward _national paganism due
to the exclusion of religious instruction from the schools. They are
serious questions but solutions for them will be found.

In spite of all its disadvantages America is tending more and more
toward State control, and even more and more to a centralized form
Of it. This is because local control also has serious disadvantages.
Loizillon [59] p. 10) says:

In the United States there is an educational lack which la keenly felt and
:1irfirconstitutes an inferiority and even a. blot upon the school organization.
It allows children under school age to beithandoned-,without surveillance and
without direction to all the dangers- of the street and, that which 423 worse,
to all the evils and bad influences during a whole phase of their life, the most
important Perhapnthiat in which good habits ought to replace the lack of

'.,jtalgateat and reason and at as a 041.0. fur their,latiir .tieveioptneat.,
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The truth of this criticism has since been recognized and compul-
sory attendance laws are the result. The solution of the problem will
not be complete. however, until we have better child labor laws. medi-
cal inspection and part-time continuation schools. But all of this
necessitates some form uf centralized control, anti there is a growing
belief that the State has a right to force the 'selfish local community
to give a square deal to its children.

Griebsch ((39),, p. 613) *calls attention to two tither defects in
purely local control:

Lark of general leadership for the school organization Of the ruited States
lead4 to a great diversity in the school work as 41 %viaae. The_tearbers
have the right spirit but they have no tearhing plan o -guidance.

The first portion of Che\above refers to the lack of standardization
of the schools. It is heing corrected by placing more emPliasis upon':
State control. Schools are being inspected .and classified and local
boards are being brought into line by means of State grants to a p-
prjtved schools. State courses of study and larger units of super-
visUm are meeting the second defect. In a similar manner tlw
injustice arising from small areas of taxation is being atljnstetI

.Bother defect of local.ctuitrol is the intliwnce of politics. \Val-
loge (1S81, p. 115) says:

sup'e most of the, school hoard members are politicians their pesenee in
shiil :1 capacity giVes to many difficult prblet is, " . A1.4.4ve all

the Anieielia system twist- free itself entirely from politiul official
dilatoriness.

Iliifer ( p. 47) says: -
_

MOO 1111114411HW is till' 1114Ve1114.111 00100g Se11001 ;1 111/141111 hit41 1111418 10

4141 11Way With the 111441 ley 1111111i1 11110 of school boards. to which the restlessness
mid unsteadiness of school growth is to be ascribed and to replace them by
rcai steatl authorit ill school affairs. The last, in this eon_
licction is to 14,1110Ve school f1.1,111 the 11,11,1elit,' or Political eleeti"NN
Which every tw4. years bring often an entire change of personnel and there-
with also changes In 1110111s 111141 practices.

liartleittiti (I 3 T, p. 144) says:
The authority State. ?-1111.eri1114.1141e111 ir= 1111. III' 11 111141s1 so.

1:111 1 11111 appears incurable in the octant situation as W4 !MVP 0X0111111011

it ;411 over America awl even in New England is the absorption by. the local
authorities of the power which belongs higher tip. It is against the local
twanis, the trustees, wiAse horizon dues- not extend eytual their club or
Party, that the State is powerless. * * The townships of New England.
like the hale.pentient districts:of. West Virginia. give came for 'feat when they
are given over.to the power of the strong men of the diStrict, the cocks of .the
qcte.ple, or, as they Say over, there. the local tenor, or what is worse, to the chief
of a gang who gives the school positions and functions over to his. faithful
adherents as.

Umplestionably there was justice in the criticism of these men at
the time of which they speak. But an enlightened_ public sentiment
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has removed much of the evil by strengthening the.central authority.
There has been some iMproVement everywhere. though much more
()tit is still desirable in certain localities and at certain times.

The German critics think that it would be a great help if we were
to elect only educational experts to membership on our local school
boards.

Du lon ( r28 I. p. 235) says:
(.7ustom in Germany calls for a group of expert men on an administrative

board. Whoever Inks proved and distinguished himself as 41 schoolman, who-
ever has furnished evidence of good results In his scientific studies,. to hint is
open a position upon the ndinistrative hoard. * * In hoUse building
the educated American recognizes the necessity for the expert hand of the
architect. even for-the sketching of a plan. He calls on a Roebling when he
hats In hand the huge work of a bridge across Niagara: even in his private
affairs he knows how to find the expert and is justly .angry at the bungler.
r * In relation to school control he holds . * * * other views. No

laws Jtave been passed growing out of the free Will of the voters requiring
scientific or cultural training for school board members.

Such an arrangement may work in Germany, but there se-ems to
be very. small likelihood of its being adopted here. There is some-
thing about the plan that seems to call forth resistance because of
our belief in the principle of equality. Lay board 4nembers have in
general proved themselves capable of performing the duties which
devolve upon them. Such a plan makes possible a more general par-
ticipation of the public in the control- of education. If expert or
professional knowledge of educational affairs were required. the
control of the schools would necessarily be in the hands of only a
few men, because th6 number of qualified people would be limited.
Common opinion among school superintendents is that the. presence
of even one former school teacher on the hoard is undesirable. A
board member of this type is apt to possess at strong prestige, accom-
panied by narrowness and an ultraconservative point of.view. For
these reasons lay membership of local .boards seems preferable so
far as Ametlica is concerned.

Klemin ([48]. p.-41) sees a further disadvantage of local -cotitror.
He says:

A democratic form of government *. * *, which in all (API' respects itly
be looked upon tts a blessing, is nevertheless do insurmountable obstacle in the
way of Tapia and safe advance In school instruction. Local self-government
pievents nut baM I et meentrat ion la school organIzatlOn control and supervision
affil this causes slow.and painful growth. Teachers must run from one school
Ward. Member to another to see that essential things are 'taken -care of. , Every
act of -a denuteratic government- galls for* long-winded speeches, while one

reskonsible minister of education can perform with one Stroke of his pen what
requires years of earnest vtrort tot accomplish. * * For sextuple, Horace
Mann bad to fight for years with every ounce of his strength and hnd- to beg
thousands of dollas 'front. his friends in order that the first normal -school In:,

'..America might-be opened.
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Klemm is partly right and partly wrong._ The difficulty exists
but it is not " insurmountable." Advance may not be rapid but it
is safe. It takeS a long time to arouse public sentiment and elevate
public opinion. but when it is once done, the results come easily and
quickly and they are permanent. This is the reason why democracies
show such tremendous strength. They have built slowly but well.
That is why Horace Mann and other great reformers stock to the
task for so long. , They knew that they would finally and perma-
nently prevail. A faith such as theirs was never so much needed
as now, when vhanges in educational affairs are in such great de-
mand, and never was there less tendency to adopt the autocratic ide-al
which Klemtn suggests.,

Such are the chief difficulties arising from local control. Yet
America is very loath to part company with it entirely, for. it has
some splendid advantages. Even oer German critics recognize this.
Keschensteiner says ( [47], p. 7):

lierooko communities do not control their schools. They take what emanates
franc the Government. * " The-average American is much more interested
in the local schools than is the average German. There is nrore dismission and
11101. SIMee In the newspapers for education. Such democratic conditions are
conducive to progress when the average intelligence of the Community Is high.

Kuypers ([491. p. 130) says:
The transfer of the right of voting upon school affairs into local neighbor?

hood _enables the school to suit itself to the community in which it is situated
and increases interest and devotion on the part of that community.

Also on page viii. of the same treatise the author says:
Democratic provisions are made from below upward, and not the reverse as in

a monarchy. This gives rise to a happy initiative. New .thoughts are at first
realized as experiments only, but they carry with theta all of the profound Joys
of creation. Progress grows out of error.

In regard to decentralization of control Compayr6 ((191, p. 11)
says:

Is it not trite that local. control, though slow in its system of evolution. even
if it does go with much groping. error, and loss of time, has at least the ad-
vantage of making 'fruitful the activities which it does not repress, of sustain-
ing the life which It guards against being inclosed in advanced fixed forths?
Us it not true) that. under the control of attentive and Mk lenders even at
the prki. of some instants of confusion, It can lead toward definite order in
which will be found, disencumbered from all practices which experience shall
have condemned,1111 which the spirit of freedom. gOodness. and usefulness can
inspire?

Thus with all its defects:local. control brings interest, devotion,
adoptdbility, and the hope of progress. Oh. the other hand, cen-
tralization provides unity of control, speed in reform, intellinnt su-

'
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pervision, coordination and standardization of the schools, more in-
telligent board-members, equality of opportunity for all the pupils,
equalization of the burdens of taxation, and insurance against nar-
rowness. Each type has advantages which the other can not supply.
Some combination of the two is needed and Anglo-Saxon genius for
organization is working it out through The administration of Gov-
ernment grants, through requirements for the certification of teach-
ers, and through the practice of classifying and standardizing the
schools. No local community is compelled to meet the demands of
the central authorities, but they lose the aid from the State if they
do not olo so. The process of adjusting the balance between these
forces is,still incomplete, but the way is open to a nearer and nearer
approach to a plan which will combine the advantages of both types
while it avoids their disadvantages.

Perhaps the most difficult phase of the foregoing adjustment has
centered around the question of compulsory attendance. The exist-
ence of State laws of this type has long been justified: first. on the
ground that an educated citizenship is essential to the very existence
of a democracy: and, secondly, because education has been looked
upon as an inalienable rilit of every child. On the other hand the
American parent has stubbornly insisted that if he wisheS to keep his
child out of school he has a right to do so. Klemm (1481, p. 6) says:

It seems to me as though In the United States everything is permitted which
is not expressly and legally forbidden ; in Europe the reverse is the case.

The long struggle concerning compulsory attendance represents a
conflict between State and local forces. The fight does not end when
the laws are passed but continues as a question of enforcement.
Many critics see our shortcomings in this respect. In another con-
nection Klemm ([48], p 43) says:

In spite of the money spent on schools and In spite of the compulsory attend-
ance laws, 7 per cent of the whites and 47 per cent of the colored are still
illiterate. There are thoussuids of school classes in which only halt of those
who are enrolled are present ; In which those who are present.to-day
are rarely the same as those who were present yesterday, or as those who will
be present to-morrow. School boards even expect the absence of a large num-
ber of pupils each day, because they do not provide sufficient desks to sisteit
all who are enrolled. A classroom with.a seating capacity for 40 pupils may
have an average enrollment of 50. Child labor in factories, in news-
paper selling, in field and garden work is very widespread in America and the
strongest efforts arebeing made by the well intentioned to remove this evil.
But whoever knows the average American will recognize the hopelessness of the
Herculean task. of bettering school attendance through compulsory attend
once laws. * As long as the failure of his neighbor's children to at-
tend 86001 does not directly affect the individual Ottani, he troubles himself
very little about it.

Klemm revealed the facts as they existed when he wrote; but even
then thevconditiotwas not general. His predictions as to the hope
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of improvement, however, have not been borne out. Conditions
have improved, at least in general. He did not recognize the strength
of the progressive forceswhich were at work, though still hidden
in his day. Here again we have an example of how an apparently
hopeless situation in a democracy may S114 Idenly vanish and be re-
placed by permanently better conditions. Much child-labor legisla-
tion has been passed and much more will be passed in the near future.
Thy. truant officer has come and the newsboy is disappearing. From
the apparently hopeless condition of 15 years ago the question of.
attendance has become one of our most hopeful prospects. An-
awakened public sentiment operating through State grants, based
upon school attendance rather. than upon mere enumeration, has
lone the work. At present the question of enforcement is already

.

being replaced by that of extending the age limits for compulsory .

attendance and the foundation of continuation schools upon the
emidoyer's time. Thus centridikation replaces decentralization even
in this difficult field, and all this happens without losing the values
of decentralization..

The hick of adjustment between the forces I )f centralization and
decentralization has also led to a neglect of the rnited States Bureau
of Education.' However, the bureau is very etliOent within the
limit- which have been assigned to it. According to critics, nothing
like it can be found in continental Europe. The German critic is
particularly impresse'd with the value of such a bureau for (per-
noiny. For example. Grimm (.1 401. p. 416) says:

!low much spirit and labor could he made use *Of, if even the proud German
Empire 111111 an oflielal report concerning- its educational systom
within and without its boundaries * published an : independont
of definite 141141111 control and of !wildcat considerations * Snob is the
("oiled States lreau. Its unfetterell Judgment and its ability to Onpare re-
sults front the various countries. gathered tram year to year, Dili kes each con];
missioner almost the culture pioneer of the Union.

While the bureau has not-yet been invested with executive poster,
it Jots. nevertheless, published a mass of school reports and peda-
gogical literature which may well be the source of great pride and
satisfaction to the people of the Nation.

American decentralization has also discouraged the organization
of types of schools for the piirpoSe of dealing with retartled and
supernormal' children. Klemm tells of meeting' with this spirit
((481;

Many defects in the knowledge of neglected pupils could he removed if they
had more classes for backward pupils. This Wits tried Out in one city but the
parents objected," saying that " their children were as good MI as good deal
better than anyone else's."

Il

1 Sao also p, 10.
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This tendency is slowly but surely passing away. The belief in
the welfare of the majority has caused a temporary neglect of the
minority, but there is no evidence to show that the minority will
always be so neglected.

TYPES OF ORGANIZATION.

Haying pointed out the forces which are connected .with the
control of American education, the criticisms pus- naturally to a
consideration of th type of organization whi these forces have
produced. The striking racterist iv in the eyes of our visitors is the
fact that this organization is of the ladder- type '' =that is. every

'student may pass directly from the kindergarten through the uni-
versity.. This characteristic is peculiarly American. In Europe, as
a rule, the student who enters the elementary school can not transfer
to the secondary school The two are not coordinated. This is due
chiefly to three reasons, all of which are historical in their nature,
In the first place, the European elementary school has had a different
origin from that of the secondary school. The latter is represented
by ideals which are radically different from tki.se of the former.

`Secondly, the elementary school is a school for the lower lassez.
Thus a pupil who has entered such a school finds his way into the
secondary school blocked,partly because he can not meet the entrance
requirements and partly because the secondary pupils belong to a
higher social class which objects to associating in school with pupils
of lower rank. Thirdly, the secondary schools of Europe are pay
schoolS, which the poor can not afford to attend. In America all
this is different. There are no social classes of the European type.
The high school, which is our chief secondary institution. is an out-
growth of the elementary school, and all the tax-supported. schools
are free. The absenee of social classes in America leads to demo-
Craticelementary and secondary schools. All pupils. rich and poor.
high and low, occupy the same school benches. The American high
school is also a composite of the two types of European secondary
schools. Its course of study. is both literary and scientific. All of
this seems strange to the European, when it does norexist generally
in his own country. In general. he praises our arrangement beiause
it provides the highest of (*cation for each person who is able to

profit by it. Itis one of the best illustrations of the influence of the
-American belief in equality of opportunityandbelief in the unlim-
ited perfectibility 'of the individual, and, therefore, the pha§e of

education of which the American is most justly proud..
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i hough approving the ladder type of organization nanny critics
see imperfectionsin it. Shadwell ([831. p. 380) says:

The ladder forined by .a generous 'but judicious system of scholarships is
superior to the .414an lotadlially Awe!) to all but really closed ity circumstances.
for some go in %vho can not profit, and others who alight. Profit are kept out.
The selective agency is wrong. and it Is idiom' by the significant fact that female
students outnumber the male in the public high schools.

It will be shown in the chapter on secondary education that the
preponderance of girls-is due to other Causes. but Shadwell's point
is still well taken. The problem is one that merits more attention
than it is getting. There are pupils who can not profit by the preent
type-of curriculum, and there are those who must discontinue their
schol life in order to go to work. For the first. a riehfr
him and better teaching methods are needed: for the second. some
form of economic aid must be devised: otherwise, some of our
people will be deprived of the right to improve themselves to the
limit of their abilities. Here. again we meet the need for confirm-
at ion schools.

Another and a more general type of criticism suggests that the
rot mlination of the different levels of insttuctitm is far from per-
fect.. The most serious maladjustment is between the elementary
sehoOl anti .the high school. For instance, Mark ([63]. p. 171) says:

The separalti011 between grammar grade and high school subject4 is far too
great. Far too much of the drudgery of cotamencing new subjects is left to the
first year of the high school.. It is e011U1011 testimony that it takes some months
for the pupils (4) feel their way into the high school. and a great windier leave
at the end of the first year. This is seizing young ambition by the throat and.
'giving a quietus to many bright hopes; for.the high schools should be a part of
the Careers of each boy-and girl. The ery against overloading is the result of
the gap between the elementary and the high school. The pupils are compelled
to make up lost tithe. o

1,111S. is W1(1011104 one of our most serious problems. It will be
.taken up again in the chapter .on secondary etIneati011.

'A similar gap is pointed out between the high school at,id tim-
Versity, but it has been largely remedied by the practice of classifying
and standardizing the high 51001.

Another type Of criticism centers around the character of American
institutnIns. Thus Compayre (1.221. p. 144) says:

In the American school system we note the absence of preelse lines of demar-
cation, in consequence of which hardly any Institution of instruction presents..
it pure type. It is. its it were. ftt mixed blood. Thus the high sehool' is at
oars secondary conegelana 'a 'higher elementary school. Souse universities are
-nothing more than colleges. In the same way the normal. school Is a hybrid
Institution. whieirsometitnes takes the title of normal college or even that of
normal university.
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In in page 4. he set's :

4.1111111

ieerhap,,, flit` .",ericauts arc' not as sensitive as we would lie to the Inceehereti7e
of nit organization whIde attrileutes tee different establishments successive
stages of the same 4gree of instru ction. c late manifest inconvenience 1%1116
results from this is flint the major Janet of the high-school 'mulls Nil to weber
college. While in France almost all of our pupils continue in schesd the
agt: of 1St, lineally one-sixth of the bigh-school neepulatIon in Anericn claws so.
Perhaps the Americans do not discern elenily enough the confusion ,Intl ab-
normality ad' the ndministration of their higbschesels. * R establishment*
half seiulary mid half clementnry, Wee which nee ii'dmitted at the same
little pupils who du not wish to go !cepa'', the high school in their studies am
those Avho are preparing for college.

Barneand Ili) says:
Even to -cloy one does not know tin America 1 just what is meant by the tern)

.nit iveesity ": 01141 has not at definite idea of the true tiehl of the hi* shool
of the seesendary ,sinrationnI preegenne, or the scope of the 'elementary si.hoot.

Lanson ([54 p. 5) describes the situation thus:
An infinite diversity, an incoherent' independence, different rr the

same thing, different thillgS t S:1111. rowNiStellee of all
kinds of systems, of all kinds of types, no unity, no coordination. no authority.

Undoubtedly then. is much confusion in the last group of criti-
cisms, but there is as much confusion in the minds of the critics
as in the American system: The chief difficulty aria from the fact
that the French .organization is greatly different from the American..
In the first place, when this criticism was written America hall troth=
ing which corresponded to the P.cole primitive supC.ieure. Porn,-
sponding work was done partly in the upper grades of our
elemehtary win)! and partly in the high school. Secondly. the term
secondary educati:m in continental Europe includes all of the work
het ween the completion of the elementary school and the baccalau-
reate. It thus includes all the work of the American high school
and half that of the college or undergraduate department of the
university. Third. in Europe the term " university" applies only to
those institutions giving what is here 'called graduate work. Tt pis

not surprising. therefore. if the French observer fails to fin.1 a " pure
type of institution- in America. It may easily seem to him to he
"a coexistence.of all kinds of systems. of all kinds of types. no unity,
no coordination, and no authority."

But the confusion was not all in the minds of the critics. At the
time of this criticism the.United States was going throuh a period
of standardization.. The academies wete passing, Some of -them
Were trying to become colleges and even called themselves colleges,
though they were in fact only of high- school rank. A similar thing
was happening with some colleges which wished to become uniyer-.
sities; many institutions which culled themselves tun versifies were
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not s iiitthe other hand, many institutions succeeded in raising
themselves to the higher level. In general, every. American college
as it exists to-day started as a secondary school, then gradually
raised its curriculum. and finally dropped its secondary department.
In like mannOl many of the universities were colleges previously.
They have added departments of graduate work and some of them

r may 11 the future drop their undergraduate departments. The
chief value of the -criticism lies in the fact that it gives a picture of
a stage of the growth of American organization which iskow largely
outgrown. Unfortunately, in the case of the normal schhol the
tendency is still obscure. Probably they will soon all offer three
or four years of work above the high school, but whether they will
he ,academic or professional in character is still in doubt.

In his statement that relatively fewer high-school graduates enter
college in America than in France. Compayre overlooks the fact that
the American high school includes all social claSses rather than only
one. as in France.. The high school prepares for life in general as
well as for the university, while the lycee prepares for the university
and* for entrance into few professions only. In America it is not
-expected that all high-schoOl graduates will enter college, On the
.other hand, the fact remains that many who should continue their
education fail to do so. This fact merits more attention than it has
vet received.

Compayre is right when he points out the complexity of our -high-
school population. It includes pupils of different destinies and those,
representing every social clasS, raft we can not agree With .him in his
suggestion that such a condition is undesirable. The policy of bring-
ing as many social-= types as possible under the same roof for their
etturation can not fail to contribute to a breadth of view and to a
social sympathy and solidarity which is of inestimable value in a
democracy.

Difficulties are involved, but such difficulties must be met and pro-
vided for. if the high school is to be a thoroughly 'democratic insti-
tution. The rise of a 'caste system must be avoided lit all costs.
How to avoid it-and-still provide for the needsof the complex social
populat loci is the problem of secondary education in America. Some
confusion and abnormality will necessarily result,- and it is right
that it-should. for out of this confusion comes the opportunity of the
high- school to perform one of its greatest functionsthat of .har-
monizing the- various discordant elements. of, our Nation into One.
great harmonious whole. .

Barneaud and Lanson mention a lack of definiteness that was un--
avoidable at the *stage of growth which AT were in at that time..
Since. then the distinctionS between the different- levels hive been
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much. clarified, while in Europe these distinctions have become less
clear. All Europe is confronted Ivith a problem of educational re-
organization which is more serious than.ours. They thought they
had it solved but they were mistaken. This is the general fault of
autocratic control. The solutions which it provides by the stroke
of the pen " prove to be ddlisidms.wbile democracy plods on slowly
but surely, never quite satisfied- with itself yet ever growing.

EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION.

The criticism reflects a further defect in our educational organiza-
tion which orears finite serious. The critics from all three o die
nations agree that American students are required to remain in school
too- lung. The disadvantages of this "tractive are variously .statell.
In the Mosely Report. ((66j, p. 18) they are listed as follows:

1. It imflives serious litaitatioa the hallvidual's period of independence.
2. It casts an improper burden upset parents.
3. It )s.stontis Ina Ma tZe unduly.
4. Till" Wait' 1411181 is withdrawn from the %vorld of experience during the twist

susceptible triod of youthful Tre,lows.
5. Ile is dominated too hong by tencherS.
(I The time is so entirely spent on leortfing from tethers that the is "no

possibility of properly develoing either inoighuttive power or individuality.
7. .Mental procreative power is sacritieil, whereas it should be developed.

Nliss Islttstall (112}; p. says:
.American orgimixation is ill One 1111i 14111:: tl

colete it, Slikbe It lasts frolli ti to 2. * Twenty-tIve is too lab to
ogin ne's professional career. " Srondary %volt should begin to

Sears earlier and, the college period shotild be sltneil.

Langlois says ((511, p. 93) :
It Is not malaal 0,1. the American to kee young pe.ple in collegenp

age of 21 or 22 in-order to Uhl' t instruction which roi II. v tot the
age of 18.

Here we have good statements of the difficulty anti suggestions of
the remedy. The European student beg;ns his secondary work not
later than 12 and finishes -work :it 18, which is equivalent to our
junior college work. The American Student- reaches this.level. at N
or '21. Thas two or three valuable years are lost. To remedy this
loss, some change in AmOican school organization is necessary. For.
-reasons which will he given later, it seems advisable t4 end elemen-
tary education at the end of the sixth grade. The American junior
high school movement is an effort to solve, this problem, and there
is hope of a. satisfactory solution. The chief difficulty lies in arous-
ing sufficient public sentiment to secure a general adoption of the
plan. AS in the case of all movements toward reform in a democ-
racy, progress is slow bnt, sure. Much patience. and 'tireless effort
will be reqUired, but the results to be obtaincd..*ill be worth the cost~

.1
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SUPERVISION.

American supervision has either been ignored-by the critics or it
has been criticised adversely. One defect is the fact that the super-
visor's tenure is Unctrtain. Ryerson ([75], p. says: .

'or Anterit.an friends appear to me to suffer in their edueationat
interests front their love of rotation in afire and frequent popular elections.

* Their system a pi wa rs to Ala . to be inoinsi stem. as a general rule,
with the selection of competent superintendents, or with the impartial and
!borough lulministrotion of the law among those by whom the local superin-
telldIltS are elected or opposed. anti to whom such. superintendents. are looking
for votes in the approaching election.. Under the operations of such a system.
it appears to me. there must frequently he as much electioneering as school
supyriiitentieuee and administration and that the latter will often he warped
to advane-the fOrmer.

Gray -(1-38]. p. 148) says:
. The incursions of politics Into American .education has been doubtless a re-
tattling obstacle to the best interests of the teaching profession. tlnift is an
ugly word but truth compels use' in this connection. \fen of lilifille.tbolled
ability and lofty Ideals Imve been thwarted and .supplanOld even when, and
sometimes because, their ivimitilstrative success has been consienous.
Suerintelnt: of otijcation, supervisors. and principals. men who
in the old Villrlot might be thought ermanently secure in the tenure of their
atoll, have often been overthrown.

fiarneaud (131, p..1s) calls attention to the fact that this practice
often means untrained superintendents.

Itis pillar whims, tyranny. :old shameful politi6d oppression which give
thetdministrators their ()dive and which, also alone, certify their incompeteney.

p. 63) slant') a rizes the defects of the superintendency
as follows:

1. Uncertainty of tenure.
2. Dogmatism. .

3. lark of poision and lal: of trnieusation for the loss of his attire.
4. Too much connection with politics and patnnage.
5. Interference by hook companies who wish their books adapted. -

This group of critics has pointed out one of our besetting sins.
The lteliefthat one man is as good as another naturally leads to the
idea that the offices should be passed around. But conditions are no
longer so bad as they were in Barneand'S day. The practice of
electing city superintendents by vote is happily gone, while
is also atendency to employ city superintendents for more than, a
year at a. time. Best of ill, there is a growing public sentiment
the practice of their appointment by mayors is in diSfavor. There
a g:.linSt ,posting a good man...There is still roOm for improvement,
however, for the superintendency is not yet safe. The children of
the. board members and those of prominent politicians still enjoy
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too much. freedom because the superintendents and teachers fear tomake them -toe the-mark as other children do. With county and
State superintendents conditions are still very had in sonic of the
States. The old system of popular election still prevails. Whilethe term of office has lengthened. the candidates are still,required tohe citizens of the area in which they are elected. In the vase of
motility superibtendents this evil is. particularly acute, sincedesirahle
candidates are often not available among the residents of the county.
Consequently. the superintendents are usually 'politicians nailer -than
educators. They have. a narrow outlook and an uncertainty of
tenure which makes truly good service impossible.. State and county
superintendents should not be electj.d by direct vote. The practice
of popular elections and rotation in office for such officials is a
natural outgrowth from the doctrine of equality. but it is a decided
disadvantage to the cause of education. Lt is one of the 'evils'of
democracy which must he outgrown.

(hi the other hand. there is an equally great danger in making the
superintendency too safe.' Siljestrom s4I. p. 149) thinks that. a,
long as there is a frequent change of superintendents

A111..16.1111 ',h.': cull ;mawhich a. nder a different systeni of maimgcnient. may sometime, biped, Ow
progress of an educational e,tablishment, fnr years.

Miss Bin-stall (1121, p. 35) says:
.%inrira stirrers from no system ill the piddle iirizabization ,chnte,

and rules tts drawn up and %%orketi ly 1,al olnational aothorities.and theirofficials. Very little lniliutivc is left to the teacher in the inibli-shool
urriraa. textbooks. even method, of teaching' tire settled by the

( ' ( ' t i l lnod the superintendent. are supreme and the teacher Is ni,
little better than a 4.4,;.; in the machine. All this mast bays. S111' 01441 ttf dri;11::
the best WW1 out of the profession. There is neither freedom of experinieWof

or of organization, low 15 troilltion of ja:rsonal influence in thedeveliqinjent of chnracter. (ip would hove more scop ontside in a riyateschool. It Italy be that this excessive system. this rigidity and
in,iparale front ;In educational systc'is ifily organized awl controlled by thestole: if so. We may proy never to hay!. SyStelll In England.

The preceding criticism (ti'di'ly point, out eyjk, and it ..C1.111`.

tst sight: as though our problem could never be more than that
of a choice between them. Ilow. to, provide a greater permanency
of tenure for. the superintendency and still avoid autocracy and
rigidity is still an unsolved problem. The same problem also exists
to a greater or.less degree in time case of. the presidents of colleges,
universities. mind normal schools. At present the tendency is toward
a more secure tenure in all cages. At the saine time the cry of
autocraey;,,,is- being raised against these officials and against the
boards. The hope of relirf scorns to he in the direction of the idea
Of checks and balances,, which haSSo..often proved useful in other
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types and phases. of control. In general, the superintendent and
president have too much power. In particular cases there are such
officials who do not abuse this power; but the fear of dismissal is
never entirely absent among teachers. Teachers .ire accusal and
condemned by boarils and administrative officers without having
opportunity to defend themselves. and often before they know what
is happening. They learn the results when it is too late to make a
defense and impossible to (I() anything except hunt another position
with another superintendent, who.often insists on inquiring into any
Previous dismissals suffered by the candidate. Neither teachers,
superintendents. nor presidents should be deprived of their position
without due process of law. Secondly, all teachers should have free
arms:: to their boards through representatives of their own choosing:
Thus the power of the superintendent will be limited without sacri-
ficing his tenure of office.

Such are the main problems of Organization, s6pervision, and con-
trol in the eves of our critics. In each ease they are worthy of
consideration, and such consideration can not fail to bring about a
clearer conception of what these activities should be in the United
States.



Chapter III.

THE TEACHER.

. It has been pointed out that the doctrine of equality is funda-
mental in American philosophy.. Its i.tluence on the attitude of the
public toward the teaching profession has been especially pronounced.
Since, according to the basic principle, the ideas and opinions of one
person are as good as those of another., the notioll easily followed
that one person was as good a teacher as another. Bence. in the
early days special teaching qualifications were not recognized.-and
teaching positions often went to flitsse who were most needy, to those
who were willing to work for low salaries. and to those who were
able to give only drill and memory work. The amount of knowledge
possessed by the applicant was not always taken into consideration.
On the other hand, the strong individualism of the pupils led to vari
ous types' of misbehavior, and often the- chief qulitication of the
teacher came to be physical peowess. Educational opportunities were
very limited and it MIS impossible in many places to secure teachers
who had been educated above the elementary level. Very limited
intellectual attainments were sufficient to secure certificates for
those who wished.,to teach. The general tendency, however; has been
toward higher academic standards. Public sentiment now demanib
that the teacher shall have a fairly thorough knowledge of the
subjects which he is expected to teach.

With regard to the professional training of the teacher. Advance-
Ment has been much slower. While the educatioual leaders of the
Nation have been urging better professional qualificathms. their
appeals have usually fallen on deaf ears so far as the general public
is concerned. Professional training has failed to establish itself on a
solid foundastion. Even to-day it isIighly probable that the great
majority of those Who have left the teaching profession during the
past quarter of a century are of the-opinion that they still know all
about how pupils should be taught.' All progress toWat:'1 requiring
universal professional training Mr teacher's made a ainst
mendona odds. The .old doctrine of eqyality is now rept sented by
the dominant: view that anyone who knows a subject. ca I teach it

alwell as one who possesses-.such knowledge' plf 5, profes
sional traffiing. Normal schools tend to become academic rather than

48
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professional institutions. and the rnited States has relatively fewer
trained teachers than any other civilized country:

In view of these conditions. it is not surprising to find that our
critics-unite. in condemning- us for the lack of training shown among
our teachers. Klemm says (14S1. p. 5s) :

The vorst defect of all Is the training. 111114 11111111, that this Is the
ranwr of the school hotly' which undermines its health. The I:ernialt teaher
will ask w ith astonishment: How 1. it i1g$11111, to 1-11r116111 the schools with
tcle.hers if the inlinti selasls do not supply enough graduates to meet the de-
niatel'" itatoeent nurseling of I:amts.:In culture! !Jere is the answer:10
whotiovcr Cod .uhes itn.otlice. to him Ile :Ives sullietent wisdom to
taanags' it. The examining boards ,4.e that the I.:m(1(410es ktoov what they are_
to te:oIi. tint whether they know how to teach. whether they know :10'111111g VOW
reritill.: the history of oilagoz. methods. Imzie. ethles or ps3,clitdogy.
all -this they seldom ask.

(;rushy 1(371, p. :240) thinks that their lack of training is shown
in the behavior of teacttlfrs when they are being visited.

They tend to change. their work. Many tint!_ it 'impossible to eonditet the
work in the ordinary way in the presence of visitors. Both teachers and

ho-onie uncomfortable. both deserve the strongest stilially and neither
gets it. The lazy teacher tries Ill show olf, which adds to him the despicable
trait of dishonesty and hypocrisy. The teachers scent to think that the visitor
wishes to know how notch the pupils have Imitated and not how they arts
being taught. This neglect of work is culpable when, as is often the case.
the regithir.work ceases. to gke place to show work anti toerKetforts to keep
isrder mail the visitor feels the unwelcome nature of -his tresene 111111 leaves.

\Voltage says (Issj. p. 114)
It is well known that many eogii.n. in teaching who have no cnception of

the demands which teach:lig makes upon them. They have irasped the at-
tail of the school lecanse they needeil the money or bemuse they had nothing
bioar io do.

Clasen 11;1. 1). 3:it;.) row pl iiis.of teacher's -who who spoke Eng-
lish with a ft 'reign accent." They were also lacking in correct speech.
havjng u-sed such expressions. a- -Where wits you yesterday ? 17 and
" It is him again.- Ile thinks that America's nn)st pressing need is
a hetter teaching. force.

Progress has been made since this criticism was written. More
attention is now given to professional training. butt such progress has
not been made as a result of popular demands. Even to-day we
should hardly dare to put the tinestion of the professional training
of teachers to a popular referendum for and against. Certainly it
would he impossible to pass a low -in Congress or in any State -legis-
lature re ring all teache-rs to undergo a three -year course of pro-
fes.sional training, yet such a retptirement is made of all teachers-in
the leading countries of continental Europe.

041179°
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The lack of professional training results inevitably in the absence
of a true teaching profession. Hofer ([45], p. 645) says:

The lack of a teaching profession js due to a widespread idea that the
practice of teaching is not a profession (Beruf). that it requires no special
professional preparation. So it happens that, on the one hand, teaching is
considered as one of the numerous occupations in which one seeks to earn
a living for a while until something better offers itself and that, on the other,
the professional training of teachers is not a general requirement.

Clasen ([16], p. 358) says:
There is no-teaching profession. one rarely realities a teacher fur life. The

idethod of electing teachers is poor and the hoard members possess an insight
which is not clouded by a knowledge elf their business. °

Beck ([4], p. 132) says:
There are not Miley teachers wifo look upon themselves as worthy but

highly unfortunate priests of learning. The frequent changing of profession
and the lack of a teaching profession which is followed as a life work shows
this to be true,. Ynterference from patrons. together with the prin
ciple of free self-development, nrcduces pedagogical ".Milnnlein," who bow down
before the " lichen Kindelein " and who cOndeseend to: the basest sort of boot
licking. The honorable schoolmaster If old times seems a moral giant in com
parison with these " Schulmeisterwelbern."

Walther ([89], p. 34) says:
In the Interest of the American school system it is necessary to so raise the

material position of the teachers that their work will not he looked upon as
merely a stepping-stone to other occupations. The establishment of a
unified teaching, profession necessitates complete freedom froM political influ-
ence and the provision of a general pension system when one is too old to
teach.

These are the views of people who come from a country in which
the teaching profession is on a firm basis. They seem too harshat
times, but undoubtedly there is much truth in them. America must
better such conditions if the result, .of education are to become what
they should be. How to do this in a,democracy is as yet an un-
solved problem. The European method is largely inapplicable in
America because the impulse back of it Mlles "down from above."
Our hope lies in a gradual creation of a public sentiment which will
make possible better and more general training. better- salaries,
larger tenure, and more freedom for the teacher. More detailed con-
sideration will be given to the last two elements later in the chapter.

Tn .spite of -the unsatisfactory professional .standing of the Ameri
ean teacher, his social .standing is better, iz some respects, than that
of European teachers:: The criticism of. Gnindin ([36], p. 39 )..b
typical on thiapoint:

For the homes, the teacher . f`ti gue entity which he generally is in
France, 'a being Withofit 'Substance and without name, whose InftP
enee will be of consequence otily in ;mathematics, hiatory, or cheniistry, and
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will not otherwise modify the imagination. the character. and the conscience
of his pulpits. In 'America teachers are respected and received into the homes
of the people.

The English critics also give this type of criticism. They think
that the American elementary teacher has a higher social standing
than those of England becaiise the English elementary schools are
for the poorer classes only. while in America all classes attend them.
In general. the criticism indicates that 'teachers are looked upon as
social equals by the people but not as social superiors. This is as
it should be in a democracy.

There is much .difference of opinion in America as to whether
teacher training should be academic or professional in rharacter.
This difference of opinion is reflected also in the criticism. Mini-
sterberg, for example, favors the -acadeMic type. He says ([68],
p. 53) :

My teachers (in Germany) had read miechild study, had no reflective
theories on aims in teaching. They were enthusiastic and they knew their
subjects. They did not hastily learn one day What they were to teach the
next. They were not satisfied with second-hand information. Every teacher
had reached the level of the doctorate. They had wrspective. whichraises
the most elementary material to the level of scholarly interest. Elements
taken for .themselves alone are trivial and empty everywhere, and to teach
then) is intolerable drudgery which MIN the schoolrlaun with dullness and
the pupils with aversion. *, I do not believe in lyrics which are writ-
ten after the prescriptions of esthetics; * the scholar in poetic
theory ought not to make the poets believe that they 'need his advice before
they 'dare to sing. * * The analytical tendency of the psychological
and pedagogical attitude is diametrically opposite to the attitude, full of tact
and sympathy, *Welt we must demand of the real teacher,' The training in
the one attitude inhibits the freedom in the dottier. * * The one great
reform neetled in Aineiica is to provide teachers who are expe,j, in their field:
who have the perspective of it and whose scholarly interests till them whit
an enthusiasm that inspires the class.

A good representative of criticism on the other side of the ques-
tion is that of Dulon ([28], p. 238):

How can this hurrying through an excessive amount of 'subject matter, this
memorizing without clear understanding. this meditation without sufficient
self-activitk. this stndying at the hand of and upon the -words of a teacher,
prepare the student for teaching and teaching efficiently? * * How can this
dryphilosophy make students adept in teaching, (an activity) which counts
upon the precise knoWledge of the mentid processes as the most .necessary of
its principles?
-, Can the study of history prepare the teacher for the right use of this .pow-
erful means.of education? Indeed: one must completely renounce all ideas of: at
teaching efficiency. which is truly grounded upon the tact of the teacher and the
rights of the if one -1x to think of teaching In the limits of such narrow
historical knowledge. 'Of pedagogy Ind its history, of school systems and
their results, of the fundamental :principles of edueation, bf didaeticsand Its

-Seeretai: -Of method and-, its the art :of ::.explanation -.and questioning.,
0,01 this iherSis..liardly,:.s:.0.ention in the college* ;and. universities
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in America). * The conviction that colleges sire competent to train
teachers fundamentally is very widespread among the Americans. We know
valiant normals schools Web not long ago justified their existence, in that
appropriate (*olives n*4.1141101 sit hand. * Whovver fists learliol twilit-
methe can teach arititmette: whoever knows history can tell these truths to
others: whoever malerstands physics 4:an without doubt ittstrnct in physics.
This appears to he the average opinion tin America).

That there is a circle of sciences which makes us familiar with the 11411y rights
of the 4.111141, which tells us how we may stimulate or smother hi powers, free
or enslave his spirit, further or limit his development: "stir up or suppress
his self-activity: .* * a, circle of sciences which insures the children
against mishandling by on-awkward teacher- and teaches us how to obtain a
hundredfold higher result from our school time: * * to the fundmental
understanding of which right noTthods of InstructioWare. unconditionally re.
lotted: * * of all this the greater part of the most educated Americans
have hardly a ,fahlt suspicion:

These two criticisms are worthy of further consideration. The
first represents the Prussian ideal'under the empire. It is an effort
to apply methods of procedure in the Uermafi gymnasium, with its
highly selected and thoroughly homogeneous pupil population, to
American secondary education in general. It suggests that secondary
teachers should not reflect upon theories on aims in education;"
that their business is to teach rather than to think. The whole
energy of the teacher is to be devoted to the mastery' and imparta-
tion of knowledge within a -narrow field. Outside of that field he
is expected to -swallow the predigested thought of the philosophical
and political leaders. Miinsterherg's teachers were not satisfied with
second-hand information., hilt they unconsciously swallowed second-
hand theorieS of education. All of this is implied in the system which
Miinsterberg sanctions. and that is One reason why his teachers were
not in the habit of reflecting opal educational alms.

It is also suggested that a psychological and pedagogical attitude
is.. utterly had: that it means lack of enthusiasm. ignorance of Subject
Matter. lack of perspective. tact. sympathy. and power to inspire
pupils. Such ideas sound strangely to the American ear. Some of
our teachers and efficiency experts are lacking in tact and sympathy,
but to infer that the psychological and pedagogiCal attitude neces-
sarily produces such a tendency among teachers and educators in
general is clearly going beyond the limits of the truth. .

Of more significance, however. is the .Soggestion that all teachers
should hate reached:a high. level of intellectual attainment, that they
should be able to get. knowledge at first hand, that they should. have
the persOective.of the subjects which they teach. Thisjs also what..
our educatiOnal leaders wish. But why should not educatiOn itself
be one of the subjectsin which the teacher can get first-hand infor-
mation and .perspective.?:. Doe-s. not the ,teacher need .perspective iii
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education. even more than in other subjects? The American edu-
cators would undoubtedly say ." yes." but the American people as a
while %you I(l probably s'a". "no."

Miinstererg's suggestion that teaching is an art will likewise meet
with the approval of our educators, but the people as a whole seem
inclined to deny it. Miinsterberg indicates that poets need practice
before they can become expert in their art. but he fails to see that his
analogy leads directly to the fact that teachers also need preliminary
practice.

Perhaps the analytical tendency of the psychological and peda-
gogical attitude may be. at times, opposed to the practical, sympa-
thetic attitude: but is not the analytical tendency of- the .literary
attitude nuich more inclined mard the same fault ? -

America dues need teachers who are expert in their field and who
hail, the perspective of it. The teachers of arithmetic, for instance,
should know not only the ordinary details of the subject and the
relative value of its various parts. but they should also know its
broader relationships. its origin- and growth, its relation to the
other subjects, its function. and its contribution to human welfare
and happiness. But all 14tis is not enough. It is equally necessary
that teachers should be expert in their art and conscious of the
educational problem in its broader aspects. To create a public
sentiment in favor of supplying Isali these needs is our task. Its
vvomlishment is a slow and difficult process. but there is hope for
letter things in the future.

1).1dOn wrote his criticism in 1853. A comparison of conditions in
the Inited States. at that time whit those of the present will throw
light upon the direction in which we Are tending. It is no longer
rue that- colleges -and universities entirely neglect the professional

side of -teacher training. It is unfortunately trite that too many
noraI_schools are trying to income colleges, but public sentiment
has at least developed to the point where all colleges and univer.-
cities are compelled to give at .least a nominal attention to education
as professional subject. We must guard against the negle of
practice in teaching and must labor in season and out to build sp a
public sentiment in favor of the professional side of the work.

Thus there are two chief obstacles in the way of itnproVement, in
teacher training. One is the .belief that such training is unnecessary,
and the other that the training is necessary but should he entirely.
aeadernic. Theie major obstacles are the source of several secondary
defects... Fitch ([34 p. 75) says: .

America gives mach attention to educational philosophy and psychology.
This .4oniethaes,4 .restricts the spontaneity and I ii ventivenom of the students
nail leads .1 hew to suppp.40 that all lessons of. a given character ought tel htt:
.,haueri to one natte!.and developi,d to Onepa rtletilar manner. .. This students
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are too much enslaved by formulas. The young leather is too much lialoerN
by the. fear of dearting from the prescribed order. Stich method. may be
very logical and also very ineffective.

Here. again, we have the influence of the doctrine of equality. If
all children were equal and alike. one stereotyped method wluild be
sufficient: This belief in equality is so powerful that it influenees,
often unconsciously.-even the critic teachers in 4ir Donna' schools.
Educational philosophy and psychology-are taught and applied in
an academic way.

. The idea of individual differences in ability and interest is likely
to be disregarded. because it is not one of our ilemoratic tradi-
tions. The individual differences of both teachers and pupils must
be taken into account. The single-pattern method I if (earlier train-
ing must. be discarded.

The influence of the academic ideal in teacher training has also
led to a disregard of faCilities for practice teaching. There are few
normal schools that are able to offer adequate facilities for such
leaching. Armstrong. in the Mosely Report (0 661. p. 15). says of
Teachers' ('allege of Columbia University:

I had hoped to tied that in this college academie training had o certain bins
imparted to it. 'hut T Iva* disoiinted. I was also greatly disappointed by
what I heard when attending some of the pedagogy classes: there wns a high-
jtown air of unreality about instruction; ti Hi 1111101 WerPI t, tot, little prac-
tice; * * * no really severe practice * * *. The winde noenred to
me to he good illustration of the tendency that I want to sf.e in America to be
;added y sentiment and emotion. mid to work on academic pother Than
practical lines. -

Here we have a suggestion of conditions which are represented in
every teacher-training institution. The academic influence is uni-
versally present. Only very recently has there been any evi-
dence of the other method of approach. The universal tendency
has been to teach the principles of education first out of the book.
The course has begun with an academic study of general principles.
We have preached the notion of proceedingfrom a concrete to the
abstract; but our has been just the opposite. The applica-
tion of education to the particular problems of the classroom has
been made last, not first.

The high-flown air of unreality which Armstrong mentions is more
apparent than' real, since Teachers' College has always enrolled
only graduate students who have general had experience in prac-
tice teaching before they came to the institution. A danger arises,
however. when normal schools over the country attempt to apply
the Teachere College plan, when.Undergraduate students only ,are
concerned. Practicing or observing teaching in an elementary school
attached to such institutions is far different from teaching in a real .
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public school. Working with the best egnipmeht and under ideal
conditions generally has not been all that cimbl he desired as prep-
aration for real teachifig i rnher actual conditions.

Several critics have also pointed out the tendency of theory to
outrun practice. This is. of course. unavoidable but it should not
Ice overdone. After= all. practice teaching must prepare the student .
teacher for actual teaching situations, not for ideal ones. Ideal
conditions ;tee valuable. but such practice must always include
consideration of how to manage affairs when supervision and equip-
ment is defective. The high ideals of the theorist must always con-
nect with the ideals of the community in which the teacher is to
work. The truly sting teacher is the one who is themost success-
ful mediator.

It has been la)inted out that principles of teacher training in
America are often either absent or they are academic in character.
It ivas also noted that as the conception of professional training
beLran to develop the older academic ideal caused the emphasis to
lat on theory rather than practice. In England the reverse has been
true. There the influence of the apprentice idea predominated. and
a, a result the pupil-teacher ,ystem has been the most important.
type of training. Iris natuptl. therefore.. to find sonic of our Eng.-
lish critics commenting upon the absence of pupil teachers in our
,vstetn. The English. however. do not mean to, recommend the
pupil-teache system. In this onnet4ion Salmon ([79-1. P. 15) says:

know the system (pupil teacher) is utterly illogical, but I also
1.:Itow that it has produced a race of teachers whose technical skill
and power of managing large classes is unexcelleil." The issue is
rather clearly drawn between a professional training which is
entirely theoretical and that .which is praetical. The true solution.
of course, lies in a proper combination of the two elements. But
one thing seems clear. The fmpil-teacher system is better than no
training at all. From this point of view. the cadet system under
a good superintendent is justifiable in America as a substitute for
something better: The danger. however; lies in the fact that the
American belief in the principle of self-improvenient is likely' to
cause the substitute type of training to be looked upon as perma-
nently desirable. Hence its defects must never be lost from view.

Bramwell (171.*p. 3) says:
it would seem better to gkve nure professional. Ironing to- teachers Of

Irigher, grades, to encourage taore specialization. MO students some
cboice of method sidieetri so that dend forms of mothod might be made its few
s possil.. The system of giving detailed 'methods In nil :stimulates, too. n
W11(1..1147 to rigid forms of lesson giving. find the Idea
Hull there Is 0111Y 0110 'gpod arrangetetit of snippet .matter for a pa ffieujak
lessu and oue good Wo) oL.givitag
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This criticism seems to apply quite generally. and it is not clear
why Bramwell restricts it to. the upper-grade teachers only. At any
rate the danger is clear, and it i one that is peculiarly discordant
with American ideals. A system which leads, to stereotyped pro-
cedure is utterly at variance with the American belief in unlimited
perfectibility.

.

On the other. hand. a system of training which is (',omposed of
theory only is also likely to degenerate into formalism 'though to a
'less-degree. Thus we come mpon another reason why teacher train-
ing has not prospered in America. The type which we have had
has failed' to lead to further improvement.. Trained. teachers have
fallen into ruts quite as badly as the untrained.

This 41efet has been in 'part due to another -condition which
.Brainwell ([fl. p. 38) points out:

To allow a beginner to feel that he has complet(s1 a coarse In science in 13
weeks is Co encourage superficiality and to arouse in him a- feeling of sans-
faction and attainment. -Sorely nothing can be more opposed to the true spirit
of science.

The real source of the difficulty seems to lie in a conflict between
two of the fundamentals of American educational philosophy. The
doctrine of equality leads to the conclusion that the training of
teachers is unnecessary, while the dOctrine of improvability says that
the teachers' capacity for improvement is unlimited. The present
type of teacher training conflicts- with both principles. 'Although
it holds that-teacher training is necessary. it yet fails to provide for
the growth of the teacher after he has finished the course.

It has been suggestf.d. on page 49. that a great many teachers i
America are without professional training. Some of the reasons for
this condition have already been suggested. but a further reason
remains to he mentioned. Normal schools have not trained secondary
teachers. Bramwell (M. p. 55) says:

The normal school more than any other institution has adhered 'to its old
traditions. It, was designed to train teachers for the lower grades of the
elementary scrawl. and. in the early days was prepared to am;pt the onI
material at handwouldhe teachers. ninny of whom possessed few intellectual
(001114.01ms: and most all of whom were inadequately prepared for titpitig.
But with rising standards of work the normal school has not yet closed Its
doors to students whose -general attainments do not qualify them profit by
courses in the science and art of teaching. .Admission )41110111AS 'are kept low.
College- graduation Is not insisted upon as a requirement for entrance.- As a
result most of the teaching in high schools is in the hands of professionally
untrained teachers.

.

. This difficulty has been relieved greatly in recent years by depart-
.ments of education in our universities. hot they. are not preparing
the required number of high-School -teachers. In .another respecti

ottever utlOOk still far -froin satitfactory,..: The .-normal
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schools still "admit students whose general attainments do not
qualify them to profit by courses in the science and art of teaching."
The idea of making graduation from college a prerequisite for en-
trance to the normal is as yet undreamed of. We feel that we are
doing very well when we reqUire only the completion of a high-
school course. Worse still. there is considerable recent evidence to
show that in many normal schools the .pupils who enter are low in
inti..11igence. It is difficult to imagine a betterment,- particularly in.
the rural schools, until this condition changes. Yet there is an amaz-
ing: indifference on the part of the people and on a 'part of the
educational leaders, which is discouraging for the future. Little
effort is being made in general to suggest a remedy. It is certainly
high time that this most serious matter should receive the thorough
study which it deserves.

Not only have the normal schools failed to prepare high-school
teacher'. but, as Fletcher. in the Mosely Report ((6 p. 144).
pint, out

The twill ..utut of die imrtmil s karat) mw:ft.tirili .11 the sapiy
eeded.

This statement is too generous. As a matter of fact even before the
war the normal schools were probably turning out not more than

,one -fifth of the teachers needed annually in the elementary schools.
Thus the normal schools have not been able to justify their existence.
as such. They have admitted too many pupils who did not expect
to teach. The purely avademi influence has prevailed to a remark-
able degree. Too much time has been spent in trying to imitate or
replace the college and the high school.

This also is partly due to a desire to work up a large attendance
in order to secure more adequate appropriations, though this motive
sometimes masquerades under a pretense at serving local needs.
The real cause of the whole trouble is the fact that tile American
people have not believed in the professional training of teachers.

Since no strong, public sentiment ip favor of. normal schools was
in existence, such a sentiment has had to be produced. This is a
very slow process and requires much patience. But normal school
presidents. like other Americans. like to see things happen rapidly.
Hence there has been a tendency for theory to outrun practice as
has .been suggested on page 5. The normal school graduates are
therefore likely to have -a. superior attitude, particularly toward
the rural community into which they goo they have often tried
to -foist upon it ideals "handed down from above" for which the
Plople were not ready. The principle of equality allows no place
far such a practice.and it tends to injure the normal schools in the
public favor.
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Since the American people do not want .professionally trained
teachers they usually refuse to provide Adequate financial support
for teacher training. Salaries of normal school presidents and
teachers are low. The best type. of teachers will not teach in a
normal school_very long, and we have, as Clasen ([161, p. 35s) says.
" Normal -.school teachers who know nothing but what is in the text-
books,-

Tint faculty. members are interested only in the narrow circle in
Which they move. The presidents often feel that the large questions
of policy and organization are not SH fe among peophe of such narrow
outlook. They therefore tend to become autocratic. even move than
do the superintendents.' Provision for growth on the part of fac-
ulty members is not at hand, and autocratic presidents are appar-
ently anxious that their faculties should not be more than mere
teaching machines. A progressive faculty, wide awake as to the
larger needs of normal, schools, might prove embarrassing..

Such are some of the problems of teacher training. in America. with
the complex causes whiclh lie bad: of diem. The whole tinestion con.
stitutes a vicious .circle. The service is I HMI' I H411 use the financial
support is meager. am I the financial support is meager becou,e the
service is poor. The presidents and hoards can not employ 1,etter
teachers because they have not the Money while the 'people refwe
to furnish the money became normal schools .ae mt generally
efficient.

But there is a brighter side to the situation. The fight for better
normal schools has been going. on for 75 years. The academic idea
is slowly but surely passing, and there is a rowiter feelin!, among
the people that sool-teachers know just a little more about their
business than the man in. the street does. Trained teachers are
scarce; but whenever one of them is replaced by one who is untrained.
the community soon senses the loss. More professional knowledge
is being required of those to _whom certificates are given. while
recent scientific progress is making such knowledge more and more
Alluable. The recognition of individual differences is growing. and
this. is one of the best antidotes for the rigid and stereotyped, meth-
ods of the untrained teacher. Normal schools are beginning to
.provide opportunities for real practice teaching. Yield represen4-
tiVes are being appointed, and normal-school faculties are visiting
in their districts to see that theory does not outrun -practice. The
crowding of the, canriculum is being relieved by the prevision for.
three and four year programs. Efforti are .being made_ to help the
teacher in the service, and more teachers are taking 'advantilge of
such provisions._

-th and p. Wt.
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The need for more teacher-training institutions to help supply the
annual deficit has been partially met in _a temporary manner by the

.establishment of 'teacher training in high schools and there is hope
of a more cooperative activity among and within the normal schools.
The history of these .schools has been a story of continual struggle.
Public sentiment grows slowly but,it does grow. This growth is
likely to be accelerated in a time of reconstruction such as this. It
i. well to remember that genuine progress in a democracy conies
only after a long period of apparently hopeless plodding. But when
it. comes it conies quickly. easily, and almost unexpectedly. The
saltation >f the nonal-school problem is perhaps nearer than we

. think. .

Normal schools have been criticized because they do not provide
for theVrowth of the teacher after graduation. This tines not mean
that there are no such provisions. They exist independently of the-
n01.111111 'school. An example of this type is reflected in the criticism
of Mark (1,641, p. .3S) :

.1 very striking feature of American school life heightening its normal value
alike b the interest it mzeialers anti by the intelligence and progressiveness
cf spirit %%hicli_naturallytiows front it-is the continuous training of the teachers

thc hand of the city superintendents and special supervisors, the wide
reading of educational literatur by the teachers, and their extension and
..crestiondence

The last of these, applies only to- undergraduates who. have not
tinisbed their work and is. therefore,not the same type as is repre-
,ented by the first two. The training which the teacher gets while
at work and through reading i- by far-the most 'important part of
teacher .training as it now ex is in the United States. The danger
in%olved lies in the fact thu the superintendent's and supervisors
are often incapable or unwilling to do this sort of thing well. But,
even under such conditions, the association with experienced teach -
ers in the same building undoubtedly exerts a Strong influence for
good upon the beginner. The success 9f this type of training has
the advantage of direct contact with real problems. Furthermore,
it may easily continue from year to year and thus coincide with the
ideal of indefinite perfectibility. The favor which this practice re-
ceived is undoubtedly another cause of the indifference to normal-
school training, especially when the latter leads the student to
believe that graduation means the completion of his education., It'
would be -a mistake, however, to hope; through such measures, to
supplant the teacher training as 'given in special institutions. As a
provision for continued growth after graduation association with
good teachers is excellent, but as a substitute for undergraduate

'work it is a makeshift.. It is. needless to say that it can not oper-
in the one-room rural school:
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Compayre ([22], p. 144) favors the teachers' institute becall,fit, too, provides for further growth.
They (institutes) keep the teachers whie-awake, prevent them from fallinginto ruts of routine or tripping to their Own individual experiences, andminimal)! I he teachers ineessantly to supplement their knowledge and revive theirenthusiasm.

Mark ((63 I. p. :1) says :
A mashie feature III (Attentions' development is the remarkable dezire-self-improvement among teachers. There are continual teachers' ineetiar.The teachers do not consider themselves trained after having spent one, twit.or even three years in a nor111311 selal. I.:lineation is reciognizedas a .pro-,gressive science with which practice mast endeavor to keep pace, \vitereas.2t).years ago. there Were ninny, even ofilong educators, who scouted the ideathat there was anything new to be learni41 in teaching. The teacher is tammiming to look upon her work as a means for her own development. as wellas that of the children, and she doe not limit her knowledge to the men'. command o; the tools of Instruction appertaining to law special grade.
This criticism is, in part. at least. a contradiction to that ofBramwell on page :A where she suggested that normal-schol grad-uates are likely to fall, into ruts. Between the two statements theevidence would probably support Miss Bramwell. In fact, the Leneralrun of American-teachers are not noted for their strong desire to attend

teachers' associations. The fact remains. however. that these associa-tions are doing much to stimulate profesSional enthusiasm. In fact.the 'very existence of voluntary teachers' associations is a source ofwonder to many of our critics. Fitch ([31], p. 112) calls attentionto an interesting characteristic of -American teachers when he says:
There is remarkably little discussion it now to obtain professional inauelle,outside of the trofession itself. Public opinion, after all, evinees a true histliwtwhen it shows, as it always does, a certain distrust of trading and pr-fessional associations. obviously designed to keep up the scale of re-Muneration. to assert corporate rights anti privileges, or oth4wise protectclass Interests: It has a suspicion that these Interests are not necessarilyor always identical with public interests in general. The creation of a corporatespirit is 'a good thing, tint it may go too far.
This criticism is interesting in its suggestion of what teachersassociations should not do. Recently these associations haVe beensorely tempted- to depart from their .traditions and form teachers'.unions, Rht experience has already proved this to be an' onwise plan.-even wheel salaries are almost below a living wage. Increase, havecome andTwill come, not because the teachers need them, but becauseVie children need better teachers. The .best means to extend theinfluence and increase the salaries of teachers is to increase theenthusiasin.and the, efficiency of the teachers themselves.

0f all teachers' associations the National Education Associa-tion is. the largest and most influential. As such. it receives much
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. more in detail. He says:

favorable comment. Barneaud's estimate of work in 1818 was
given on page 14. For convenience, it is quoted again here a little

work- of this association presents an interest more lively because mem be r-
ship in it is optional only vial because its work Is not at all pgsible In any
tither country than the United States. That good and fruitful results have
liecit attained by the association is not astonishing to those who- believe in
the value of everything which calls for individual responsibility and freedom of
eiwiee. It is the National -Edtication Association' which leads America toward
pp gress.

few adverse criticisms are also offered. Schwidhofer says
(184 P. 68): -

Thu American teachers' asstiiatbm besv not bloom forth as one would ex-
pert. The teachers Aire too much divided among themselves AIM sin not have,
-itticiently common aims and as a result the respect of the people is not
increased.

. .

Findhiy (1301, p. 443) thinks that the programs "reveal remark-
able fluency in the use of technical language rather than real depth of
thouht:"

Poisson ([101, p. 634) believes that " pedagogical organization is
not in the hands of the teacher's but in those of the administration."

The National Education Association has its faults, and they in-
chide the ones which are mentioned, but the fact still remains thai
flur teachers''associations and the spirit which' makes them possible
are 'invaluable assets in the solution of our educational problems.
They are particularly valuable as a means of-promoting the growth
of the teacher While in the service.

Another mean of such growth is that furnished by our peda-
fogical literature. et this literature hardly deservesto rank equally
with that of Europ This is particularly true of our pedagogical
magazines. Klemm 1-481, p. 56) says:

The educational magazines offer only baby fodball sorts of petty methods,
plans, and devicesbut of fundamental educational and instructional prinel-
pies and of methods which grow out of such principles there is rarely a word.

While our magazines are not what. they should be, they are not
quite so bad as Klemm thinks. They contain some articles Of funda
mental value, at least enough to make the phrase "rarely a word"
inadequate. .Many of them also contain* what Klemm calls "baby-
food," but this is not necessarily a defect. Such magazines are for
the pitrpose of helping the untrained teacher. They -do right- when
they descend to her intellectual level. They will be needed as long
as the untrained teacher is permitted to teach. But they should be
considered as a means to an end. and not, as an end\ in' themselves.
When the:United. States catches up with Europe ins the matter of
4rairietl teachers, such Magazines will not be needed. S
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One encouraging feature concerning the training and growth of :

leachers is tinted by a number of critics. For example. Rathotie. in
the Mose ly Report (161;1. it. 259). says:

I was struck with the cultivation and refinement of the taliers, their etolia-
siastu for their rolesqoit.-anti readiness to better equip themselves. '
There is touch Irioemetit to he desired. lout no one revotniiZes
than the tenclies .thetiletv.

This is a very important effect of the generally progressive spirit of
America. It seems fundamental in its nature mini therefore alde 1,,
withstaml even the discouragement of low sobilies. Its importance
can hardly. he overestimated ecau-e it is one u.f the (limier stones
upon which on adoniale sytteln of training teachers in the United
States %%ill some day be erected.

_WADEMIC FREEDOM.

The question of the freedgun cif the teacher is at live one in the minds
of our critics. Some of them suggest that the American teacher ps-
sesses more freedom than the teacher id. Europe. butt- Others see the
matter differently. All g ITC. however. that tlie A merienn teacher's
association has freedom so fair as ,rovernmental interference is con-
cerned. This is not always the case in Europe. Schinidhofer ironi-
cally says ((s.21. p. 67) :

Here (in Austria 1 %vhereve two or three are gathered together In order to eon-
sider a serious general .interest. there Is sore to he it pollee commissioner In Uar
midst of them. 4 fur assembled life enjoys the most a ffectionate atttition of the'
pollee. At the least overstepping of the statutes the sword of I nt movies threateir,
to be loosed. Almost every Wolli .Which is littered in !Millie is measured befrit passes.

From this type of, interference we are happily free.
Foster, in the Mosely Report (EGG], p. 11). says:
It is as fundamental principle in the American universities that the man who

Is tit to teach IS also to be trusted to Ianiiiio his own students. The cxatino.
and .the external examination is practically unknown in the rnited Stales. :The
teachers are free :mil being free they are enabled to give to conrSs
breadth aril depth tint woad be Impossible, were they hampered by the
Ode that their students were to be tested by examiners who know little or
nothing about them..

This criticism is true for the universities and also for the elementary
and secondary schools in most Stateg. The whole problem of the ex-
ternal examiner is discusse(i more fully in Chapter V.

The principle of local control has also tended to increase the
teacher's freedom. Salmon 079], p. 3). thinks-that such control

r

fosters the A110'1(111 tendency to try new methods. Fear of an Inspector would
prevent an English teacher from effecting it radical change in method.? Anti If
the inspeetor anti teacher should agree on reform, the fear of the central author-
ity would deter thew both.
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Miss Burstall, in speaking of the Horace Mann School, says:
The personality of the teacher has free play to develop, improve. and vary

the work from time to time. There is no iron hand of the city superintendent
to r ;h initiative.

Thus the American teachers are entirely free from Government
interference and largely free from external examinations. , But,
suggested by Miss Burstall and as mentioned in Chapter II, there'
is another side to the question. American school superintendents and
school 'officials in general are often despotic. Kerschensteiner ([47),
p. 7) thinks that

Germany has a great advantage over the United States in that the inde-
pendence of the teacher is incomparably greater. He can be deprived of his

and livelihood only for neglect of duty or violation of the law. When
sick he continues to draw his pay. When too old to teach Me draws generally
7.5 per cent of his salary. Whether he is liked or not the board and by
the inspectors has nothing to do with his livelihood.; He is free from the
anxiety that occasionally handicaps his American colleague. He does not
IWO, to curry favor with his superiors, much less with the citizens of the.
rommunity, and in case of sickness or other misfortune he does nut have to
use tip his strength to the point of exhaustion.

Langlois ([52], p. 158) says:
American teachers are employed for a short interval only. They are at th

mercy, unreasonable and local intrigues. School
starers in America because the pupils know very well that the teacher can
be removed from one day to the next if she does' not please the public, of
N Well their parents form a part. If teaching is not yet a regular profession
in the United States it is not alone because of low salaries, it Is because of the
absence of security and independence.

The criticisms of Kerschensteiner and Langlois suggest, several
problems which will be discussed under other headings. The point.
to be noted here is that the American teacher lacks freedom because
of his insecurity of tenure and his hick of support in old age.
Langlois is, of course, wrong when he says that "teachers can. be
removed from one day to the next," but they can be and are being
removed from one year to the next under the conditions which he
mentions.-

Kerschensteiner also calls attention .to another respect in .-which
teachers lack freedom. He ([49], p. 9) says:

The affairs of education are of too delicate a nature to allow those who are
intrusted with their execution to- be allowed to differ too loudly or too openly
from the.political and religious views of those who have employed them. This.
iR Just as true in the freest democratic nations as in constitutional monarchies.
Any teacher in the United. States who in public meetings or in the classroom
would push a vigorous campaign In 'behalf of an absolute monarchy would feel .

11,4 little security in his tenure as a German teacher who in like manner acivo
"fated the abolition of absolute monarchy and the introduction of a 'pure
deniocracy.
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Thus we come again to emphasize a point already mentioned. The
te'acher's ideals must not be too divergent from those of the com-munity. There must be a strong connecting link between them. The
freedom of the teacher must be curtailed in so tar as it means free-dom to teach ideals which are fundamentally different from those,
of the Ntrtion. This does not mean that teachers should not try
to elevate the ideals of their. community. The latter is a difficultbut worthy task. It must be done gradually and with due regard
to the beliefs and prejudices that prevail. This limitation affects
teachers particularly, because they deal with the children when
they are in a very impressionable age. and are still lacking in reason-\ .
;mg ability and power to judge.

In still .another way th6 freedom of teachers has been limited.
Conapayre'( [21], p. 457) says:

They (the Americalksi havedeeilINI to exclude married women from teach-
ing in the schools.... Young America thus revives one of the most foolish truth-
thins of the old university of Paris, where celibacy was obligatory. Why this
excidsion of married women? They give as a reason that she has a. husband
to support her, and that she has not- the need to make her own living as themaiden lady has. * * * The real reason is prejudice. * * .* It seems
quite strange that Atnericaps should be compelled to recall to their fellow
citizens such truths asp" Marriage does no4 dimnalify a wianan," that " Every
human creature has a right to life, liberty, and the pursuit .of happiness, aml
when she is healthy and sound a natural right to marriage."

This criticism is doubtless justified, though conditions in Europe
are fully as bad in this respect as they are here. Most. Countries have
had a prejudice against permitting married women to teach. Such
general prejudices usually 4ave good reasons back of them which
a groping humanity has N'tiktiely sensed. Doubtless such reasons
eixist in this case also. The factor in any final decision. however,
trust he the welfaire of the children. From this point of view there
sir to be very go(i'd reasons why married women' should teach. If
tleY have raised Children of their own they are likely to lie better.
qualified to teach.the children of other people. Tben, too, marriage
tends to increase the stability of the teacher. Repressed desires con-
nected with celibacy tend to cause unrest. The married teacher. is
more likely to be - satisfied with her position and is therefore more
permanent in the system. She is more likely also to haVe a,strOng

.and beneficial infliience in the community. 'Therefore. the present
tendency to enip14 married women as teachers seems to be a move--
plea in the light. direction.

In a Very important sense the value of the teacher's .service is
conditioned. upon the amount of his freedom. Leobner ([58], p.-19)
says:. " The freedom of the school goes hand. in hand with the free-
doin the teacher." .
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One of our most cherished ideals in America is the development
of free personality in the children. The hope of the realization of
thi. ideal seems to hi a forlorn one unless the personality of the
teacher is free. ThOse who are not free themselves can scarcely
develop :t desirable type of freedom in others.

One of the most common criticisms concerning the American
itvsteni is the predominance of women teachers. Hiifer(1401,

p. 64.1-645), says:. ).

In the hire of the faCt that almost all of elementary school instruction is in
the hatols ot women teachers. one can not keep front asking what will he the
efreet rn the pernInIWIlre of the Nation when boys over 10 years of are receive
only this type of education? a

Armstrong. in'the closely Report (I 661, p. 13), says:
It -eetned to me that the.American boy is not being brought to

punch anionr boy's head or stand own punched hi a healthy and
prigir milliner: that there k indefinable feminine air (liming

the Mull, H. tendency bm'ard a 1'11111On, if I may so call it, sexless tone of
thoo,..ht %Voen can not in general compete successfully with men.
he., ..ire inderot4mhie worker, trod have shown 111311 they con pass examinw

Go!, iith 11414,!,. Nit what II:IS been the character of the examina-
ti,d,'! Alfflost imariahly tla have been such as to require 11w reproduction

1,,:yrning. original effort :it proves the sex to have lapis lacking in crew
tke iningilltive power. Those who have taught women students are one
awl ;in iu agreement that, although close workers 311111 MOM faithful anti !teen-

P
nro obser%er,, with the rarest exceptions, they are inclinable of doing

, erk:inal Iverh. And it must be so. Throughout the entire period
or her existence. woman has been man's slave: and if the theory of evolution
Ise iu any way correct there is no reason ttusuitposj * * that she will
re, oer from. the mental disability VIIi111 This has entailed upon her; at least
within 'period which we for practical purposes can 'regard as reasonable.
Edit. ation can do little to modify her nature. * * From this point of
ic. le:tcllel'S 111104 110 for most purposes relatively inefficient; and its

tenchiwg occupation in witicli. more 111811 ally other, imaginative power,
imLividuality. Insight, and originality are wanted, it is importiMt that men
tath,r than women should exercisethe ireilominating influence.

Ablerkan tail %yin scoff at the idea that they are lacking in man-
!Nod leiause they had women teachers, and experience has not borne
out the truth of -.itch a statement. The -statement that women can
'wit in general compete with .men is also of very doubtful value.
There is some evidence that women are lacking in originality- and
indtvidtiality, but they .undoubtedly excel in patience and capacity
for details. These qualitieS are perhaps of as gteat value in teaching
as tin the more masculine ones. The suggestion that education can
-do little t(Itnodify the nature' of women is undoubtedly falSe.
strong.retlries a wrpg conclusion because his argument is based.on
the theory'of acquired characteristics: Woman has been man's
but that does not prove:that she will .always be so. No dotibt women
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are 'too submissive at tittles, but that may be due to ,social rather
than to biological inheritance. When the social restrictions are re-
moved it. is hard to see how the biological inheritance will keep
women submissive,

men
in reality women have the same hiologi-

.cal inheritance as en have.
A slightly different point of view is shown by Klemm

:

The women teachers, well meaning and motherlras they are by nature, helr#
the pupils too much with their difficulties instead of stilmpating their self-
activity. The passion of the female sex for self-saeritke is a real hindrance to
genuine fundamental instruction..

On the other hand. some of the criticism favors the Woman teacher.
Siljestrom ([841. p. 186) says:

It sets men free for the harder tasks of life. Women perceive more quickly..
They are more Cimscieniions.unIntil, pativnt. persevering, alai are therefore
"note able to stimulate these qualities in others. They bring a home atilaNphere
into the schools, School managementis also an excellent preparation for the
monument Of children in the family. They OM tilso Ia' hired for less salary..

Laveleve ([561. p. 350) says:
The teaching of women Ints less pedantry nod more patience. Mtn ghtatinn.

and gentleness. The school is no longer the staner prison bristling with loutish.
meat and ennui which the child dreads, It has acquired ahome atmosphere.

Grasby is in general opposed to women teachers yet he says 037],
p. 234) :

Where education Is worst, the proportion of male teachers Is the ,highest:
while in centers where It lots matte the greatest progress, and where the schools'.
are the most efficient it is becoming a curiosity to tied a male teacher 111 the pri-
mary or grammar grades.

One fact is noticeable when the criticism for the woman teacher is
compared with that which opposed her. The former. is older than the

. latter. The former points directly to one great contribution of the
woman teacher. She has brought the home. atmosphere into the
school. It also points toward her undeniable superiority in the lower
.grades of instruction. The older criticism belongs to the period fol-
lowing the Civil War when women first began to teach in large num-
bers. °

The more recent observations are a protest against the disaPpear-
ance of men from the teaching. profeSsion; While we may disagree
with the argument, we must approve of the 'conclusions. There is.
something, radically wrong when so many of the boys of America
finish high school Without having had a male teacher. _Brereton
p..295): isays:

Woman's .power lies in an appeal to boys to respect her sex,' If she does not
still further rely on her natural attractions as a woman. The nude teacher sets
before lna.puplls the necessity of .obedienee for-the sake of obedience, of lOynity

l'.;.t(van ideal and", not, to i:sex, rekerenee for the strong rather. than resm
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(I72). p. 410) thinks that
Wffil;:111 illSthwthe insight, i.:1inttliy. and natural .wisthan and morality

need ka yelling with the harder 1f4rie. more aetive ritical powers. ilmid Ilr0:1,1er
i(1) 411. 111:11I.

"ICS(' criticisms seem to.be valid : and the 'question arises, why
are so many women teacheys employed? A great many of our critics
sdy that the reason is all economic one. Home girls can be em-
plyed for the home position at a very 'low wage. because they are
partly suPported by other members of the. family. When teaching
:Iway from home. they may he had.for less money than it takes to
employ a goOd !Han teacher. While all this is true. there must he
some to,re profound reasons .why-school patrons will tolerate women
teachers ,reater nmnbers than would be tolerated in Other coun-
lries. Smile 'possible reasons have already been suggested in the
ritiiSm of those who favor the employment of women. Perhaps
the chief explanation of the present state of affairs comes from a
c()111111 bei Weer) t wt) of the profound national beliefs. On. the one
hain the belief in equality is being gradually extended so as to
III 'hl le women as well as men. This is a phase of the woman's
ri!do.- movement. and it has manifested a tremndw.i.rrowili during
tht la-t century. 11'aetsoldt says (I sa p. '2M)

1\".nrin is it national luNnry lu, At'nerica. and her rhino, and inelinotion%
7n.11 hi I t ,pposition in state and society *. She is: inoy:tomed to be
tf,Lini;ed eonsidered as the equal of man.

()n the other hand, the ideal of the monarchical form of the
family. in which the word of the father was snpreme and universal.

gr:ohially losing its ancient strength. The first force sanctions
the employment of 'women teachers. iarticularly when they can be
bad 'for h'S money. while the see(md makes it very difficult for
ad,,h.seent boys and voting Dien to sulanit thenisel "CS in school to
%%kat they look upon as petticoat rule.

The difficulties resulting from the preponderance. Of women teach-
ers arises out of these two conflicting forces. Itut since one force is
groing stronger Addle the other is growing weaker. .we naly expect
the prepoliderance to continue While the lack of adjustment between
the V omen teachers and their boy pupas is likely to grow less. This
also bels to explain the a pparent. anomaly of a Nation which has f4o
stion.L, an inte1'e4 III etlucation refusing to pay sufficient salaries. to
keep men in the teaching profession.

TEACHERS' SALARIES.

It has been pointed out that the preponderance of women teachers
stiseS., in part at least, out of the fart that salaries are low. Low
salaries are also responsible for much of the poor teaching, for the
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lack of trained teachers, for the transient character of We teaching
population, and the lack of a teaching profession.

On no point is there more adverse criticism than that of teachers'
salaries. Beck ( I 4 f. p. 111) says:

Seven !Mildred sad thirty -six dollars is the salary of the aver:is:0 leacher isNew York State. That is not much in a land, in which household son-alasreceive $22 to $31m) per year and where a talln, inal le suit ,o-I s Everyman who can seeks a position in which !O 'Valli earl% More' money. If he re-nmins a teacher, he suffers the odium of, being looked upon as an Incapable:
for the American does not conceive of an Men iSIO relloIllices the 'goods
of this %vorht in order to become and to remain :1 teacher.

The figures which Beck gives are nt gilt of 'late arid the actual
conditions are very much worse. On the other kiwi. the suggestion
that Americans in general can. not coin..eive OW idea that teachers
should renounce worldly goods in Order to teach is still true. As
way said in Chapter I. the American environment has been such thatthe ideals of self-realization work out terms of nionev
making. The general public is fairly familiar with the working
of the law of :41ipply and demand in economic matters. and it is quite
natural that. they should apply it to teachers' salaries. The preva-
lent attitude in fl:1r part. there,fore, is to expect the teacheFs to Seek
more remunerative employment in some other line of work if they
feel that their salaries as instructors are too low. Those who prefer
to stick tee theirprofession are quite generally looked anion as invoni-paents. The itlea that teachers should deity themsek es the culil-
forts of life because of their devotion to the. cause of tolneatnal is
incomprelitisible to those who secure self - realization throtoh par-
ticipation in economic activities.

.The evils resulting from such a situation are pointed Ilia by the
critics. Gray ([38. p. 154) says:

At present strong el'hielice IlegatIVP :is well ils piosith. Is forthcoming m
show that ninny who are disposed by character and love of the mac.: to enterthe teaching priifession are deterred by the lack of financial recard.

Dunker (9]. p. 40) says:
The teachers are poorly paid and have no ohl-age or r''u, 1.11O1 lienwho can and wish to do something else leave the profession for more remunera-tive ones.

Klett.= ( [V4], p. 64)) says:
A teacher with insufficient saitiry gives only a to.n.mum of his strength toills Workeand Iani the last ter Mamie him for ft..

Rathbone, in the Mosely Report 259).says:
.People everywhere. and not least In :America, are likely to estimate the

importance of a man's work at the price which it commands.. hat fL.peolfie
who arigO.generous In the expenditure ont301.buittungs 'shoo -nOt he uirte.
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to their teachers is surprising and disappointing. It is to this false

1r 1n 11 more than anything else that tle difficulty of getting a sufficient num-
ber .0 f ,apalole male tilhers is due.

\\* aetzoit ft ( {S6.- p. 66) says:
.1-11...leactiei. is a poor day laborer who earns his bread in soorrow troll 'fear

lt I :1111.01.11.11 SWIM) of !INS 41f 110,11 boll NvIikh hangs over his head.

The foregoing criticisms are typical of a great number. The whole
question is very c(nlifieN I the 11100111e is rlot yet clear. The
dotiLfer. ilfhWever. quite evident. The tendency to leave the'whole.
qin,stitv.to the law of supply and demand is an impracticable one.
.1n Issential element in theworking of this law is.that of time. It
requires tinie for the denninfl to stimulate an increased supply. and
even a fter this occurs it will take from ri.to 10 years to provide the
rit.cf.s-ary experienced teachers. during all this finie millions.
of children are growing up in ignorance and are 1,eing deprived of
their rights to an education. 'lints untold loss results to the Nation.

1ron, one point of vrew. the critic, may not be justified in their
iontentipti. Te:1 eh(' I'S. alaric.s are low everywhere. European coun-
tris are InIt guiltless in this respect. Ilia they have provided pen-
;fon- and 11e1111,1111ellee Of tenure 101' the teachhs. No doubt many
.1inerican teacher, Av 11 1( 1 he willing to sacrifice themselves in the

einergeni. if they were taIt afraid of ',overly ill their old
airy and premature lol-S of position. An adequate oension system is
`,(01.1V needed.

!bit the must perplexing question is that suggested by the critics
It \\ horn itallibtnie is a type. lIow does it happen that the Nation
which is in :di Ile W01'111 tile 111'l gellel'Ore; ill e41 t i011111 MatterS
A01111I he S0 parsininions to its teachers?" Several of the critics
rai-c the question, hut notie suggest the answer. There is a tendency
III 'Hanle the people of the United States for this condition. Whether
or not ,iich reproach is deserved flepends upon the point of view.
The majority of the American people will doubtless resent. or at
least igriore. such censure. They argue that if good, teachers are
to Le had cheaply. -the ',clump' board Nr 0111(1 be-.false to its trust if it
did nol hold safaries down to lowest possible level. Furthermore,
the doctrine of equality -makes the American- distrustful of experts.
Ilc employs one only %viler) he is Compelled. to do so. and he be-
grin, iges the tnoneywhii,li he spends in that way, particularly when
the income of the expert is known to be greater than his own.. I laying:
little use for experts as such, he'refuses.to pay adequately for expert.
service. on the part of the teacher. partiularly i if the teacher hap-
pens to he a single woman. He is strongly opposed to paying her .a
monthly ,salury that is as large or larger than the income of school
patrons who have families to support.. In the case of the sChQ01.
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house and the ,equiptnent conditions are different. Ile compares
his income with the teacher's income. but for evident reasons he does
not compare his hOme and its equipment with the school plant.
Therefore. la .dadlv vfites the money to construct a school palace,* . .
but refusessto pay relatively large. salaries unless compelled to do so.

It thus happens that America is parsimonious with itS teacus
without %vishing to be so, and the salary question. instead of being.
II simple phenomenon, becomes a symPtofl 1, of the funilamental VI In-
flirt bet vcen the spirit of nationalism and the doctrine of equality.
The former calls for the best teachers possible. while the latter pre-
vents the payment of salaries -adequate tI emphy and hold diem.
The remedy lies.in emphasis upon the value of good teaching and iii
the improvement of the service rendered. rather than in censurini
the people for parsimony. Expert service will come into its own
in the long ruin, but...in order to do so it must avoiif all suspicion of
class distinctions.

Closely related to the question of salaries is that of tenure. .Most
id the critics look neon the uncertainty I if tenure as an e%.il. tlomigh
one or two see advantages in it. Siljestrom (1 s-11. p. 133) says: .

The Inse,nrit of tettitre rorres the teachers to tooke ;food ..tit innally. whenWe see how cre4involly prsns % hold sawn positions
hay.: ilisoPIN,inted thepxpevtations raised and bow sflon they slid: into a stat, of ;11.10110k indu-

lence, %ye can tutu fault with Ow regulation *. The . laCtlifilit4
of the American law onAlds subject are therefore well-formed. and no doubt
contribute .gr..atly III nmintidn. an active spirit anion:: tearhers ant to make
them eirewinspeet in their rotaluet.

.This again calls attention to a very important problem in America.
Teachers do tend- to'grow apathetic and lifeless. Some means- must
be provided to enable them tocontinne to grOw.. It may be better
tot bring in annually a host of new teachers who' are young and
enthusiastic than to retain those who are utterly dead and out of
touch with the spirit of gkmith. Kitt this is a crude method. It would
he much better, and the children wonhi.be much better taken care of,
if a host,of new ideas could he introduced without changing the
teachers. \

Before indorsing the idea of rotation in (Alice for. teachers in order
to secure progress it is advisable to look into the. disadvantages "of
such a Plan. They are reflected in no uncertain manner in the 'criti-
cism. Laporte 551. *45) says:

Aniericnittenclicrs ie less ,initiatiVe because they ehange positions so often.
This'ituf; led by foree'of circumstances to very precise regulatIons for the appli-
cation of school laws and detailed courses or study intlieatlu fur each kind of
School, each class. eaelt division even. for each term. if not for every month.' the..
material which is to be taught in the different branehes. The textbooks are
chosen by outside authoritey..; * nothing or Iniporttince is left to the
itittiatiVe otAtte.teaeiter. He Is not allotted to UT experhnents iti teaching...
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Sorb i'NPV1i1111.111!: are almost always lotIkWi 111)011 loss of timeia,d; arriving at his '411,01 that a way has been el mtilletely traced for
lino ;Ind tradition: ti. which he Hoist conform. Books and methods
realdin. %\ Idle teachers rhaqige.

(ifw-hY (I 37 I. P. 23 ) '"Ys
h1 troo,iont charat4.1* of ihe teaching popubttion is a defeet iievatio the

ol tto. teacher, are not iu their Nvork. The he.o people quit the prfes-
swo I It IIII)St. rifilli111111', tit) sit ilev:111-1. they IfiVe the \VIi. attire

because nothiii;: better tarns ay. the hitter 1.1115%4 forms the drag that
hind. itoizro.: or euttilui..1,;1) ren.ria.

7.-,Idee (1st I. p. :)-1-1)

11o. 1.114111.11 v11:111:i11:: tooher: the nortoor school: eon not nearly
ille.deinatals mode 11101/11 -1 hem for trained teachers.

IIi three of these criticisms go to prove that the practice of ehang-.
tralliers in order to secure progreSs lefeats its own end. In

it lends to a rigid sy.ten, of rides and courses of study. It
calls,- the hetter flosses of teachers to quit the profession and it
pre\ ents the growth of a real teaching rofe6:ion becitust. an adequate
loo.h..1- of trained teachers not to be had.

The frequent changing fie teachers i. therefore an evil. which must
it icinoved. remmal necessitates a consilleration of the

hit-it produce it. valises are not laud find. One of
the lo -t important of these is given hy riesch (1,31. p

N1.-1 id' the womeli Itarhers follow their valhog only ttotil the haven of
11111,1 The, are disiol;1111:10. to the g.eneral develop-

io ch. stelo. and they iatern,r, Jo, lilt' 111411.4. Itrioio111141 WOling
jo

hive :01) :
I'Iu ataio,ide.r of .ineica cote-es 111011 tenehing pro-

l'oor III!' lock of pro.doos. ono the hid; of wake
inioti-factory.

It haw already Been pointed out that Leachers also sillier front cer-
tiin repressions of fundainental teacher who is de-
hi..(1 prt tinily for jnitiative in all aittocratiC organization IS
-;11.c to relict if troy worthy a the ',amp a :t teacher.

:1 ract Y-tandpoint.Alie absence of a stritable boarding
lion-e and (If opportunities for ).,ocial life art. important causes of
the rovitw tentlencic-, .tenchers. is particularly true of rural
di-triets. arc,the wain reasons, why teachers voluntarily leave
their positions. To these one lutist add the influence of those farces

e,11d to move. such as failure to secure reiwpoint-
mon. )8'his iS-ilue partly to Oolitical influences and more l'argeiy to
the If'1111ellry of the American people to judge -their teachers On the
basis of Ifliat the pupils say cow:ming then,.
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All of these causes may be removed. .1 teacher who marries can
be -encouraged to continue teaching. Salaries can he raisl: pen-sions can lw provided. Suitable boarding houses and social life arenot out of the' question. But the most important thin!! of all is to
get rid of the idea that the teacher is a machine to be controlled.
a lever in the hands of autocratic .otlirials. Sth. ii sititation will
always make it impossible to keep intelligent and ambitious teacherii
in the schools. The belief iii the freedom to level'p one person-
ality is fundamental in America. But theavenues for such devel-
opment lead inAthe wrong direction. The ambitions teacher mustseek to rise to a higher grade or she must aim at administrative work.
Thus elementary-school teaching suffers: The elementary teacher,
spend their time studying .secondary education or administrative
problems instead of specializing in elementary ethwatin.

Such a situation is. undoubtedly. undersirale. yet Beck (14 I, p.116)- sees a good side to it : -

A school stem in e hick the school itself, helps to remove the bound, \\ hickSeparate nal. typs tii ,,,claad from another :Old 111:diP, *Ht.. cliAtiVe frnl .ffi Inanother po,sihle. I mushier an eminentlyvaluable wranaement.
FrOm the standp4nt of the teacher this true. Inn from other

points of view it leads to a lack of permanence of the teavicer in onoposition. To remove this tendency and to provide for ,,i;owth ona given level is one of our most pressing problems. The lo 'st promis-
ng. hope for a solution seems to lie in yhlin.,,tioe freedom fir
-experimentati(m and in a stimulation Of r,,e,.,iHmi -161'4 at thepart of the teacher.

THE lEACHER'S LOAD.

The teacher's loud also has some,etfjet upon her tenure. Most ofthe critics scent to think that the Anteicail tvaher ha, irrt'a hag-
(lens to bear than those+ of other countries. Klemm (1,4s). p. 54)
Nis the peculiar Itifliculties of the American teacher ast/hanpared
to the teachers 4 Germany. lie believes the vorl: of the .merian
teache'r is more difficdt for the following reasons:

1. The lieterilgenelty of the pesple. clue ht iiniiil:t':iti'tu.
2. The tendency of the people to move about stm frequently.
S. The Irregularity of attendance.
4. The shortness of the school year as compared with that ofGermany.
5. The English language is umredillicult than the German.
6. Our system of weights Hall measures is more difficult to teach time is themetric system. He estimates that this sets us hack a- whole year.
7. The school is used its'a hospital for all of the errors ,for all of

the detects mill crimes in the State. and for all. of the disease,4 of the .serial
attneture.

S. The various social and philnnthropic agencies expect teen. Wadi of theteacher.
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Some of these burdens may be removed, but some seem unayoidable.

The irregularity of attendanee and the shortness of the school year
may be, and are being, dealt with. Movements toward simplified
spelling and simplified weights and measures spring up occasionally,
but so far they have done little to relieve the burden to the teacher.
The freedom of the people: to move from one place to another is
deeply grounded in American traditions and will never be given up.
The standardization of all of the schools so that those whO move
during the school term may erne' another 501001 without. loss seems
to provide the main hope of betterment. though there is undoubtedly
a -ciiiithent- which favors moving between school sessions rather
than in the midst of them. On the whole.' however, the conditions
of 0)1)1)1111C life a ml the belief of persoval freedom to move will
make it imossible to lighten this burden to any great degree.

It also .seems necessary for the, school to shoulder the burden oi
assimilating the immigrant, and that of the moral training which.
is necessary to the entedy of social defects. Other organizations are
doing alHI will continue to do what they can, Inn all indications point
to the fact that the school must continue to bear the chief burden.

Thus it seems that the Ameriean teacher is to-day carrying a
grea cc m olen than the teacher of any- other country. In spite of
this. however. inciividmals and social organizations seem to be de-
manding more and more of the teacher's time and efforts. Many of
these movements are thoroughly commendable and the school can
!violer great service in popularizing them. Yet there is a limit to
what the already overburdened teacher can do.

-

Some of the critics concentrate their attention alone upon the
oVerhurdening of the university professor. F'oncher ((341, p. 192)
tells how the class period of one professor is broken into by calls over
the telephone either from the Metropolitan Museum, from a buyer
of antiquities.. frimni some curious idler for information concerning
some mannscript or other,.some object of are, or simple trinket in
the realm of India or Persia." From this he concludes that "tire
Americans have the very clear and marked impression that uni-
versity professors are at the service of the public."

Follette,. ((341), p. 1.03) also says:
If one adds to the already manifold teaching duties the demands of life in

the great cutter, one may coneeive that our colleagues In New York feel
more keenly thattwe the Illifietilty in .being able to live' in a day of only 24
lows_ *- * 'The Eurois.itn exelaingeprofessors endure .ordinarily 'quite
philosophically. the overdriving of their colleagues in AmeriCa They console
themseKes by the thought that after all the work done on the basis of 15 or .20
hours per week care tou possibly be above the undergraduate level, ant that
necessarily much of the work must:be reptuted from year to year.
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The question of how much the public should, expect of its teachers

outside of school hours has two sides to it. If the teachers do no
outside work the schools tend to lose touch with the community,
as has happenetl in F ranee. the nation w.hich these critics represent.
This is highly cletrinlcntitI to progress. but it is also very detrimental
to have teachers who are oyerworkeil to ;111.I.NII`nt 111;11 their
teaching becomes a mere repetition of what they have taught before.
The problem seems to be that of steering between two undesirable
extremes. I.eadershi, by the teacher iii the activities of hi,
district may easily be overdone. but it would nIsu fir 11;1141191ln, n

ing too far the other way..
Teachers are overburdened often by too many duties within tie

institution. Cannery (1141: p. 57) says :
he_praessi.r has ;, heay teaching Iscid. "" h"" ."1""' "f

mind and time in which to undertake and ("mimel se;Ieh. Itpt li. AOlerjra
ute elastics recite alnlost every day. The muss hes. reonire tonsil prepor:ithe

Mit ill the meantime the professors Im ye too many eunion,. oh,mis-
sions, and rilreS. They must take pu. 111[,'11 11111.'
St talents.

itiritp ( p. 121) MIVS :

The high- school 1,,,i.ier who ltlelICS one Or two snfiii i is el111 kee in trainitm
but the 01.111011111.Y IVAIIVI* lists to'. 111:111y li :M/WS It ismot hi to W0141roi
et If even an able teaching force gradually sinks to the leel of a soalle,;-:
mefhanisar.

Both of +hese criticisms again call, attention to the danger which
results when teachers are overworked. The chief ddlicultV in remov-
ing the present burdens, Iarticularly so far as the higher institutions
are Toncerned. grows out of the principle of equality and the suspi-
cion of experts. The average member of- a State legislature umloubt-
edly thinks that every teacher should teach at least eight hi furs a
(lay. The holidays on Saturday are begrudged. The idea that teach-
ing is an expert service, for which a great deal of preparation is
necessary. is not yet born in the minds of the general Many
of the teachers themselves have not realized this fact and are eonse-
ipiently mowing fossilized as the years a:-..s y. Thus we I.onie
again to one of ir most serious edueatiomil problems, the tovision
for tilt' growth of teacher while teaching.

In one respect only it seems is the work of the American teacher
less arduous than that of the teachers of Europ. 11iss thirst:ill
([1:11, p. 18) says:

The teacher appears, to do On little. The nbw Ideal eonie from her.
She sets more like the chairman of a 'fleeting. the object of which is to ascertain
whether the pupils have studied for themselves in a textbook and what .11(1
think about what they have been studying.

r .
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This undoubtedly sums up the American popular view of the func-.tion of teaching. No more is expected by the people in general: and if

.American teaching is measured by this standard. it will prove to beall that could be desired. .Right here is the secret of the difficulties of
teacher training in America. From such a point of view little train-
ing is needed. Not being needed, it is not wanted. The only liiipe lies
in making the work of the expert teacher so valuable that the com-munity will feel that it it not afford to do without him. When this

4(is111t. the troublesome nestest ions of salary and tenure will solve them-
)-selves.

RELATION BETWEEN TEACHERS AND PUPILS.

On the question of the relation between teachers and pupils the
critics are divided. The Germans think it is a had relationship, while
the critics from England approve it. The French critics are divided
3111111g t hem-selves. On the adverse vide Gritum's criticism is typical

4!).:

T., !hi. commit ttoilvy It ;11pc:IrS stallIre fur the children 10 11Se satiltirltlexit inls ntftlinst- the school and the teacher when free hour) is given on certains of the ye:O.?' As a retie of the 111h110 .lees ". the ytaing hopefuls:119' 1 he te:ieher I'Ver3.1"1 lY And daW carkour,, .1 will .111 Hari:Ward%vith more UV 10S, %%Thing ander them in Mild) they give praise or blame in amore or less humorous Nvny. The bantered teacher, led annual by thenose by the-34y children. Is a continual 11:zare-in newspaers. The average
Ampriran sanctions 1.111.: because he considers the !my Ilione wise andArovtl limn any other.

Grimm also speaks of pupils who "stubbornly yawn in the faces ofthe lady teachers." On Abe other hand. ltavenhilt (1721, .p. 414)says:

The free and easy attitude of American hogs and girls to their elders is un-doubtedly a surprise at first to a visitor from thy 'ed country. A,t one is con-throughout of the existence of it very pleasant spirit of freedom on thepart of the pupils.

Rain ([2). p. 21) says:
l'hildren, when they first attend school an- taught to regard one another ashitihers anti sisters and the teacher as their schotil mother. The classroom istheir home, it 10 to them as ninth as to. the teacher ; they learn to keep ittidy: to beautify it. and to love It. Froth that they gu..on to a love for the wholeschool building, which they share in comion with boys utml girls front other fami-lies, who are equally attracted to it. proud of it. and anxious to make It as beau-tiful as possible. The school is their city and in it they learn something of the.duties and privileges of CRIZeilShitl. They also acquire it knowledge of a higher

,obligation, v17.. that of their .country and National plovertnuent whose flag tiledorel>and protects their school hope.
4
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In general the English critic tends to look upon the friendliness
and familiarity of the pupils and teachers as desirable rather
otherwise. Even one of the Germans. Beck (14 p, 94). says:

'Hie friendliness of the 111014T and the t.141.41 minim. of the !mos ;,,. 0,
rule. The schools are happier than the rasa dacasa of VItnirita;.de
lass arisen 1.11WA1 he

Black ([6(1. p. 38) says:
lrlie ersnatio the pupil respected. There is a freedom d

between teaehrs and pupils that Notthl -erns strange in Dighlild

The disagreement alining our critic- -.ems to be doe imistl, ti

differences of opinion concerning the vat hie of respecting the per.
sonality of the, child. This question has been discussed On page.:::
and will he considered further in Chapter IV.

The following brief summary is offered its a conclusion to this
chapter: The work of training teachers in Antirica is hieing carried
on under ftwmidable difficulties. The general toddle ant! even mane'
of our educational leaders still belieNe that thorough, academic train.
ing is alone sufficient to produce goo'd teachers. Oinsequentl.
fessi;mal training in .knierica is not satisfactory. The annual (outpul
of teacher-training institutions is less than one-fOurth of what it

should be., The duality of the training is also inferior to thot of thy
leading European countries. The genera condition of normal
schools is unsatisfactory. Many of them fail to concentrate their
efforts on the main prollem. The attendance is. relatively. meager
and irregular. ;Adequate facilities .for ,practice teaching are not
available. Entrance requirements are still too 11(w:

Conditions in the teaching service as a whole are unsatisfactory.
Salaries are inadequate. the tenure is uncertain and the pension
system is very limited. The social standing of the teacher is good.
but he has little !iv no standing professionally. While there is a
progressive spirit among teachers in general it results mainly in a
striving toward higher levels only. 'There are lost many women
teachers, and they are suffering undel. some limitations which are
inconsistent with their freedom. lany teachers are also carrying
a teaching load which is excessive.

. such are the-chief elements of the complex problem of the teacher
and his training in America.



- Chapter IV.

ELEMENTARY EMICATION AND TILE KINDERGARTEN.

In order to iinderstand and evaluate the criticism which foreigners
offer concerning! ow elementary ethicatitm It is first of all helpful
to consider the function of such ethicatitn. What does III(' Amerifan
elementary school aim to do and what does it accomplish! The
itti-wer to this question, iso far as it is revealed in the criticism, in-
Ilicate, that the Antericnn elementary 'school is emphasizing ideali
rather than lintiwledgei _Sadler ( l in. P.. 4:13) li,ts the following
itini:

.1..o deveiiip en izen,iip in ii coltitiiini tin1intinii0. it s,ciiri. 111441.111 of. in-
ill% iiiiiiii de% elopinent, to promote variety rather than unity, to secure torogress'
doloragio free discussion rather than through admitoistatie order. I'. promote
. lo.onoess and adooptooldijiy-rather than general ellIlllre.

11`,S: IIIIEStall ( I 1,L..' I. p. 19) tillyS :
Tree W'S: and teachers are aiming at power and facility of mind rather thankom ledge. li.1liter6a, the boy leill'IlS to 11Se a textbook and a library. to get

held of a subject ii ii talk Illnit It in thus, elellrly and thoughtfully. Si*
!wrath,: afterwards he may not he :1111e Ii, liars ii Written examination on it, butowl dues not matter. Ill 011.1,11(1 gel it up ilgitill I: It Were Worth NViiiit'. Iti. Ito. difference ill ilini W111.1 Makes the iiii,:innatlielie English ole mit
Allierii.an eihicatiOn superficial anal say that it leeks thoroughness and neetiracy.
The .1.tileriato tioaeher Hints to stimulate thought. In England the pupil learns
lessons. t * * 11ml the .1inrian has gained from sehool training Is a
getieral Intellectual experience over a wide area, the ;Hower oi set f-tilrecteil
work, a !lowliness, foot. ettiergeta[les, till' power of rapid acquisition, adaptability,.
and quickness.

.

iitithbotte, in the NIth,ely Report (1661, p. '263) says:
American boys on leaving school do 111 In general know as notch as the

English boys, Ion they are pinre intelliozent. resourceful, adaptallie, harder work-in;, and more ;anxious to improve -their education. * * The .1.1iterlean
1401 II do Wit cionsider their Nillelltif.11 at tin end when they leave school or the
university, but' realize that they niust go on learning all their lives. Sclpl
education is tnit \tiimultiIng separate from life, it Is a part of life.

Groser in ihe same report (1661. p. 174):says:,
A spirit of tiquirs, individuality, and initiative is. produced. These qualities

li.iiii the work 111111 to continue his edueation and to read newsputlers. His Intent-gec upon le tying school is rout highly developed )nut it is of a curiously alert
type.

77
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All of this criticism comes from the English. Some of it is tin-
doribtedly too complimentary, but it serves to call attention to the
striking parts of our ideals as they impress our Englisb7visitrs. In
so far as it throws light on the function of the elementary sbool. it

-seems to indicate that the function is not to impart know leiluv err It.
velop culture but to set up ,ideals and increase p9wer. evlitro! of
the tools of knowledge is not un end in itself Lit an essential means
which lead?i to further education. Resourcefulness. n.11;114 hi! ity,
alertness, initiative are. the cardinal points. 'l'o consider the
can elementary school as an institutioh whose sole aim is to impart
knowledge is to overlook the true source of its greatness. Each of
these i'alues renters closely Montt the indivi(lual.. The'enihasis is on
the child rather than upon the curriculum. This statement is borne
out by Hofer (I 451. p. 2s). who says:

A sifigle purpose is shown in the 54.11001s of Aerin that is totirepare the
pupils for life. Tin rthoois do not ask what the i;overnment, or the church, or
:MY .1)111Y but AIInt 4104',4 the Sinn II ilf.111:111(1., In its ill,

irillly, religiously.. -and socially. from special Interests ;iv, the power. the
ret4pect. nip the success of the American school:

Ilipeau (HIE p. :

The Ameileari: iwneve in allowing the pupils freedom in the Of
their 111011glitS. teacher guides. counsels. and directs Intl doe, hot heliee
that Iii' SI1011111 fuilens hIs felea. rind sentiments on the pupils. Hoe can no! deny

' that this appeal to the 11,11M/hod reoson.'relleetiou. Lree exaointioo
gly to young girls and boys nu eNaggerared confidence afoul soetioo lone of
sufpeieney,.yet it leT1 tol11111 it more efficient mental elerelulennent train ito(N
the dOgiunfir hist rue( 1111S: so 14ng been given ;Is 1 Ile 411I (Tit ill (i With
of the teacher's %ill.

Such is the' function (if the American elementary school in so far
as it grows writ of American respect for persf ability. It l'.1I I ' thele
development of the spirit o1' inquiry. initiative. freedom in self-ex-
pression. :-elf-edtication. aleilness. res(mrcefulness, and adaptability,
Such qualitiesa ye essential to suct..essful living. We need thefil and

-must have -them. even if. as,Itippeau _suggests. we:1110st pay :7110tigh
price for them.

On the other hand, the grt,th of the spirit of nationalism has
put other duties upon the elementary school. Mark (1(41. p
sap.;:

Plibbe education Is 'reit 16 be the essence of nation building. 11 ninst estah-
hi a deinoerney. &at of complex, material. and it Must create- a great western

tgli 0. P.' 11111St ilTete right tastes, Occupy the.hands anti minds
ofthe Alt re.n ttitefttb n'.14444$',.44.11-.atirttlat0'..ithiatitrYjittli. Wttys
aQpe..41, to, the hive at. beauty taut use. must develop the sense: Of W03111.4t ter
and synpathy With nature fond must . eneourage a reverenee for the beautiful.

-the' {MIA; 11114 the true .4 * The .keynord of the new aim Itat0
JtidOldual: will to recognize and.to-respond sympathetical). 10 thP kirWer ivitt
tit ,sOCietr. wont. :is the doctrine pf' nigividuulitott, ns mwetitt..q.bi.H
tlje '11.etitillig,Aitteriettit .1411-0 tloeIety re4110
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all classes. the fusion of nationalities. the inculcation of civic and moralvirtues. and the growth of the flower of voluntary organization into COOP'crating. grout's. In short. the' schiil is asked to furnish life to, Its members.Individuality built up in this way is not that which,separates one from allothers, but it represents the community life each single member of the cam-namit , " that which, in a sense. Is etallal to an.

j;11.1: ([641. p. 28) says furpier:
The :Iry the great democratizing intlulwe. incarnating the Americansirb its nothing else fiqes *. They are the greatest force in the assind7laden ihe immigrant.

La veleve ([56(. p. 339) says:
The American elementary school is the base and renwut of !bell; powei4u1Republic *, Without it, the Union would have long ago teased to exist.
These quotations speak for themselvei and form a fitting supple-ment to those given on page 18. The coining of the immigrant andtife gradual disappearame of the original Anglo-Saxon -stock haveplaced it new burden upbn the elmentary school and one whih noother institution is able to carry.
It has been shown that the develpment of the elementary schoolis based upc two great needs in American society. Ott the oneband, t here ;is a great demand for the development of the individualpersonality while, on the other, a strong spirit of nationalism isrequired.. Under autocratic control a gain in one of these elementshas generally led to a loss in the other: but under democratic condi-tions, the conflict may ..be avoidod, because in a democracy. the bestway to develop the 'personality of the individual is through trainingin participation in those great social activities witich lead to nationalAaility and progress. The performance of'this high and delicatetask is the chief function of the elementary

The general subject of school organization has already keen dis-cussed in Chapter II. Much of the general discussign applies to the04finentary school in partiithir. Some points. 11(m-ever, arc' empha--sized in a new way and applied in a particular manner to the narrowerfield. Grasb ((37j, p. 15) characterizes sonic of the 'weaknesses ofthe rural school organization as follows:
The board mmbers are often ignorant without being vonscions of it. Somefarmers thinkIt

"There.ain't ho.great "good to be reached
titoehichildren up higher than .eve their fathers ;vas leached."

Like all mall communities, they phase party..disputes: and energy: whIekshoiddlinve.been given tgleduratton is..deyoted to quariettog. Boardt..tire 'apt to agree. that-
NIL

" Whatever js dune as to refdln% .
ProvIdiff:thInn;s go to my say,

tittan't hang on riot new- (angled hinges, .
ant:sning:th the.oid.-Nuhioned.
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Th$s criticism applies to a time which has passed away to a large
extent. . a reflection of conditions where. the peculiar type of
the environment tends to emphasize individualism and to interfere
with the belief in perfectibility. Fathers are jealous of the improve.
ment of their sons. becatise the fear the effect of such a thing On
the -condition of Nudity. Happily. such a condithm is no longer
general. We still have. however. the narrowness of ()Salm& which
causes valuable strength to be wasted in nualTels. To remedy this
is the piesent problem of rural education.

Miss Burstall U121. p. 254). raises another point conerning ele-.-
mentt17 school organization which is worth considerinir:

If England needs a warning she should tind one strong and impressive tnougli
in the rigidity and Uniformity of the American public-school system and Hip
consequent-faults of their public schools. Such k the attempt to st:ntlrdizt
ihtlividuals, as if they were *pieces of a watch. or it locomoti VP.

*'
To correct this tendency is clearly one of our (iiief problems. To

put pupils of every type of intelligence in fhe Sante grade tel ,)m-
pel them all to go at the same rate nean, a cnvicuhn which is
adapted to the abilities of the lower half while the opper half is
compelled to mark lime. More attention Should be .givy) to the
brighter pupils and opportunities must be provided so that their
advancement can be more rapid. Ileoent progress iiit the art fo.
testing intelligence has brought a:satisfactory solution of this
culty much nearer. It is no possible to organize special classes for
subnormal. and supernormal pupils and handle thenCiO a much more
effective manner than was passable a few years ago. There is .also
.another respect in which our present type of organizatioti seems un-
satisfactory to our observers. Laporte (1551. pi 147) .says:

Half of the pupils, at least remain unoccupied or badly neenpled while the
others are reciting * * *. The use of time seems to he the most feeble part
of American school organizat hitt. There Is nothing to indicate what the divi-
sions of the class are doing to waticli the instructor is not giving at-
tent

Some Americans justify this practice by calling attention to the
fact that the class which is not reciting is learning to study for itself
amid distractions. They say that this is a very valuable power to
develop; that it provides a discipline which is luite worth while.
The prevailing view, however, holds that all distractions 1;hould.iv
removed as far as it is possible to do so, Much better work is pus -

.....eihle,)yhen the teacher has. only one Class in' her, room. Much more
attention. can. be given and SuperYised study may become

reality.: This is an end t& ward which every school' comtmmity
.,should work. ...,111a0: of. the city schools have. already attained 'the.
desired end, but much remains to be done in the country. A much
;more conitplete con lidation ofrural. schools must. take place ,before.
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even a beginning can he made. Where this is impossible there is
little. hope of relief.

These defects of our system of brsification can be relieved iii
part by easy stages of promotion. Thus Mark (1631, p. 39) says:

This classification system Is -defeetive sometimes when nil the poor pupils
.1.t into one class, but if Then. are easy stnges and frequent promotions a rim-
tinaous stream of bright pupils is created which passing upward through all
;:rados tltltl secti011s, IMIRVS s1111.91atit purls

The tendency toward easier stages for promotion is becc ring more *.
,encral but it is impracticable in many places. becauSe it tends to
multiply the numler of classes and .because the resulting classes are
(Olen too small. Under such conditions it seems necessary to stick
to t he present system iii spite of its defects.

The organization which i. reresented by the Crary system is men-
Alone(' by one of. the more recent observers. (fray 0381. I,. 69)thinks that

vh, is en,,mleal. but its weakness is the fart that academie and
manual W11: riseive equal emphasis. A given group of children may spend
all .)1 the morning hours in manual work while it devotes most of the afternoon
tiark 11'61011.M when the ntntaI and bodily artivities- are not at their best.

Gray also questios the value of making the elementary school
work- vocationol in character. .The'recent (;ary survey seems to bear
out his contention. The academic work. has proved to be deficient;
insistence upon vocational work atithe expense of a general education
seems more and more questionable.

In Chapter II attention was called to the gap that exists between -
the elementary school and the high school. This point is worth em-
phasizing. again. 'Mark (1641,.p. lso) says:

The difficulty requires a Ili%isital of the curriculum at the end of the sixth
* * y Where intellectual stimulus fails. moral earnestness will also

Ilag. The consciousness of rogress is a part of our moral making. Rob a
child of it, and he can not but suffer in character. (fr. again, looking toward
thehigit school, the power to progress Is a strength akin to 'virtue. Replace it
hy a ban s! feeling, and In place of strength there will be hurtful discourage:.
'mem. The grammar grades do not sainudate to hard study and the lack of
this virile Ingrellient is the moral flaw in all seventh and eighth year (sunrises,
'which are tkrly overlaid.- with recollection. of what was dime in the :first three
ears of school. 4. * * The worst p(otsiblit- thing to do Is to pass a boy or

girl through it school which IS:ars the I lesteriptiint of being In a depit rable con
ditfon of dry rot owing to the extreme poverty:of subject matter offered by
the curriculum and th this amtemie state to Introduce him or her intO a. high-
sehuoi coUrse.hristling4lth new studies taug4 by unfamiliar Methods. ..There--
is II twolold ethical consideration, * the-01,1 thnt,isand the evil that,
will be. In the case of those who do not go beyimil the elementary Whool,
is dangerous for the school to have lost its grip upon its pupils before they
Ware It. . A boy ought not to go out IMO, the wdrid In a spirit of reaction.

:MO°
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large pritportion of the city's outlay upon his education Is wasted if he Ilopp,
HMI compulsory attendam'e may come to be injurious. So snow ats the. school
ceases to be a place %vhere, the boy can I've OP the full his Intellectual. so soon claws the intellectual character of the boy suffer, with Al that
that Implies in loss of well - adjusted will power. ImInneed htf4rnient, self-e,ieem
and high self-canomatill. The danger Is inereasell by td Ie mmintrative-absmi, or
sound teaching methods in the upper grades.

. This rather lengthy criticism is typical of much that is offered
concerning our need of something like the junior high school. It
also suggests the fact that the purpose of the upper grades of the
'elementary school above the sixth grade is really twofold. Some
of the students are being preoired for life. .while some are being
prepared to enter high school. Some adjustment of our organia-
tion is required so that the needs of both types of students may he
cared fisr in an adequate manner. In reality, the most important
step to make in providing for the needs of.both classes is to keep
constantly in mind the fundamental fad that trite education I.- life
rather than a preparation for life or for high school. Such a realiza-
tion would do-more thitp any other one thing to prevent the seriou,
weakness which Mark points out. Perhaps the EIMPean plan of
dividing the students at the twelfth year into separate groups will
prove to be the best plan here also.. It seems certain that the pre-ent
plan of organization is quite inadequate. There is an urgent' need
for a break .in our system of instruction at the endof,the sixth glade
and again at the end of the ninth. The present junior high srhool
movement is a most promising attempt to strengthen this weakest
part of our school organization.

Before leaving the questiort of organization and - control of the
. elementary school it is worth whilit to recall the criticism dealing
With Our type of supervision which was given on page Tin' sour-
intendents and sfnperrisors tend to grow autocratic. TroLrniic lifilf
the' policy of the elementary school is of 'the type which is landed

.down from above. American supervisors should learn to ovoid such
undemocratic procedure. They should get their riistilts through in-
spiration and .Stimulation rather than by dictatorial tactics.

Some of the criticisms center,on the ctirrieulum.of the elenientary
school, though this does not seem to have been interesting to any great
number. Several of. them mention' the tendency of the curriculum
to widen so as to include more and more modern (lilture matierial.

. .
There Ore. taring Wit and generally sttimirdinate to lite superintendent.

Owlet supervisors of Writ , drawing, singing. handwork for boys mod
girls, cooking, aeyhtg, physical training, temperance, and.God,knows what else.
'MI thqieyreak Into the segool dui like a hungry child who sums his butter
and brea * * . mo that little time is left for real 1461,,00) work. .Tho.
results in.writina, reading; mid ar thole* get worse mind worse and the schmii:
Petra .1o*r of respietl The .dijit eau*: by the <special `tilic.hir IS lamentable
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inliolny latees. * * Some of the pupils van do hemming, stitt.ititvz. and

and dance, %%l-aye pretty lotsliets out or variegated threads,
rid,i paper without ili.fariog their ihombs, bat they lin% I. not leurlid the
fliti.1:1111ntal processes. T111.11. :11'0 1MIIII*011 11.1111 14.:1111 to WON the head

1% 11.1 11111 111%1W I III. phtur,, r hhokhooil without
to olraw its tail. 1.111 e1111 not write it; name.

lied: says:

1114erhil11rvit knw' ,otothitc:: vvrythilt! hat tiothito.! aviir7114.11 : they can
..,.ifiethitz of everything, hat in xuy. The 111ilyS

, %%-iist of all, the I11i11i hoes not f1..1 that his i ill/Pi11111^ Is a
111.1. t,

hese_ criteisms call 'attention to a problem which we are just
To realize. To till the curriculum with too mud' (Attire

hi:aerial leads to the neglect of die tools of knowledge. The sehool.
aytivities hih Klemm meiitions received theiv emphasis largely
from the cultitre-eoch theory. They have been and are of great

in lending life and interest to theelementary studies. but recent
cvisdence goes to show that Klemm is right. The schools . which
emphasize this culture material the most are likely to show..1;4)1re-
spondingly, poor results in the furdamenIals. This is the most
St'ril Oh jert al to getteral use of the project method. In order to
justify oitself- the project method must show resultS which u-re up
to -tandard in the tool silljkls. which are after all tl. essence of
the elementary school curicnIum.i Educathm is life ill the 'present:,
hut it is aim., noire than that.,-It must provhle for

abilitygrowth in $lie future. Suet) growth is baed.iiion the ability to 'get
char impressions and this power of forceful expression.' Thus an ele.
mentary curriculum whirl, fails to produesatiSfactory results in
reading and with+ does not develop facility in oral and written ex-
pression is of doubt NI value. l'pt the cultural side also is invaluable..
The mistake has been made of tryiirg to attain both ends in ;:ix years
of elementary work. The remedy seems to lie in raising the age of
eompulsory attem lance. tip to 'at least 16 and in the provision of.
continuation sehools for tho,.-.e who must begin work before that
time. To make such prOriSiolt is the next problem which America
will be called -upon to solve.

Several critics are pleased with our efforts to tnNce use or a ttrricu-
limi which is based upon the child's environment. Wallace (1
495) $ulys:

Jo lend children to' feel a ffectiotiptelx towtirdvlatitsinal animals, to ennoble
therrartistle junk 0111(111 tin turn of tin. ellild is good. iillt 1111101 of %Out is called
Wilite study in-America is,triere sentimeivatistn. .* 4. *. Teachers in the ..l'aited States will study miller the ottilst..of hit ure study itaYthing aqd evers-
think tali .shallie nature, and eschewing any for of Investigation, they have it
fondness for memorizing classified bias..
7,-----.- .:, .

. ,., --7 A
l'40e.the. Gary Survey forinstottee.Surtsey

.' .
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This is a'ilangel that has often been pointed out Since the-clays of
Gradgrind. It is still present with us. but we are intriiing.

The emphasis which American education places upon the teaching
of patriotism .seems" to commend itself to our visitor-. A
fewof 'them think tlfat our tlagexercises are perfunctory and theatri-
cal at times. The practice of teaching at riot lent ;It connection AA ith
the celebration of holidays meets with uni verse"appiliva particu-
larly. from English iihservers. It, has pro veil e ry efficient in the
Americanization of the immigrant.

METHODS OF TEACHING.

Much detailed criticism is offered concerning the, A.arious subjects.
It centers mainly around reading, writing, drawing. geography,
kistor, amr,mannill trainin. The diseussion of the last is given in
the chapter on secondary e'ilitcation. page 117. X few of the typical
criticisms are noted here as they apply. to the other subjects:

Our work in reading is generally continent le$1. Mark (1641. p. 146)
commends the practice walling complete select rather than mere
extracts. Fitch. (1321, p. 46) tipproves of our tendency to emphasize
silent reading. Lochner, however (1:s J. p. 12 I sugge,ts that our em-
phasis upon reading is overdone. .

It tnny or note thin. a lame of 1 of 1,u,
sexes wear spectacles. ' an evidettee that the zal fist-11'1111in:: in Aowrie4,
when developed Inn) int'ssion is not without intlueloc upon the eye,.

This, however, is probably the ease ever'ywhere. There seems to he
no evidence that mot sPectiicles are worn in America than elsewhere.

The criticism of our writingis also gfnernlly favorable.. Severai
critics think that we are having too nuf4;li written work. SfiecA
qpntion, is made of.our emphasis on rppidity 'in writing. It is also
asserted that the writing of children. is judged too much according"
to Minn 'standards.

the criticism centers around the .teitching of drawing.
Hofer (1451. p. 26) thinks that the practise of using illustrations in
connection lith written work for the piirpose of e;liihition is over
done. Particularly when the drawings (1(4 not correspond closely to the.
content of the written work. Ile likes the idea of making ffe-and,
drawings of what the child sees. ArMstrong, in the Mosely Report
-(166.T. p. 9). says:*

. Simple metimatfruentwork In amettition with drnIng is nlinost Unknown.

B!cit. ([41.,.p. 126) sais '

They draw, but they 'Wahl zit heat only niniblenefts. not art, rum

11 tbe'nOper.graibis ore fretiertillylAs ineanlogleup to thelmInitlute41 its :those
,

the- grades below, and the exprivOloullnipulse. ha's .(leryloptill rage for



Muthesius, (EMI. p. 135) c(oments s Mows' upon our failure to
use ueonittrical forms in free-hand to 'awing for the purpose of prac-

-ti,iwz the eye and the hand:
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44141 European notion that lrin(lnI, front nature and tilvt use of wfiter
(olors is too difficult for children lots ilisalipearefl. The freellom with hieh
general impressions are retained and the fosl I114' are represented

..,;or is often astonishing. In drawings of the human model in the schools
ofi finds surprising indications of power of observation and naive otistie ren-,4,44o taste is shown in designing:.

Op page 142 Niuthesius concludes by saying:
1t, ,101 4. of of the ssteni of Anieriall Industrial and art

edti:dion, Its Attuv,estions to Etiropenli sehoolnien are most roliii,and persist-
ent. The common-school instruction in drawling WitS fill Ol!!;011114' 11:Velll 1011. It
lia Ot'W Iof 111 of %ieW. in Europe drawing is a transfewof academie prin-
cipl, to the children', school. in which- the child as an intellectual organism
rer-!...: but little consideration. hi 5(111 hi:411(11W is.11ukeci to the
nutar,rI instinct of tie, iVity in It rests upon an intimate st Wry of
child !lanai.. The ri.:41111,S are in accordance with the soundness of the principle.

the upper classes do not wholly fulfill what the lower classes prow-,
i,c. ;4111:1 511011111 organize such It'sy,tni.

!licli is theNstrength and weakness of our instruction in drawing-as
seen by our critic's. Two things stand out 'in the riticism:a lack of
art i lc atmosphere in .1 nierica and a tendency to center drawing
struction upon the nature of the child. We take pride in ,t alter
and hope to improv!.. the former. .

Concerning other subjects of the curriculiim, Clasen (116 J. p.:355)
say,:

whatever instruction is given in the geography 111141 history. of the remainder
\nierica. of Europe I with the exception of England 1. and of oilier parts of

the earth is hot wva,thy ofmention. Instruetion in natural s,r,lenee suffers ex-
treita. nef4lect E. But 'with Music tiachiti:4 the conditions are, If pos-
sible. still worse. Yet sp4iiii well-paid music teachers go from school to school,
iteachim: all sorts of fijeorelicAl 6'011,4.11,4. for example, the leeys of

Nils and seven sharps maether tvith bend-splitting harmony.. What I hen rd
of singing Was more like Indian war whoops.

iriehS'ell (( 39 I. pp. O14415) sTtrys:
The most noticeable defeet in the plan of instruction the .1tnericot sliQ01 is

Ili..111stpry of t lib world does not reeeireeVell the least COOSI14.111tioll. SHeli
itc-traetion Would geole more limp any other meti.ns to remove the so general and

Olo hateful Jingoism. The pupils learn of falter tuition' only from what informa-
dna they receive from the study .of .tnerIan tripd .the other fincisOns
alpcar there With little glamor. Thus the sung Adnericain conies to mideeesti.:*
tante otherfmtions and overestintute4 his own. -This makes blot blind towfirti

ilequimitlo0 of other eiuntri(41 and inju'res his'own eultnral 4v011111011.

I In criticisms of otir.history to c ng.science teaching, and
teaching are clearly well taken.. This is particularly_ true in the
cas4-of.history. Suchaprovincial spirit is groiving more and more
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-dangerous. 1scause America can no longer live to herself alone. It
is becoming more and more important for its to understand whit
other nations are 'doing and why they are doing so. If 111' WM'
to avoid war in the future, we must cultivate a more intelligent
acquaintance with our neighbors in the world. Their problems are
-nut. problems. The)r successes will lielp us to succeed. and a knowl.
edge of their failures will enable us to avoid similar failures in the
solution of our own problems.

PROBLEMS OF METHOD.

Most of the criticisiti of the elementary scho4ds centers atonnil
problems of method. On both the elementary and .,econdary levels
the firSt thing that scents to attract the attention of the critics i, the
American practice of using textboOks. As to the value of this
practice the critics are. divided. Waetzoldt ([861. p. 556) say, the
textbook method
!mikes the pupl independent of the teacher. The latter needs only t'o
meta, help. or direct most interfere .t14. 'tittle as possible w,th the
ituleiaetrlence of Me

Miss Burstall (112(. p. 1:'c) adds:
The etti..1 provides for the coola(r:ttioa of the pupils by bringing out the

. details of the lesmon in a voriety of different i'.,pects. !dens may be hrolight
ont which are new even to the tenches. The pupil can understlind tha ante
nient,of nut idea better when it is stated in the words of a rolh.w plot.
*Ttr .pupils manage to get the various sp4ailiineons contibutitats of members
of the flask Into form and so obtain a sort of composite photograph of the
averapiof the class.

Miss Bramwell p. 34) thinks that in this way
.

The pupill are taught how to use hooks, to rely on their own aforts ditring
class-thne, ant44 he alert in thought and speech.

Rathbone. in theiAlosely Report ([661 p. 262). says:
t 'Whirr!' seem to catch something of the spirit of resenrch.

avenues of knowledge has been opened to their unaided efforts..

All of these values are in) accord with American ideals uf,self
improvement. But _there is another side to the Ilnestion. Waetzoldt
says also ([(361. 556):

OfAs a result of the textbook method, the Americao teacher rarely enj.o, that
supreme pleasure of resoling In the eyes of his class that they sie following
him, nor has he the pleai%urale consciousness of developing a subject !Haa
as 'the exigencies of the ngauaetat may demand.

.

-Miss Burstall says ([12], p.-79) :
The recitation method bawd upon the textbook has its fault/4 ;.(.1 el.quiong

whirl] )s detlltuet .Theie.im.-4180 danger that the more backward and feeble
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pupils may never really understand tlw subject at all. for the teacher Aloes not,
pr. a ride. e\piala the difficulties as our Enlisli teacher does. so that even the

may understand.

oa Page 159 Ive have:
11111Ster is leXlhood tutu 114.11. %ye strike a itii1 peuliarity in .kinerb

ran education. Its alto has keen intellea.taLap the olo-tt.y of woks: with
III. r'elllelllioll lias itiwa heels \1' Mort., ok., nod evpwitere.

relation. The children learn from the natt,ler tar toistre:, \dill or
With .11:1 the nit! of 31 hr,rrk. in :1 sril.11 111 1:11:1:111111 we sloothl sad llott
iI reacher oin.:111 to know noire than the _textbook. It any ruse, we feel
rotnr than ,cadge that- the child eon learn more from the 'trim: yoke of the
l:. saes' than froto any Gook. *

to the tIerniiiii and iezlisit ideal. the new material is grappled
ii ;, first in the alissroona by the teacher and pupil co.:ether. In America the
1.11101 molt of srleaol studies the' new material lirst In the textbook anal goes
titer at a n.anvo ilk In the (.1w4s th. teacher. The tao.lier in America
iIui! be familiar. not only with the textbook. as we are. but with what all

leading textbooks say about stibjeet. Saone teacher, have to seifil hours
vdthil.: up e'er\ pOSillit' 11.1.113.11(1. that tl 1.111.1 ilr.g:ht nmlic in

atta--

Bantwelf p. 34) summarized tin' defe(qs of the text-
lio,d; method as follow.:

is !Palk 1.1 the 7111.11. " of the word, of the hook, Rook and refer-
are used hero thous:lit and reflectri !night 1.1' hotter 7..titities. It etellur-

c.:.- digression- in class Ilnd a resultin- slamma.ss in finishing .atildeel 111:atter.
II 111Ir time h ^oli5iO2 dblitt. Upon Ilif-
fritol, of opinion. Then' tendency to bookishness and slaVery worst
forms

( [391. p.4;04), sass
'fl,. olopelleti ift:Zli117 her ouln $,. use textb..otis and

t imorismi free ords in he chains of a textbook. which is often not truthful.

.s :in example of this be cites histles writ tett fr.u the northern and
ftIo the southern point of view dealing with the .1.nierican Civil
Wa r.

([..25], 1. 2) thinks that
Tile true enJoyatent seientilie Work which is connected with spontaneou4

(Hsi...very anti comprehension is Impossible in the society of textbooks ;will reel-
° unions. Knowledge may be manifold, but it sttpertie!al and external.

This series of criticisms scents to stun up ton. situation in regard
to the textbook method quite well. In so far as the use of the test-

_book mikes the pupil independent of the tealler so that he can work
things out Vit himself it is to be desired. It is desirable also in so

tlfi it leads to variety .of. .viewpoint, in so far as it leads ,to
.itse of the library,.and in so far. as.itinculoates a spirit of.independ,,
ent study. .But continual .care is needed to guard against some ,of'
the dangers- which are pointed 'out. Waetv,olt's ojection..will have
-little weight because America- prefer§ to stimulate the initiative of
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the pupil rather than have him led by the teacher. Miss Burstall's
objection, hoWever, is more serious. Mere reciting is dull. There.
has been too much ,emphasis on rote memory and too little upon
training in judgment and thinking. This defect. has long been rec-ognized and it is no longer to be\rfound if the teacher has been
trained properly The topical method is growing in use. while
verbatim methods are passing even among untrained teachers.

The tendency4or the work to become too intellectual is a dan!rer
Vv.\which besets all methods of teaching. A have' suffered from it.

but hardly more than have other countries. At least it is not pecu-liar to the textbook method. As requirements. in teacher training
are raised undoubtedly there will be less slavery to the printed page.
A further help in this connection is the growing tendency to equip

-each schoolroom with several texts for purposes of comparison.
The use of source material is another tendency which helps to off-
set this difficulty. It is desirable, of course, to have teachers who
know more than is given in the textbook, but- the teacher does not
have to know everything about the subject. Some of our problems
should be studied with the distintrt 'understanding that neither the
teacher nor the children know the answer,.but that they are going
to work together to find out what it is. This would avoid the tend-
ency toward didactic formalism and would promote the spirit of
inquiry and Irdwth.

.It is true that many pupils can learn better through their ears than
through their eyes. For such pupils the textbook is difficult. But
since so much of our educational matter is now available in printed
form, and since the mastery of this form is so essential to the gaining
of information after school days are over, it seems desirable that
the. reading method of learning should be emphasized- even for those
who are--not "eye-minded."

The majority of Americans will for similar reasons prefer to
stick to the policy of presenting the new material in printed form
first. This does not mean, however, that the assignment should he
neglected.or that pupils should not be taught 'how to study the
new lesson.- In some cases it will doubtless be better for the teacher
to'go Dyer the new material with the class beforehand, This is the
study-recitation idea and it has been recommended and used for
just such eases. The ideal,. however, is to train the pupils so that

they can master the printed pagV without the aid of a teacher.
The suggestion that unnecessary debating will arise hardly coia-

`blends' itself to the American.. 'Debating and the power. to express .

one's thoughts are too valuable. We. should Consider this an ad-,
.vintage rather thin .1 disadvantage, even if much time is used in
debating .seemingly triviailibjects. They may Aot' be -ao triVial in
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the eyes of the pupilg; and even if theytere, valuable practice in
the power of expression would still be afforded.

As (iriebsch says. textbooks are not alwayS truthful, but teachers
also are likely to be prejudiced. .The `' free minds of the pupils may
also be enchained " in the words of the teacher.. fact, it seems
quite certain that too much of that sort of thing ha_been going on
in Germany. When. it tomes to prejudice and error, the textbook
is less likely to be affected than is the individual teacher.

Finally. America will not' agree with Dillon when he says that
tine enjoyent of scientific work 'impossible in the society of
recitations and textbca\ks. It is undeniably endangered sometimes,
lint there is- no treason why the two ran nut exist together when
there is plenty of suppljmentary material and when the pupils. know
how to study and use books.

Thus it seems that all of the objections which have been raised
to the use of- textbooks are either negligible or removable, while the
values which come from Using them can be achieved inn other way.
It does not seem probable. therefore, that An erica will abandon the
text book metIad. On the other hand. continual effort should be
made to a% oi11 the.dangers which the method involves.

Closely connected -with the use Of the textbooks is the use of
library books. Our children's reading rooms are a source of amaze-
ment to all freiOters. Thq are peculiar to America and are the
rodt of our beliO' in the principle of equipping each individual
with the p-liwer anfl the means to ediu;ate himself without a teacher.

The American practice ) teaching through the eye rather than
through the ear Iris empawized another tendency which is a source
of curiosity to our critics, particularly those of the earlier periods.
This is the use of tale blackboard. The blackboard is neither praised
nor ilindenuled in general. though one or two critics seem to like it
Walther 0891. p.1,31) thinks that blackboards are good as a meals
of Correcting mistakes iii written work and as a means of presenting
flUtlineS. . They also lessen the amount of written work at home
and relieve the teacher of much marking of papers." The use of
the blackboard is !'an excellent instance of the American belief in
teaching through 'leading and in the value of class discussion.

The -criticism Which has been quoted concerning the textboOk.
tnethodiRtypical of that which applies to the recitation. The recita-
tion also excites the curiosity of. the critics. They use t14 class
period for imparting information and -in reviewing what was pre..
viousfy given, while in ,.America the. class period is used for the
purpose of recalling what the pupil has learned for 'himselfin the:
textbook or from: ,upplementary materialand in discussion of the...
points involved ttrreiri. Thus the emphasis, is on the ability to do
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independent reading and in practice in oral expression. The
dangers involved. are the same as those:already' noted as applying
to the textbook method. In -order to emphasize these dangerstwo..
additional criticisms are given. Fitch ( [32 50) says:

An wallas proportion of what Was levoned %Yip:earned by heart. Even the
oral exercises. wide!' were suppoged to be spontaneous, were loo much alike

ties 4101 to certain conventionnl ottery,' avhih were in ron-
stain use. ' * is eontined to scraps information or si!lol
passages. from.the textbooks Many more rules: iinhorisillSo and short diani-
thins are committed to memory in American than iu, Eni,:li-11 schtls.

Fol. example, he mentions the 'reciting of names and dates of the
Presidents in order.

([2s(, p. 205) says:-\
The one-sided cultivation of the memory interferes with. the general mental

development whose more Powerful expression !oust he found in spontaneous
and independent thinking. It is uuhelievaiii difficult for the. roitatitms it
train the l iIlil in intelligent thinking: .

3itteli has happened to ilitpnwve matters -lace Dulgut.s day: Troin-
ing in intelligent thinking is now pos.silde in connection with-ow'
recitations if -they are conducted in the proper manner, yet it. is,

necessary to he on continiuil guard against tendencies toward dry
fornialism.- The only safe thing to do is to secure thoroughly trai

:teachers and provide for their growth while in the 1Vork. Th caviler
who sees his field in its larger relations,is seldom if e , guilty of
ix.rmitting his recitations to degenerate into n e rote meniory
exercises.

The' influence of American belief in ('Si ect for the individual
nklity shows quite phiinly in methods and calls forth :onte

very strong citicism front far critics, particularly the Germans.
Beck ([4.1, p :94). for example, says:

They have taken care t hat the way shall be clear for the free develop-
ment of ersnalitY. Therefore, they tolerate no authority in the scholil
other than that chosen by the children themselves. The slasd as an is-
stitntion has no standing. it can not holli or go lifter the children. It entice:10
the pupils and pro 1St* their w". The child does not extend his halals to%%aril
the teacher In onier t41 grow hut the teacher Isovs down hefore_the "

* * * The teacher does not ask questions. He nitt-4 wait for
the tRupil to ask him, in case the pupil 1-an not advance by his HMI effort.
There. is no imparting of infootation, no giving of .attention, no listrniug
hot only self-activity, * Att least such is the demand of the Aeriran
theory. * * s :ComPultiory rules are replaced by moth tenon. As army
Iolanda entice tine, Ott tt hotio and as the. lower Steps invite ascent: 0)1,
Multitude of easy details entice the pupil along the streets of ioarnimi.

On page 127; Beck. says:
The liberal view that eyerrtldng mu,st grow out of the experletat and ini

dative the,chIldren gives the recitation a lack of system...The teacher .tirlfts
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hither and thither. I have never been able to see the steady itiogress of a well-
planned lesson. I have never heard a 'right well-eonneeted one in which an
end is striven after by the child mind. pressing onward step by- step. hesitat-
ing often but again taking courage until finally the pleasure of victory rewards
thr worker. If the child' is encouraged Jo exress himself concerning every-
Mint.% btt,ting kind immoral 'Wide I. the result. A pedligiAdelil theory which
buses its roeedIlre and aims only upon the ixiwers of the child lends to peda-
gogial anarchy.

Klemm says (Hsi. p. 0
iu chtefigo there is a' shthit itt Whieh the Sltettll pupils are not hothemi

with letters out they 111.1.1'1\1,s wish to barn to rend. This is certainly
"putting the-cart before the horse."

kre we have the old conflict between interest and effort. Both
Beck and Klemm object to allowing the child's interest to be the con-
trolling factor, partly. at least. because the doing of what one wants
to do is easy. AeCording to the dothinant German view which these

'Then represent. the aint in education is training in doing one's duty,
especially involves tlitiicedly. Carried to an extreme, this
means that all educative activity .should consist in doing what one

:es to do. The more one bates the task the more valuable it
bec'onies. This view in a modified form is also represented in this
country and is closely related to the. old religious doctrine of total
depravity and to the disciplinary conception of education.

Iltit recent, tendencies have been in the other direction. We art
be'ginning to understand the meaning of the law of effect in learning.
Education must, after all, grow out of instincts. emotions. ansi
me. iate interests. To attempt to suppress these inner tendencies is
to Waste vital human energy in a vain struggle against resistance.
Such educational effort sure to be painful. tiresome.- and slow,

hile an education .which utilizes and redirects the mighty forces of
original nature is pleasurable. refreshing. and rapid. The later
process is called motivation and is landed upon the basic principle
that true education is conditioned upon the whole-hearted, purpose-
ful activity of the child. It is considered fundamental that the NOshouldlike what" he is doing. There is no emphasis Alpo" doing a'
thing from'a sense 'of duty. The factor of compulsion by external
authority is not a dominant one. If such compulsion is toleratedlit
all it must be justified in terms of the needs of the class, It must
Hot come ex cathedra from the teacher.

So' far as the educational, leaders ' are concerned. the majority ace
clearly intfayor of the spirit of the more recent tentlency,.- Among
the people at large. the principle of motivation is in accord with the
respect, for personality and the hatred of external authority. The
philosophy back, of the Riocess is eltarty. the..most. successful effoit,
that has yet ,heeii made to state Ainerican.idealS in philOsophiettl:

../ .
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terms.' Yet the. extreme form 'Of it as stated by Beck is not ecceptable
to Americans in general. There is still a strong current of public
*opinion which favor obedience to external authority, particularly
on the part of child. en. The average man, too, is still of the opinion
that the school should be a place where children work rather than
play. He expects his children to learn t9 overcome resistance thr(inoit
effort. He has little love folssan.ything that soumis 1 i Ice soft pe(11..rogiv.

Here, as in many other situations. the middle course is the de.ira1,41eu
one. The problem is not that of avoiding all effort but that of getting
the most done with the least friction and fatigue. Above all. the
motive force must come from within rather titan from without.
.Pupils must be made willing to put forth efforts in order to attain
some cherished end conscious ideal rather ttan, to av-oid an external
penalty. To impel is better than to compel. The disadvantages whivh
are mentioned by Beck and Klemm are real. but they involve less
danger,.at least in a democratic society, than do the older methods-of
procedure. In the meantime. it ,ig *possibly to guard agaipst some of
the dangers which are connected with the doctrine of motivation.
While the teacher is not to be autocratic, yet she niust always 1)e a
leader. Skillful leadership will avoid the lack of system".whicti Beck
mentions, and will be a safe guaranty against the'pedagogical anarchy
which he fears: Respect for thenersonality of the child is Dot incon-
sistent with leadership by the teacher.

A more serious danger to be avoiqed results 'from the fact that
theory tends to be divorced from practice. Beck ([4], p: 90) says:

Unfortunately many realities are in the Nvity of the theory which bases educa
tion on the self-activity of the child. Stronger powers rule the schools than those
of their philosophical representatives. These powers sha"pe the principle of self
development to their own ends. One now recognizes that one is xralking in the
elsrids when one uses this idea. It would he better to.alm at adjustment, sochd
membership, and citizenship in the surrounding nature and 4culture woria.

The latter aims are also those which the method of educetion
through self-aCtivity claims to attain better than .does any other
method. It is true that the leaders who ar9.basing education upon self-
activity are in advance of current practice. This is as it should be.
But to accuse them of " walking in the, clouds is putting the matter

'too strongly. To institute a dlew. procedure and Ott it upon asound.
foundation requires time, And there is a. tendency. on the part .of some
of our leaders to grow impatient .and to *run too far ahead of current
-practice. 'We. must continualfrguard against this mistake. It is not
necessary .or advisable to abandon the prioiple: blit there is a crying
need of a fiend of shrewd, patienLand tactful teadiers..who ari
sound in theoretical kncArledge, who can adjust the theory to the prate-
'Ike, and who are Powerful in .building up public faith in
as a basis for modern education.
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Tile criticisms solar -given are types of the German reaction to
methods based on self-activity and respect for perSonality. The
French critics do not touch upon the subject. This seems to be due
to the fact that none of them in recent years haVe been interested in the
elementary field. -The niglish generally like the method and are able
to appreciate it at its true value.
.flavenhill (172), p. 407) commends.our

emphasis on self-activity without insistence on perfection of performance. The
old idea that the child getS more intellectual and mental discipline Mien he goes
at a matter unwillingly Atnd not -spontaneously, out of tl* fullness of his own
heart is fairly shaken to its,foundathats in the Unitebd States. The American
nietioal aims to discttver ttle power. wit the weakness of the pupil, to emphasize
t,iirccss achieved and tat the disheartening shortcomings as in the case of the
older methods.

Mark (I 631, p. 143) says:

mc'chimrci a.ro doing what they like to do rather than liking what they have
to do.

Both of these observers seem favorable to the Method and able to
appreciate it. Mark. however, is not full in accord with the con-
tent- which has been used; The principle of self-activity has carried
with it the idea that the individual must relive the experience of
the race. I It is this that Mark questions.

lie says ([63], p. 46) : -

American children are liable to overhension. Hence the use of adult methods
may .involve a striving after a community life and a conrmunity consciousness,
whilst the ordinary child is only n crude littlo Individual. The blogenle law
may be 'overemphasized. Too much vital consciousness may arrest development
quite as seriously as too mach repressioff7-1V44at is repressed may remain latent,
what permanently expressed ft: with difficulty recalled to a static state.

The last quotation calls attention to a defect which may arise in
connection with basing the curriculum upon the culture epoch theory.
This theory is now discredited. and as a result a great mass of our
pedagogical literature is out of date. This fact in itself should
make us very cautious in assuming that any contribution is the last
word on the subject. The passing of the culture- epoch theory has
in no way invalidated the vrinciple of self-activity. It still bids
fair to be a distinct contribution to the theory of education as worked
oat in America. The results will come slowly but surely. In the
meantime improvements in, our theory will bring it closer and closer
to a correct statement of American belief and ideals.

THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.

Our belief in progress manifests itself in the elementary school as
a tendency toward experimentation. The Germans are particularly
interested in this phase of our work. In general, they approve it,
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though Kuypers ([49], p. 180) believes that it is dangerous to use
the child as a subject for experimentation. lie believes that it is
preferable to hold onto the old methods. . Whether or not this criti-
cisni is to apply depends upon the character and value of the ex-
eriment. The danger of an experiment turning out wrongly may

be neglected it' the success of the experiment is quite probable, and
.4' particularly if it would be of great benefit to the country at hap.

On the other hand, long-continued experiments of doubtful, chani.es
of success are to be condemned. The Gary experiment seems to
have been of this type. No experiment should be permitted to cwt
as much as .10 years wiThout a careful inventory of its results.

The general idea and belief in experimentation, however, is essen,
tial to progress and, therefore. one of our most hopeful tendencies.
In speaking of this attitude Beck (141, p. M7) saysst

P 4 EXeriPlIOP,: (Wile over there (miler and more easily than with its. no
Anneric:in Is not htndered by a consideration of the present. An entire asenec
of sentimentality permits olit ideas to be forgotten quickly..

As an example of this. teRdency he says :

Pestrifozzinnism has suffered arresteti 11VV114)Pillent.with us. while oven then,
it has borne rent fruit becausf the Americans energetically carry things throat:

Thus we see again the American tendency toward pfogress Ivhich
is: working itself out through With proper sa fe-
gu a rds it should keep America at the frontin the movement toward
educational progress. . .

I

Probably the most distinctive characteristic of the American
elementary school is the attitude which the children have toward it.

lAlention has already been made of, the excellent relation between
:teachers and pupils. The pupils' attitude ,toward each other and
toward the school in ge'neral seems equally praiseworthy.

Mark ( I 641, p.,27) says:
The teacher aims to 111711:e the children proud of Well .other when they I. good

.work, and the class as n whole brightens up %viten the teacher praimss any molt-
her of it. .Thus she aims to produce it zest for good wirrk for its own sake, and
at the same time an adtlration for the right thing's In the school community.
The cultivatitat cif good manners is regarded as a funethat of the school.
Education is not mi mere' drawing out. * * * a mere training of the powers
of the individual. It Is also a leading forth into the world and into life.

The teacher identities herself with the social feeling of the (loss
and indeed creates It by her sympathy with the' children mid by the enjoyment
of their work whiell allOws this feeling to develop.

Dunker ([291, p. 37) says:
There are those in Germany who very often io out intolife ilk sullen nature :4.

without faith in themselves. or their calling, without fore or impulse to create.
fingered tigahwt the selidol which did not understand them. Of the best which
the school can give of the impulse nward. of the longing after better things,.
they have felt no trace. Their.edueatton is ended.
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Thinker believes that 'America avoids all of these thingS.
Langlois (154 p. 218) says:
The children have a derided preference for the school. They love to go anti,

the 11(111111)0r :4,14,01 days hi loving remembrance. ..
alnion says p. 26) :
h tone of the elatss**Nits more that pf a big family tia'that of i small

freginient. The ideal is not restraint from, doing waltng, but incitement to do
right.

:".
These criticisms are typical of many others, all pointing toward an

eNcellent school atmosphere. involving respect, cooperation, and de-
votin, which is one of the most unique and most inspiring features
of American education.

95

THE KINDERGARTEN.

The kindergarten in America has also come in for its share of
criticism. in general, thi criticism has been favorable,, though cer7
tai defects are also pointed out; The most complete criticism is
that of Mark (1631. P. 182 frl. lie says:

The kindergarten has ateady ball a history in America such as probably no
situJe educational system has had anywhere aongat the Western people, if ex-
ept 11;1111. of The renascence standards as set up by Sturnra!nd the Jesuits.
The only infant'school in Atherica is the kindergarten. * * innocent of

all Intrusion on the part of the three It's in however simple a guise, and yet
Cooasining a preparation of thought and capacity which is of great ultimate
%:Ilue wherever primary -grade teachers ate sympathetic toward it. If is
Niseil on the principle of "Learning by thing." In the social aspect it Is, with
the university, the greatest conservator i * * which looks
ow upon the larger. social whole between which and the individual; action tind
reaction Imparting and receiving are ever taking place.

ile calls attention to two interpretations of kindergarten principles
in America.the one based on the ipse dixit of Froebel, which advo-
rates direled play. and the other, a modified form which is based
upon the principle of free play: He says:

The tirst inouiriltes play ami games: merely because they appeal to the,
instincts, while the sermal selects the universal and typkail plays of

.hildiatod which hate since recognized educational value. some principle of
unconscious instruction, some ideal outlook upon society; nail a certain amount

ethical content. The first emphasizes the plays which children everywhere
follow by sheer imitation. The second selects plays and gifts wide!' are a prep-
,ration for mathematics and aesthetics. which are a ineans of constructing the
complex ,,,put of the simple and of diseovering possibilities of beauty in the
elementstry type forms such as the square and the circle.. The first makes the .
kindergarten an organized playroom, the second makes It a school. The first'
type of kindergarten lit practically a piece of the occupied life, of the child- out-
side the school. * * the second is an enlargement of the child's life,
thought, and outlook. * The aim of the free-play type is to lift the
child out 'of the mekger and uninspiring environment or throughfare and ';
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'kitchen. At the same time its spirit is not merely utilitarian. It aims In t cruse
children to relive and Interpret as many of the social experiences as
and to appeal to the efistrutive imazination as well as to cultivate s,elf-
expression:

The foregoing seems to be an excellent statement of the aims and
achievements ofthe American kindergarten.

The kindergarten has also given rise to secondary influenees
are of value. Mark (I 631, p. 193) notes that its influence is spread-.

ing upward and giving a new life to the higher schiols, particularly
those: of technical cbaraeter. It has seetcd also to emphasize the
relation between mental and physical activity. Of still !vreater iin-
ortance has been its value in bringing about. at helpful cooperation

between the home. and the school.
A few defects are pointed out. Mark ([631, p. 193) s:tys:

The kindergarten Inas create, at fored Itimosphei.e. orersrininInte the indi-
viduality-of children, IIntI induce artitichaI conseionviess of n4-hievewein. (
In Ando Jses (here is a too -pedantic following of mols,ialilald
* * an overstrained devotion to the theory only part hilly Wiorkod oat by,
Froehel himself.

.(;trashy ([371, p. 60), Fitch ([321, p. 45), and Salmon ((791. p.

12) point out the lack of coordination between the kindergarten and
the elementary school and suggest that this condition should l
remedied. Fitch thinks that because of its playful nature the
kindergarten does not afford the best preparation ffir the elementary
school. For that reason prefers the English infant -schools.
Salmon. ([791. ps. 12) thinks that the kindergartens should not be
confined to the cities only.

On the whole, it seems that the American kindergarten in it,:
modified form is one of our most successful institutions. Its in-
fluence has been good and the Opportunities it offers should
be made available to every child. The fact that only one child in
eight has the advigitages which it offer is another evUlence of our

_lack of self-consciousness. The principle of equality of opportunity
for all should prevail as far is possible. . .

1*
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Chapter V.

SECONDARY EDUCATION.

A cousideration of the foreign criticism of secondary education
js.,beset with several difficulties. As luks been related in Chapter
11. the secondary period iii foreign countries is inure extensive than
it is here. With them it roughly covers the period of the
life between the ageS of 12 and 18. Thus the foreign statements
conclwningsecondary education apply to schools which are repre;
seined in this country by jiart of the elementary school, all of the
high school. and part of the clege.. This point mitst-,be kept eon-
tiually in blind by all who would intelligently study this type of
edUcation frOni the comparative point of view.

It is difficult to arrive at a definition of what secondary education
is. The I..nglish Board of Education defines it as that type of edu-
cation which i- suited to puing people between the. ages of 12 and
1.7. In Germany and France secondary educatiim is that type which
prepares pupils to enter the universitiets. Beyond this there seem
to be nO definite statetentt,, though the poliies of procedure are
\veil worked ont. In like manner. there seems to be no comprehen-
sive statement of the function of semlary education. Certain ele-'
Mums of its function. however. are pointed out.

Sadler ([76], p. 1519 suggests that the aims and chaatel of the
chief part of secondary education should be
the preparation of the relatively ti' highly Jtalented pupils for higher Auca-
lion rather than the Oduation Of those who \Nl not proceed beyond ta
high- shoid * * The teialeno in America is to prolong the years of gen-
end and liberal education and postpone s-S.1017.11Thu, as far as possible.
Whether 10 specialize earlier or to sacrifice expertness in one's enllhig to the
hope nr u.uaiinIted progress In higher culture is the gravest question at issue in
..inerican secondary ecjucution.

An effort tl; !nevi both of the ahoye demands has led to the multiplication of
subjects in the secoitlary schools, with the attendant hurry and drive. The

°remedy for this is not narrow specialization but differentiation in -types of
secondary schods. This Would involve as somewhat earlie choice of a, pro
fession, but differentiation of Types of schools would lie is nutionvi misfortune
if it impaireti the free ihterniAling of boys (nun an ciasses'ot frociety, which
has been one of the great glories of American education. * * * The Ameri.-
can leaders Show a united front ligainst. any nurrowly commercial sPirit in

secondary schools. American business atmosphere is So tense that it is
the duty of the secondary sciatic,' to provide it counteracting Influence rather
than intensify the interest in conim6.ciai matters. The true claims for second-

.60979°---21------7 97
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7ary studies are not based on the advantage In rommercial bargaining but on
the need for training to the highest possible point the gift of expression
through .which nntn en.ii)ys fullness and freedom of intemairse with other
men. * * * What is going on in America is at nerve struggle between these
two contending -forces and ideals of life.. The victory of the nobler ittiluence
depends in great men'§nre on what use is made of education during the next
'20 years. Among the best antidotes for materialism and selfishness in a
commercial community are idealism and self-saritice in the schools: A busi-
nesslike idealism is the characteristic feature of American eatirittion at its
liest. This combination of two'great qualiths will 111.444 the schools from the
()lingers of vulgar utilitarianism on the .isle hand, and from undue excitement,
surrticiality, and self-advertisement on the other.

Sadler ([77]. p. 439) says:
America has rentleral as great service to Europe by refusing to pot tip with a

purely linguistic course ns 1. In. only ttie of secondary education. Such pulttra-
tbai should be more varied and should appeal to larger numbers.

These selections from the writings of 'Sadler have 'been muted
both because of the high standing of the author and because they
are typical of much of the criticism in general. America will not
agree with the idea -that the most important function of secon ho-V
educatIon is to prepare for entrance to college or university. That
sounds too much like class education to suit the average American.
Imbued as he is with the doctrine of equality, he refuses to support
an institution whose most important function is to lead to a level
which is attainable by the few only. .

On the other hand. the .1merican spirit of initiative and pers4nal
freedom. combined With the doctrine of iiiiprovability, causes many
to enter high school who do not expect. to finish college. The high
school is thus required to Ilea] with all sorts of intellectual aml social
types united by sit cnmon initiative gind a comon .1)elief in their
own pow'er to improve themselves. To meet the needs of this very
complex social group is tlik chief function of the American high
school. The task is tremendous, but every public high school in
aidemocracy must at least attempt it. Complete success is, of course.

.. impossible. With many individuals the school will fail. In such
cases the same forces and Rspirations which brought them into the
high:, school will cause them to drop out and seek self-realization else-
where. Tlarse whose interests are satisfied and stimulated will. in
general, remain at school in " the hope of unlimited progress in higher
culture," while those who drop out will be very likely to seek their
individual growth in "commercial bargaining.- Sa), is the origin
of- what Sadler calls the "two contending forces and ideals of life."
Both are due to--the same impulse.operating in the same direction but
along diffeient channels and at different cultural levelS. The danger
in the situation lies, not in the fact that some engage in the "corn-.
mereial bargaining," but in the low cultural, level at which' this
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done. The general tendency is clearly toward a demand for a
full 4-year eourse in liberal secondary education for all who -can
profit by it. To leave school at a lower level is to run the risk of
1 wing handicapped in later life both as a citizen and as a prodtieer..

The complex character of the student pulation in the'high school
i- responsible foi the multiplication Of. subjects in the curriculum.

This tendency has been recognized byothe colleges and universities,
and it is now possible to make credit for college entrance' in Prac-
tically every subject which the high schools offer. The emphasis,
therefore. is on the interests of the individual- rather than the cn-
trance .reqnirements of the higher institutions. This protects the
schools against rigidity in method and content. With such a policy
Sadler seems thoroughly in accord. lle says ([771. p. 439) :

Aiiiting the 111111 1111.114ms qualities Ore ra.S4ollrrefalness, initiat ire, emAructive
artistic p4o4r. leadership, trustworthiness, gayety of moral

roarage, reverence. and faith. Vet these qualities are but little developed In
the ordinary kind of schoOl studies. 1,4.1 us beware. therefore. of riveting
down on a nation a system of Intellectual tests which shall take no aceount
of the very qualities on which, in the.long run. national welfare most depend&
fllotis may be a had thing. but overorganization is worse.

To all of this the American Nation will most heartily agree. America
relieves in the differentiation of the types of secondary schools. but
there is a strong tendency, as Sadler suggests. to keep all of the
stTlents under the same roof. The practice of setting up separate
institutions. as was the policy in Germany; meets with strong ob-
jections here on the gro;inds that It leads toward class education.
which is. of all things. most hateful.

The practice 0r keeping all -type.; of high-schdol education as
nearly as poSsile umler one roof is innended also by Milker
([291. p. 11). who says:

.

pmbletn of avoiding blind alleys in education is .beined toward solution
by bringing tin differ.ent courses under one roof and one principal in .order to
.inake the transfe from one I. 11:_sof her possible and relatively easy.

Thus. Atherica escapes a danger. which Germany has suffered by
separating her types of Secondary schools. The choice of *a career
is postponed. When such a choice is made it can lie made more in-
tciligently because the pupil is in direct contact with "courses of
various types and with the people of different viewpoints. Voca-
tional guidance Mode possible and the piliful copdition of the,
hliod-alley situation can be avoided..

The whOle question of the function of secondary education can
he considered adequately only after one knows what type of pupil
is to attend the secondary institutions.- If the attendance is to
come entirely from the upper classes. as has been. true . to a great
degree in most_ foreign countries, the answer' to the questions of
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contept, method, maintenance, and the like will lie answered in a
manner different from the answer which .America must wive. Here
the high school has grown out of the elementary school. It is there-
fore free. and open to all social classes. .merica believes in equality
of opportunity for all, so far as that is possible. Such a belief has
brought representatives from all social classes intI the-high school.
and is at the root of all of our most serious problems in secondara
education. Several of the critics point out the didicnities which are
involved in the working out of a plan of secondary-education which
will be suited to the needs of all types of pupils. Compayre ({.291.
p. 241says:

The Americans develop a taste for st type of education which Is too Itiizit
in comparison with the social destiny of the pupils who attend.

Compayre says further on page
The American high swhools are not uniformly distriloitd. They tire netMade In.:ill of the pupils.
Sadler. ( r 76). p. 141) says:

An English student iehnireA the public spirit and pnerietie 7101111h1F4n whichhave protilleeI the new high-school system in America. But it appears Ti
him that Intellectual efficiency ita ;. been somewhat siteritieet1 to the desire tocater to the avera;:e boy and girl who come from the primary school.

Bottger ( [5). p. 31) says:
in Americo they .look upon the raising of the ability of the a veraze manasethetr aim, while in Ctermany the nmin purpose is to enable rite best pupils

to come to a full development.

Miss ([1.2}, p. 41) says:
There is no provision for bright pupils. If a hundred pupils begin Latin

in September, in say three divisions, they are nil kept at the sante rate throughthe yepr. We should reclassify them at Christmas. if not earlier. and hovea first pack, a middle overage division, and a slow tail. who would need special
care. Thus the first set might do twIce as mach- Latin as the third.. This result,which we think excellent, would to aunty Anwrieans lie finite improper inthat one boy would learn, at public cost, twice.as much as another in a year.One principal tiled this pion but it was ttoed by the authorities becausehis policy was d contrary to American deinnerntle . Acountry which, provides only for the average youth in Its piddle schools de-
privets the boy or girl who !Kowtows specitti talents of the opportunity. ofcultivating them to the highest degree and thus robs RAI( . To
form on Ideal; which clematis only the best in the wa,yof intellectual results
for every pupil find to make the average man realize it. is probably tine' of themost argent tasks of the present day for American speolarists to 4ighereducation.

All of these.difficukies have been re4ogni;.ed and much has been
done to relieve them. The'broadening of the curriculum has done
much to remove the force of Compayre's criticism. In the nineties it
was doubtless true that many pupils were entering high school who
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were not equipped either mentally or ly preparation topursue high-
.hool studies.. In all probability there will always be mule pupils of
this sort. But the broadening of the curriculum and the adjustment
of' the entrance requirements which have been Made by the colleges
and universities have done much to relieve the trouble. Even if
the problem is never .completely solved, it is murk better to inspire
all of the pupils asSndividuals and provide opportunities for them,
c% en if a few must drop out because they have not sufficient ability
io profit by what is offered. The statement that high schools are
not available for all the pupils is still unfortunately true. but there
has been much progress in this respect. and all indications point

...iowartl still greater progress in the future.
It was shown on page that American ideiiis'necessitate first tak-

ing care of the middle classes as far as abilky is concerned. Hence
tendency toward mediocrity and fixed promotion periods. But

Miss Burstall's criticism is.not a true piettire.of the general situation.
School authorities will not, in general. interfere with high- school
PrineiPals who seek to provide fjr the talented Anterielthbelief in the perfectibility of the .individud will see to that. The
chief difficulty lies in persuading the average parent that MS child
is less talented than other children are. For that reason he will object
10l having the child put into the slow division. The difficulty arises
over the slow pupils rather than over the fast ones. The solution.

ill 4)tne as a result of the gradually gwowing realisation of the fact
that inilividual diffetclaces exist and must be provided for. Pp to
(late this realio.tion(has still failed to influence our school procedure
to any marked degTee, kit there are signs of awakening everywhere
and there. is muchO.idence to indicate that much more provision will
be inirte. espechilly for the supernormal pupils. To neglect this mat-.
ter. as Miss litirsta-11 says, will result in great loss to society.

A further function of secondary education is suggested in several
of the enticisins. Ayrton. in the llosely Report ({661. p. 37). says:

The Ainericans are not so scladaly nor so well read as the Englishmen. but
alicir knowledge is In better form to apply. The British .s:st Pill turns out-

of knowledge and pi-iodides, while tht. American product is it business
man with scientific tragtufe. America furnfslies the rapid, bold, and suivessful
application of ,cience tat industry.

Schick ([80l, p. 1560 says:
I Inv great imiversl tendency pervades the Olucational work Of America,

* * it the tendency toward the practical. utility of what islearned.
S;adler4 ((761. p. 1.2S) says

:vmencan Influence on Euroiean *m4)(11'14111 shows itseittokost consitit :..90USly
iu the growing demand for better school training. In view of the needs of mod-
ern industry and commerce * *. It necessitates tethnickI training for the
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naisseti and it also emphasizes the fart that teehnleal training is only a part of
the edu ion which every individual is to be given abundant oiportimitles
eniArtn .

Itreretou (1-s p. 30d) says:
so" fee; the need of raising a speeial,army of welltraine,1 tom:

nierrial travelers. thoroghly versol,in. modern languages. while their future
captains a 1thinstry will also require to be naive highly eilueated. not in the
practice-hat in tile theory of bt,iness, or economics, tn.; it I,

Thus we find recognition of the .fact that the secondary school ha::
a function to perform in edLcating future %vorkers. I mt. as Itreret on
suggests, this part of the work should lie broad and liberal rather
than specific and practical. The function of secondary educlition.
as reflected by a composite of the criticism includes the provision of
a broad liberal education for all who cap profit by it. and guidance
in the selection of a career with ample provisions of Abject matter
which is fundamental in as many callings as possible. It also -in-
cludesthe creation of a like mindedness which is the best antidote
for a Class system and the best basis for citizenship in a democracy.
It must be a finishing school and also a preparatory institution,
emphasizing in each ease the stimulation timard further education.
Finally, it must aim to develop broadmindedness. adaptability.
judgment, social sympathy. and Nil] of those4puedities which count
for intelligent participation in social like as a whole.

If a comparison be-made between the function of the secondary
school and that of the elementary school (see p. 77 and tf.l, it will be
noticed that there is much overlapping. This is as it should be,
because the transition from elementary to secondary education Shonld
be gradual. Children who pass from the elementary school to the
high school are after all the same. individuals, with much the same
interests and needs. The chief distinction between the functions of
the two institutions lies in the fact that the elementary school ha:
for its chief function the control over the toolf knowledge while
the.high school is more directly concerned with the mastery of
knoWledge. Yet both of these functions are in reality determined by
the same great aim---the perpetuation and growth of American
ideals.,

The secondary schooll as has been said, must provide for a broad.
liberal education..and its° an education in those subjects which are
fundamental to success the various callings of life. These two
phases of the functiOn of secondary education often interfere with
each -other. It is generally admitted that of the two, the liberal
education. should conic first. Disagreement arises, however, as soon
as an .attemptis blade to answer the gOest ion as to w.hen the emphasis
should change from the liberal to the vocational and professional
subjects. This problem, being common to all countries, occupies the
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attention of the critics to a large extent. In all cases there is strong
opposition to early specialization. The criticism of Douarche 27].

calls attention to the argument in favor of -early specializa-
tion. The idea is ro4,ht out that With the increasing ciimplexity
of.modern life. one can not commence one's professional education
titl early. even when the neglect of general ethiealion is involved.
The lawyer and the physician.. for example. need so notch knowledgtz
for the exercise of their profession' that it is useless- to learn first,
the natural sciences and history.. To this argument Doinfrche replies:

\idiom: is loon. tlere!ttlse it
.

no this atifitadanism ton po.iit dais far.
reolity, the huller the profession is for which flu' student I. preparint: hint

4.11. the nil ire neeesNary is a broad. general edllentiell or. in other Wortls, the
hizher the 110110'0ml level nom sneelallYntion rests. the tat ire effective
the specialization. r ihe young student will ;IN ItOve to fore sChtl,
political, moral, anil.rlhzions problems. lit' will live in iontinnal t with
ware. sience. art. owl literattPre. iii' unist always live with his notion and
vkiihin a ceitaip 11P,ell. This experience is onlItien le each of its -ti: the hanker

\\ ell As Ili the 11010Ner, to the priest as well us io the leather, to the lawyer
\tell as to the lhysician. The technique of oar profession appears, therefore.
ii' !vast etwent of the vonniton task at which we work; nail If ill...education

4)1w rhild is I.. hr n1101001 to his life as :1 man. it is quite neceiksary that there
liiiouili".

TiChs iksm waS Written in response to a tendency on the part of
,onie our eIlticational leaders to oTerempliasize vocational
fc,sional education in comparison with that of a broad liberal type.
American public opinion'seems`to support Douarhe in his opposition
I this tendency., The average man no longer wants his son to prepare
hilt -elf for the same calling in w.11ic he himself is engaged. In
2-coeril he realizes that a broad lasis of general education is neces-
dry. The laboringlnen and the farmers are justly spsieious of a

type of educational program which will equip their sons solely for the
eity,tlimt ion which the father follows. The average .1merican seems
t filling III !Mt forth Str011ieflOrtS to giro his son and daughter betteK,
intellectual and sovial advantages than lie has enjoyl. Ile is inclined
to excuse his own ignorance by the fact that his children-will possess
:I more liberal education than he has had. He often goes SI.far as to
hi] ieve that if 1w gives his children a broad general education. he can
Nifely leave it to them to learn a trade or take up a profession. In

i I ing to sense the popular viRw in this mattet, some of our vocational
experts have -plainly laid themselves open to the charge of unworthy
pro.pagandism. But a reaction is setting in as it always does when
popular beliefs have been violated. The most recent. tendency evtg-
where is toward extending general- education at least up to 15 with
differentiated curses sifter that time. This calls for ileiraseg
differentiation in the high schoi but not for a narrow type of specipli-
zation.
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SPECIALIZATION IN EDUCATION.

Douarche mentions and opposes aAtber reason for early speciali-
zation in America which is also worthy of consideration. That is the
desire to teach only what appeals to the interest of the child. Against
this-tendency he says (127]. p. 22) :

What is the use of education if it dC, not mean that dise'rintination of good
and bad instincts? The purpose of education is precistly to suppress the lower
instincts in order to develop those -which a re nitre It also aims, in general.
to create new desires and new interests. What would modern civilization he if
41111(116m could not subdue and organize lam natural taste.; and instinctive de-
sires? Then. too, the child who is permitted to give free rein to his inclinations
will not possess sufficient energy to triumph.over his daily. ditiulties and will
necessarily Ise badly prepared for the struggles of life, It is the sacred mission
of education to raise Mika to the realization of his duties. to overcome the wicket!
instincts in onler- to strive continually toward higher anti nObler it teals.

On page 503 Douarche adds:
Unfortunately 'the islective system always has the fault of encouraging re-

mature specialization. It nmkes possible an incomplete and Vragmentary
education and does not insure a general education to every pupil.

In this quotafkon the critic, is no longer speaking particularly of
specialization,. but is treating the question of the elective system as
well. The argument applies also to giving the student the right to
choose between tiljects. each of which is liberal in character. Thus
we come to ,a consideration of the -American .elective system. In
regard to it we find a great amount of comment on the part of tlie-
critics. Most of them. agree with Douarche in opposing it. Rer-
schensteiner ([47]. p. 14) says:

If the student does not like the strict methods of any particular teacher or
the difficulties of .a certain course 'he may. choose a different course and so
elude the severe training. To an entirely too great an extent the American
high-school student does only what he likes to do or what can be accomplished
with a minimum of effort and noitivhat really helps him intellectually.

Langlois ([31], p. 29) says:
But a course of Study In order to be profitable must he rational. Is It not

absurd to allow children`to make such a course for themselves on the pretext
that they are interested in sue!' studies? Such freedom has been discredit's'
by those quackish schools, which. 14 order to throw dust in the eyes, solver-.
tise 30 or 40 subjects on their lists of instruction and which allow free choke
between lee culture, stenography, and mathematics, for example.

Clasen ( [16], p. 365) says:
To permit this freedom of choice to yonnwpuplis who have no power to

judge,' .and, *who, frequently,. owing to the A1110110111 love of fivetioni, will be
.advised neither by. their parents nor by their teachers. is an unsound arrange
went in the high schools.
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Miss Burstall ([11], p. 107) says:
The elective system appears RITitcourage superficiality and to fritter away

tittle, while the student can never acquire that senseof the vastness of knowl-
edge- and arduousness of really good work which is one of the greatest ad-
vantages of a university educution.

But the ective system also has some good points in the eyes of
the critics.. ouarche (1271, p. 51)3) says:

The systen has the great advantage of developing early in the life of the
student a f ing of responsibility. That which's person does voluntarily is
better done than 'that which is imposed upon him by administrative authority.

In peaking .of the American schools, .-Compayr6 ([19]. p. 15)
favors the extent and elasticity of the program of studies. Be says:

How different from the uniform and tyrannical rules which govern European
secondary education! We shall not hesitate to say that the elective system
with otitional courses as practiced in the American secondary sehols * * *

confers upon tht.se schools a sort of vitality to which the classes in our French
Iyeett,4. can not pretend. There, without distinction and pell-pell. pupils of
every type of intellect and every sodal destiny are compelled to follow the
same course of instruction.

The same author says ([94 p. 218):
How can one compare without envy the supple And mobile regime of instruc-

tion, i1t which the opportunity to choose diversities the studies.. with the French
mechanism of secondary instruction which drives a troop of students under
uniform rules front Muss to class, miens volens.

Walther (1891, p. 16) says:.
The elective system Is an agency by which the ednention of the- head, hand,

and .heart is provided rather than one along narrow intellectual lines.

Ashley .( [1], p. 426) says:
The elective system gives free play to the personal tastes. Ily freeing the

pupil from distasteful studies it leaves hint more time and energy to devote
tat thoSe studies for which lie has a natural inclinatitut and in which he is
therefore likely to do better work.

Gray, in. the Mosely Report (1661, p. 170), says:
The elective system is a valuable protest against the cut-ittaldried courses

tit the English slhools. It does not disgust nor repel. It produces few if any
Itopeless.cases: Superannuation, the artificial means by which hopeless eases
in the narrow grdove system are eliminated, with all of its attendant Injustice,
Is unknown.

Such is the argument for and against the system. Stnne of the
objections are serious and worthy of thorough consideration. The
strongest objections 'center around allowing the child to study, only
what he wants to. study. It is again the question of interest and
effort which was dishssed in Chapter IV, page 89. Here, however,
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it takes the form of protest from those who favor the disciplinary
subjects.. They are afraid that these subjects will disappear from the
curriculum if they are made elective. Experience. however. has
shown that this is not true. The study of Latin. for example. has
shown a remarkable tendency to persist -even when it is possible
to avoid taking it.

America will agree with Douarche when he says that one pulp
of education is to discriminate between the good and brilitstincts.
They will questilim-to ver, his policy of suppression as applied o
the undesirable behavior. They prefer a policy of redirection. any

they believe that such redirection is possible by means of courses
with prescribed prerequisites. For example. a pupil may dislike
mathematics- but be -interested in engineering. In ,such a case it is
far better to show that matheMatics must be takeii if the pupil wishes
to become an engineer than to compel him to take that'sulject in an
ex cathedra manner. The principle of respect .for personality is
involved and this is dear to the Americans. The ,provision of pre-
scribed elective courses will also take care of the objection of Lang-
lois and of the general accusation that the elective system leads to
superficial and choppy work.

The argument that the pupils are too young to judge intelligently
can be met by intelligent guidance and ample provisions for change
if it is found that a wrong choice has been made. The tendency on
the part of some pupils to shun difficult courses and unpopular
teachers is inevitable: but it is not serious enough to spoil the whole
plan. Furtherniore. it is not entirely without .compesation. since it
often furnishes a valuable check upon the teacher. Courses should
not be too difficult and an unpopular teacher is usually somewhat
to blame. The elective system, therefore, tends to stimulate the un-
popular teacher'to better his policies and to in: -grove his methods of
teaching.

All of the favorable criticism will appeal to Americans: Indeed,
the belief in the value of the law of effect, in the prizwiple. of respect
for personality and in provision of opportunities for all classeS,
makes some form of the elective system a necessity. No pupil can
Andy everything. some elimination is trim voidable. Therefore,
America must- and will make use of some kind of an elective system.
The values of the system, on careful consideration. far out weig,h its

criticism of the general organization of secondary education is not
extensive. The high school is largely at continuation 'of the cit..
Mentary-school and as such it is subject to the same defects in organi-
,zation. The moist gerions weakness is the lack of coordination with
the'elementary school. This was discussed on page I. A further
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serious defect which has not-been mentioned isihe lock of continua-.
tion schools. Blair. in the Mostly Report ([4;1;]. p. 40), makes this
statement:

Neither the tlermatt nor the American evening :4411001 Is comparable to the
Endish In either quality or quantity. This k partly because England edueattel
"holds and hearts" together while in the other two countries there is
inure ,4 a tenilei ry. to separate thew.

Thellack of a system of continuation school- is the most serious
gap, in the 'American educational system.. The demands of democ-

\ racy are not being met so long as such a large proportion of our
eople In not ha ve ..tpportunities for a rood serontlary education. To
meet this need is one of our most pressing problems.

COEDUCATION.

By far the most voluminous .portion of the foreign criticism is
that dealing with the subject, of coetlecation. Such a practice. par-.
ticularly in the tipper grades. is rare in Europe. In some pllies On
the 'Continent. according to some of the ciities, coeducation would
be danyrotts. It is natural. therefore, that they should wonder.why
it is possible od even beneficial here. There is no other question
Upon 'which the criticism is more evenly divided, or upon which it
is more contradictory. All agree that one of the chief reasons why
coeducation has prevailed so generally in America is because it is
more economical. Sonic of them accuse America rf making a virtue
oat of a necessity in. this regard. Some say that through coeduca-
tion each sex stimulated the other, while perhaps an equal number
say that each sex embarrasses the other. Some believe that it makes
the hoys more civil and thegirls more self-reliant, while others are
sure that it makes the boys effeminate and the girls rude and mascu-
line. Some say that it reduce, sexual tertsion at a critical ale and
thus improves sex morality, while others believe that it leads to sex
immorality. Some like it because it lezkds to nappy marriages, others
say that there are too many early marriages and still others that
the girls learn the imperfections of the boys and are therefore un-
willing to marry at all. Those who favor the plan say that disci-
pline is made easier, that it is more natural for boys and girls to
he educated together since, they are to associate with each other in
life. Some like the system Because it means equal opportunities for
both sexes.. They say it promotes a family spirit. in the schools:
Makes boys and girls respect each other. prevents sentimentality and
provides' boys and girls with common interests. On the other 'hand:
the opponents say that the work is too difficult for the girls, that the.
standards most therefore be lowered,.that it tends to make girls dis-
satisfied with home life, that there are not enough of opportunities
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for girls to 7elop themselves along the lines which are in accord
with woma s destiny in the world: Some object to coeducation be-
cause it leads to a preponderance of woman teachers. while other
oppose it because the male students object to the presence of girls in
their classes.

This (.01194141g criticism, is no doubt due to the fact that many
of the critics have in mind the resti;ts %vich would ensue if the
system were smblenly introduced into their own countries. In other-
words, they have failed to take into account the American beliefs and
ideals which are back of the practice.

These beliefs and ideals are fundamental 'and to a large .extent
peculiar to America. llespeet for personality and personal freedom
has. not Cell confined to According to our observers, the
American girl is placed more upon her owti responsibility than is he;
European sister. The girls of Europe are more safeguarded than
they are here. Under a system of coeducation it is felt. that such
safeguards would impos.ible. This point of view is suggested by
Walther ( {S91, p. 30) who says:

The nscociution of girls with young turn, which with us gives so tleli eau*
for misinterpretation and is e11 IV:1114i, is accepted as mutter of cour.w
over.there. The respect whiCh American women in general enjoy and the holm.
which the male sex accords to them against Injuries and at
tacks to which they are unfortunately often exposed in urope. Het,
wOmen can hardly dare to go on the streets alone In the evening.

There 'seems to be a general agreement among the critics that
American munen are more likely to be respected and less likely to be
molested than is the case with the women of any other country.
It does not occur to the average American that coeducation is 3
moral danger. The relations of the sexes are based upon the bullet'
that :American girls are virtuous, and that American boys and men
will respect their principles of morality. Thus it is safe to put both
upon their 'honor. Slfflie boys and 'girls misuse their freedom but
there are no indications that sex inmacality is imy greater in
America than it is in the countries where girls are closely watched.
The disadvantages arc no greater. while the gain is immense. In
fact, the ottly Wu' nnality is that which h ld!: gisal when the in
dividual is free to act.

The American women are also more free intellectually Unison
([541, p. 25) says:

. The American women seem to have at least equal powers of attention, lu
Ielligenee, and an equal degree of physical and Mental enpoCity: They do not
want a System of instruction organized for woMen. emasculated and ugreelible:
at culture Suited for ornamental plants: * * Of the kitehen g.; rden: They
want virile discipline which develops the human being in the pleittitude of jilt
consciousness and will ismer.
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This criticism suggests the working of a force which has, tem-
porarily at least, obscured some phases of the coeducation question.
Historically school curricula have been made for boys. Girls have
been challenged to show that they are the intellectual equals of men.
Their best opportunity to.meet this challenge has been to make good
in the boy's studies. For a time at least there was .a tendency to
overlook the needs. of the girls and require them to take what the
boys must take. This tendency was greatly strengthened by the
American belief in eqUality. The tendency to allow girls to pursue
an education which is suited to their destiny in the world is still
far from strong. So. far as elementary education is concerned it is
undoubtedly better for both sexes to study the same subjects. But
in the high school, particularly in the latter years of the course, it
seems much better to encourage the girls to elect those courses which
ate prerequisite to household arts- and general ltomekeeping. Girls
and boys may be equal intellectually, but they .are not identical.
End insex-has its sphere. thonah. of-course, there isuch overlapping.
Th most fundamental division of labor is that which exists between
du work of men and the work of women. It seems therefore that
the 'rst specialization should be along these lines. The secondary
cumc don! should be adapted to some extent to the interests and

eds of the- girls. This adaptation has yet to he arranged in the
majority of our high schools. The only serious objection to Ameri-
can coeducation is based upon the fact that these provisions have.
not been made. The most desirable procedure seems to lie to keep,
the boys and girls. under the same roof, but provide special courses
for each sex, especially in the latter years of the course.

One thing at least is certain in this connection. America believes
in the education of women, and it has provided better educational
opportunities for them than are to be found in any of the countries
represented in the criticism. The good results of this policy have
not been overlooked by the. critics. Laveleye [561. p. 386) says:

it is the who has given strength to the American democracy by 10111-
mtudenting to it a moral and religious character .of a high order. *

lichunte the won..in and the people will be raised out of their ignorance because
of her Influence on the children. ti

On the other hand. some of the critics are not so sure of the)valne of
education for women. ('aullery [14 pp. 88-92) says:.

The American woman in a college environment usually has a more sollii.gen-
eral culture than the man hoist, because she proSecutetl her studies in a true
spirit of culture and not as a means of arriving as rapidly as osSible at success
in the. struggle of life. In a general way, the American woman is
more emancipated from masculine guardianship than the European woman'is:',
* * she sees things for herself. The prospects of life and of marriage have
forced her more than in.EuroPe to prepare to support herself. One finds her lu a

.4.
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number of profess:oas Nvliielt are not open to her in Ellrf * * * From the
point of view of hesfutlies. she tins the reputation of being- inure industrious
than the male student ik She Is much less absored iii athletics and other diver.
sions. In the eoetliteat Ionia universities she has had splendid scholastic sacwes
\Oell doe!: .not fail to excite a little masculine Jealousy at times. * * A
college education la rgely elan iwipo tes the .111.erlean woman. She is educated and
free. Shia' illtereSt S herself vlindarily in many things. and particularly in Kith-
kis of public utility, oftenft in a rather shocking manner.

tine can not refrain front 'tanking all the (pate that the life which she is lead-
ing in college may dbvelo in her tastes for luxury which in many cases will pre.
seat a serious obstacle to family life. The American population Of the ancient
stock, the depository of English civilization and 1'uritaau hncliiiou. is threatened
with rapid disaperanee. This sterility is evitleutly voluntary, and oolong its
causes is the ;..:enellal onffort of tire and economic conditions which it entails." olite education lo women tends to aggravate this evil. It has de-
veloed a strong individualism in NVOIllell Which ieuals away roni the nrosiii,
realities of life.

- . .

Cannery suggests here one of the most serious problems of all
education. Its- ortance is being felt in all nations. 1Vomen
everywhere are i lRfIing to enter into professional, economic, and in-
dustrial life. The Seriousness of this temlency arises frOnt the fact
that it postpones marriage, and therefore interferes with the in-
cease in the population. Since it is so universal. it does not seem'
fair to blame it alone upon the policy of educating \voltam. It
seems ett;ir to look upon the !ellet in the education of women as
an effect rather than a cause of the trouble. The essem;e of the move-
ment is the general tendency to apply the riliciple of democracy
to vvonten as well as filer. !tut society has heretofore been organized
On a monarChical basis. in Ihit'll the men were the more or less auto-
cratic leaders. To give xvoinau equal rights to earn Motley. acquire
an education." control her own affairs, and part iripate in indil ira

I

activity incans'a revolution in our social striteture which is profiiiind
in its influence.. To accomplish such a change and avoid temporary
maladjustments- is impossible. it is likewise impossible to return
to the old conditions in which vomen were kept %vithin the home in
ignorance anal Subjection. America. ill inirt IIllar, can not turn back.
because we have adYanced more than any other nation front the old
position. _We are -in the midst of changes which must continue.
As yet the outcome is obscure, but the tendency is established. The
women . of all nation, will reeive more rt.cognition. Equality of
opportnnisly will he provided for Them a, we!! a.-. for.the men. This.
Means 1 hat more occupations will he open to them and more ill-

Auences to pull them away from the hoMe and marriage. The rate
of increase in the pOpulation will stiffer somewhat, but there will be
no disastrous results. After all. the most profound of all human
instincts are back of the family. and we can trust them to guarantee
its 'continuation in some form. In the meantime.. America must eon-
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tintre..to improve educational _opportunities for girls: whicri'*ill
mori....and more in line with their opportunities and needs.

America has .pledged itself to give women their rights. but the
actual process is far from complete. Miss Bursta 11 .(1-1211. p. 274)
says:

The position of women 11 school.administratIon is conspicuously inferior to
what it is In England. As it rule, molten are not found m school hoards,
Wards of regents, or eommittees of the National Edueation Association. The.
higher the (lineation the worse the position of women.. In the universities
rganization, initiative, administration. and government are in the hands of
own. In assemblies in educatbond schools those who occupy the platform
are men. This condition (4- things in a country where women occupy a far
Iwner position generally than anywhere in the w4brld, and where they are
given precedence in all-kinds of ways is very roomrkable.

This condition is one of the imperfections which are unavoidable
when conditions are in a state of transition. Since the above criticism
was %vritten- the National Education Association. policy has much
improve41. anal the tendency everywhere is toward a. larger recog-
nitiin for wanen.

EXAMINATIONS.

One other phase of secondary eduCation deserves notice because
of its absence ill America. There is no general system of examina-
tions. In general; the English critics seem to consider this a .great
advantage. Reichel (166],' p. 298) says:

schoolsvare dominated by outside' examinations sand organized for the
purpose Of winninz certificates and scholarships. * * The ordinary pupil

s knows Unit the prize a Is utterly beyotild his reach, however
hard he works. Naturally.he soon gives tilt the struggle and resigns himself to
the conviction that headwork is not for such as him. From this incubus the
American schools are remarkably free. The pupil of moderate aldlity is free
from the pressure of external ('ffinpetition, and consequently takes more interest
in his- work.

Foster, in the Nlosely. Report (I 66]. p. 116), says:
The examinations for degrees are left to, the individual teacher a * a.

The eiis resulting fro' occasional abuses are less great and less widespread
than the evils of the examination system in British universities. In the uni-
versities of the States there seemed to N. an atimisphere of quiet study ftn41
wholarly Nvork 'which is apparently continuous throughout the session and
relimins undisturbe41 by feverish outbursts of eramming such as characterize
the British- ,1144ges and universities. The American system requires elaho-
ride daily Care-and the gubling, watching, and recording of the stmlent's prog-
ress. but that cat re does not involve at greater expenditure of energy than the
organization of the unwieldy examination system of this country. Moreover.
as it is spread over a large period, it can not involve the terribleweariness
,f,fthe ritish system. From the point of view of the student, the results are
fats better. Slacking is impossible and the waste of time (iring some of the
most valuable and critical perk*, of the young man's life Is prevented.
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The British teacher is compelled by force of circumstances to conceive and
direct his work entirely in terms of exatninations. As long as examinations
control teaching. * so tong trill seohing tattinue to he ilyildetilte* in
the worst sense of the wont, cribbed. eabined. and confined. In' Amerka even
the weak teacher gives stronger guidance to his pupils anti produces better
educationai results thnit lie does here' " a *. The American teacher is
taeastlrel y the standard which he makes for himself. while with its the
teacher has a standard imposed upon him b3 an external extitninin..; body
which is almost inevitably academie. Fiir the English teacher a pre,:eribel
amount of work has to he got through in a certain time whether or not such
work is suited to the ability of the student or to the teacher's powers. Life
is a continual rush. There is no time to deal with the mistakes or the polk:
they are simply told that they are wrong *. The American ,teacher
cares for the development of the class as a %ialto. and mpt mainly for that of
those wia will do him the most credit ht 1111Sellili.t-Ithe Iilie,:tions of an out.
eider.

RilYs, in the Mosely Report (1661. p. 315) , says :
The Ahlerie1114 student is 11411 under the peSSIll'e of iii ever-z141wingcranuainz

system-which, like au otoptts. threatensto strangle in Rs ubiquitous eoik
that desepves to he called education.

("9111ayri. (.11), p. 19) favors the American chain type of exami-
nations becanse--
the stimuli', coining as it does: before the exaMinations more esastant alt
powerful. The examinations need not be taken so seriously * sin,
all does lint depeltd 4111 one throw. The difficulty i-, divided and efforts l ttin
sooner.

.5

Doilarhe (124 p. '29) says
A series of examinatimp, acompoies the student through the four year of

his college life, to sustain and stimulate him.

Judging by the foregoing criticism. .America has done well to es-
cape such 'a *system of examinations. A modified form of the sy,tem.
however, exists in some of the eastern States, and evidence is not
lacking to indicate that it is in general open to the same objections
as is the case in England.

For this reason, and because Americans are in general' pposed to
centralized authority, the examination system has'not become general

--here. Under such conditions the foreigner at once wants to know
how we maintain our stfindards. The answer is the accrediting sys.
tem. Foster 4661, pp. 111-118) commends it heartily and gives the'
following reasons. in its favor:

1. It strengthens and unifies the system.
2. The universities are looked upon as the (ininselors and friends of the high

schools.
3..The barriers between university and .secondary teachers are removed..
-4. The teaching Is made more direct, stimulating, and attractive to the panik
5. Better training results because the teacher and- the taught pre free..
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6. The system provides for a carefully graded and carefully watched eourse
of study.

7. it replaces the race- horse methods that turn 11w Eng INi schools into train-
ing:91mnd, for the exuthinotioo 1o'.' upon whIA the toy's future de-
pends to an alarming extent.

N. II l'eo:4111Zes that edilcation Is a slow IINIcess %%Idyll must be spread over
11.110 ill h \ ed peri011, Ilan there :ere MI short etItS
that .ten thouji the lu. nrly hate the information to answer the 1111eStiOnst or

0111...ide ex:onincr. it 414)es not rolloW that fie has been suesfully edneate41.
9. It dignities the teacher by trusting him.
lu. It iayservos the initiative of the teacher and gives it freshness. and at-

tractiveness to the %iirli bleb It is imp l.ssible to exag:zerate. * a * The ac-
creditor.: system is perhaps one of the most noteywrthy contributions of America
to educational twogress.

1ho-e who elieve hi the external examinations Will douhtleSs
rhino that some of these advantages can also he attained through such
a system.. hut they Will have difficulty in showing that the practice
doe- not interfere with the freedom. of the teacher. A still more
serious objection is tiw *accusation that the examination aystem
emphasize, training rather than education. The Nord training has
an unplensant sound to .1mericans in general. It suggests external
antIntrity and a lack of respect for the personality of the pupil. The
crux of the whole matter seems to lie in the fact that the examination
.ystem emphasizes inftwmation and tends to tieglect the needs. inter-
ests, and individual differences of the pupilS. I''nder such a system
whole-hearted. purposeful activity of the right sort seems well nigh
impossible. .America seems better off without it.

TEACHING OF MODERN LANGUAGES.

There is taw sharp contrast between tile criticism which applies to
the elementary school and that applying to the high school. In the
first case the emphasis is on method rather than content, while in
the second exaCtly_the reverse is true. Since Mst of the critics repre-
sent nations which 40 not speak the Engli,h 'language it is natural
to expect much criticism concerning our teaching of. modern
Ill 11g11:1 ges..

M4St -of the critics call attention (4) the fact that our aims in this
regard are different front those in Europe. Over there the study of
modern languages is based upon commercial. interest.. The students

to learn foreign languages in order to carry (in intelligent con-
versation with their neighbors, particularly in connection with com-
mercial dealings. But Sadler ([761. p. 153) 'says:

The true - . -hints for linguistic study are not bused on the Ittiouttige in eotn:
tuerchti hargaijiing, but on the need for training to the highest possible point
the ;;Ift of expression through which n man enjoys fullness mid freedom of
intercom 'so with other IneP-

60979°,--21-8
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The isolation of America has caused this aim to be too much
neglected. Hence our language teaching does not carry over: it
does not lead to further activity: As a result foreign languages are
studied too often with the sole view-to meet the requirements, after
which the student's knowledge slowly evaporates through disuse.
There is too little emphasis on thorough mastery of the foreign
language with a view' toward using it as a tool for the control of
knowledge after school days are over.. Perhaps the difficulty
unavoidable, but just the same its presence causes a lack of motive
and is one cause of the poor results obtained. Theseresults have-not..
failed to attract the attention of our Grit icy.. Walther (1-8], p.
thinks that the difficulty is due to the wiimig sort of college entrae
requirements. lie says:

One sees to Mint perverted activities one - sided conege entrolice rcrinirenteuta
lead, how they cause a chase thriingh the literature without satisfactory results.
No MellttlI StillibbIthlt1 results from the tieftIlltintottee with foreign languages.

Clasen ( [16].' 866) says:
In foreign Ian ages it is still impossible to arrive at any results. worth

mentioning even i a four-year course. There is only nilibliog
found insight. 0 Iv- crumbs of knowledg: are possible.

The French critics complain that French is neglected. Thus
Guerard ([41]; p..481-483) says:

The consequence of neglecting French in favor of German in the
States are evident and heartbreaking. A profound ignorance of modern French
is inexcusable In n people which resembles its in . so tunny reseetS. whore
national life rests upon the same- principles as ours. and who ought to sp-.
prechtie anti love its more than any other country. There is 1111 almost On-
lielievable indifference to our better literature, and the impression that Germany
has surpassed degenerate France in everything. French is even taught by
Gerninti teachers :it times. For the name of one French professor you will find
10 German or Scandinavian teachers: for one American \Ott) bits received
-French diploma you will, nteet 10 Ph. Vs from .beymiti the Rhine. The French
instruction in the United States is given by a personnel and in a spirit which
is neither American nor French. In the country as n whole there are
about four courses in ISM French to one of modern: Linguistics
chokes out the study of literattAre and the Middle Ages eclipse modern times.

America has been strongly affected by German influence, and French
has undoubtedly been neglected.. The cause of this condition. hqwever,
is largely-due to the policy of France. It has been and still is very
difficult. for American students to enter French universities, while.
the German universities have kept wide-open doors. 'Since the war
Americans no longer desire to attend German universities. France
now has an opportunity .to replace Teutonic influence in this coon-
trk..and it is to. be hoped that she will rise to the occasion by abolish-
ing her entrance requirements and thus make it possible for Amal-ie-
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cantstudents.to study and learn French customs and ideals at first
\ 4

The fact still remains that. owing to the lack of a practical nv)-
tive, our instruction in all foreign language tends to become formal
and bookish. while literary appeiati(m and mastery are larking.
This seems to constitute (mr chief danger in all foreign - language
instruction..

l the case of Latin. Hafer ( I). 23). in speaking-of our ex-
hibits at the St. Louis Fair. salyS:

Foil. to face with thegeuerally dry resultsof hthorlotts, empts transtattony4
of t1. hingizes. lime 11%.1;', IMP', ',elf :1;411i 11 Mid Why I he
cons teach Lae h) and Oreek:ln their schools. Only in rare cases dill
the work or the 'pupils show any undjrstanding of ancient life or of elassicol
ar,hos,h):* otol the like. It k not a after all that tired: is

fr111 the hi:01 ShnOhk

ther r891. p. 11) says:
Trio Sla n poirshig ore, In most American :4110411s, the two poles lilot

"hid, I hi' whole language hist 1.1140111 revolves. The use'f if reading for eiynodogy.
synonyms, kral for the acquirement of n vocabulary according to form and
rntent are laeking and the exercises are not based noon the words 11)4)141 RI-
iltelily 11,441. The owe allotted I, foreign languages iu high school
nail e"1143te I. Its' limited nod Ow PliPlIs are too old. .1* When the pupil
studies foreign langutige, his time is taken tip h,v owning. through the tinges
of tho dlotilottry. Stich study does not old In translating. and it hinders the
tililiretatioo of the literature. Thus the true basis of language study Is

A few critics suggest the value of the direct conversational method
in this connection, and it is very probable that they are right. Any
change can hardly avoid 'wing a change for the better. The applica-
tion of the method, howt%ver. is too limited, the power of the tra-
ditional teacher is too strong for us to be certain of the value of
the newer method. buLit seems a step in the.right direction. At any
rate. our foreign language instruction. particularly that of Latin, will
be forced to be continually on the defensiVe _until some means of im-
'provement is discovered. The whole thing seems to have fallen under
the disciplinary concept, The idea that the content of the writings
of'Clessir, Cicero. and Virgil 'nelinles matter which is -intehiSting
and beautiful does not occur to the pupils who study these works in
the high school. The value of translating foreign languages as an
exercise in English compositiOn seems sadly overlooked.. The idea
that Latin is an important prerequisite for the study .of law, medicine.,
pharmacy, and even for the general mastery of the English language
is not emphasized. The sindent's aim is merely to learn enough
parsing and acquire enough ability in..prose. composition to meet the
requirements.. There is no suspicion of activity.ledding to further-
actitity. Latin should. remain.in the curriculum, but it is high time
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that it should be taught in a manner that will justify it. in the mirth
it iof the pupils at its true value. As a discipline t s becoming more

and more questionable. but as a prerequisite to specialization and Hi
a means of appreciating the spirit .and value-of ancient culture it is
still very much worth while.

Much of the criticism. particularly that in the Mosely Report. is
written by men who were sent over here to discover the cause of
American success in industry a commerce. Hence a great deal of
the criticism centers around Ibis type of work in our schools. Shad.
well ( I p.439) says :

ro:embles the (lennuninroittily. the technical education in the Uniti,41
more than the English system in that,it supplies the industries from above
rather than .'roast below. It aims at the education of lintlito.-ers rather than
that Of the rank and tile. But it PossesSes the nwrits of neither. It lost
the spehlIbtotioh 114)1' thol'OlhailleSs iif the ono. nor the general dit'lusin of the
other. It is so Unevenly distributed and heterogeneotei that classification 11,
hardl po,sIble. The most salient feature of the AliterIcan !YIN' Is Its delillithl
for rollegv-trained men. The schools are due to private ihillatit e :O141 an,
lamelied too much. They are not where they ore mica neede.I. 414.14-44 It
one "t.moat of the eorrespoodenee sclo M. America! leeludeal 141114111 bul. lido and
II M., tippet' rs to -Hirer Pitta. nip national defect 111. 31 k :Mt 111 11.1111101fle. tchictl
arises from it eraine for short (At.,. Ilne the correSisoolence schools an,1
the atteiiipt to teaeli industries in it school Mien* t here are inadequate oppor
(unities for pritetietil experiences. Anwrica II I '11111MV and Alper-

Gotte ([351. 9, 236) says:
The Anieian e. Willi schools )141 not meet the demand as do Oast, of

Germany. There is no 114)111)1 I ha t technical schools sec4ualary amid 101 el' rank
are needed to supply the skilled workmen from material In I her 01;111 10
depend on immigration. The Americans can learn more from us"in re;:aril
'windup, education titan we can from them.

latlalltey ([571. p. 701-) says:
In American commercial mlleges the instruction appealS too touch to the

memory and too Mile to the intellect. 'The Instruction is ttsi iiractical and
relp1111, Pal much hurrying. It is not vigorous emiugh and lack*: equilibrium.

linhlinann (N91. p. 24) says:
The Instruction in the technical school is too academie, not cllollgh el1114110

iai phIced Upon the history of industrials.

.Much of the above criticism seerfis to get at the facts. American
emphasis upon the value of a general education has tended to produce
industrial leaders, and there has been a feeling that a general educa-
tion is necessary. for such leadership. As to the rank and file, they

_have merely. been neglected. American respect for personality and
belief in improvement have made impossible the narrow type of
technical training which Germany has given to her rank and file
of industrial idrkers. it is for that reason that we have no low
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grade technical schools. 'The tendency is rather to postpone speciali-
zation until after the high-school course is finished. On the other
hand. American restlessness combined with the lack of opportunities
for a broad tylte of secondary education has caused many pupils to
take up (.4 munervial studies towrly.

The is ..vgreal need of standardization of our technical schools,.
;lad it is. also true that the opportunities are too much limited 14..
cause the schools are bunched in inconvenient localities. Corre-
spondence courses have been the only alternative in many cases. Oillr
the other hand, Shadivelrs suggestion that American teclimcal
schools are poorly equipped is not supported by the evidence as given
by other critics. IT is accusation that Anwrion technical training
i in general shallow and superficial is 31.-0 questionable. It is true.
howe% cr. that the American schools do not meet the demands as they
should. We 'are still too dependent npon immigration for certain
types of skilled Nvorktitansittp. This peel) Must he met and met
quickly. but not after the (;erman manner. It is better to be s,ome-
what at the mercy of the immigrant than to adopt a type of training
such as Giermany has hail.

lere efficiency after all is not the most important thing in the
(yes of the American. ()tn. chief need seems to be a wider (hit usir
of technical schools. 11 better standardization of commercial educa.
tom. and a rionler basis for specialization. It is to England rather
thou In Germany that w'e nust look for sti,,o-est ions in .this matter.
tiny chief hope seem, in lie in the provision of a general system
of ',art-time continuation schools upon a Ilhend bass, leaving the
imrrow vocational education to the industries t hemsel yes. .

Finony. it is well to ,,,illenii the "nonillions verdict: of the
Muscly commissiimers to the etinct dint our imlust rial prosperity
is licit due to our system onnilustrial schools. but rather in part, at
least. to the .ideals which control our general- edueaftonal
FO.r the present it seems better to continue to eniphasize-adaptability.
alertness. and resonreefulnes's Iultil :! more general anti a more
symematir type of technical edlIcation.alt he provided.

The American stress upon manual t 1.1 rilin!r has attracted much at-
tention from the critics. 11 luthesius (1 7( p. 14) saFs:

The emphasis an manna! I raining n. apme,i ..xeritelie 111 lite nuolualtraining
schools an attemin is being made- to replace intcilectual education with the
manual. This seems to be going. too fat% but the hiespread use of !annual
training is very stimulating in its results. America has opened new paths
and furnished an example for the whore world In 1.001 liratsiug 111141 manual
trandag. The energetic and practilztieople of America have vilaliraytool 11441P4
id V iVW that el Mill Sell ITPly lilt v I Well l'Il.S1114.1111 in I Ile 4l141 World. hampered
its i1 is by theories .01111 prejudices. The great impulanee of the two subjects
is their basic Value in technical and all education. Americo Is banding a good
foundation and )t dues not matter so much that higher instruction Is not
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Sufficiently developed and "matured. Perfection of the latter will come. *

One finds no really finished cultural esults, one is disturbed at every step
by Imperfections, yet no other eountr. offers such a rich hnrvest of sugges-
tions. Here a thousand geniuses await future development. Everything urges
forward, as yet unhampered by reactionary tendencies. * * * All the de
fidelities of youth are yompensated by the enthusiasm, cheering hole, and
steadfast faith' in its Success.

To these values Dunker ([291, p. 36) adds the following:
There is no dodging or side- stepping of the problem. Practical and useful

knowledge is gailled, Truth is taught and the foundation for artistic 'taste is
isid. Manual training develops a feeling of control over one's environment and
confidence in one's self and in the future. It prevents the tendency to look

0, With disdain upon manual work. The idea that to do decent work Is as 101)fir
is one of the strongest pillars of American greatness.

The chief defects of our work in manual training arc pointed out.
by Langlois ([511, p. 302) :

The most of the teachers are practiians withAt pedagogical .edueation. it
is fatal for the manual-training high school to tend to take on little by little
more or less .the character of- a technical school, or, nt least. that of a schml
particularly suited to young people who aily destined for the technical trod
A very grave inconvenience will result from tid if these young students do
not folloxy up their secondary studies with the other students. It is to Is
feared that they will pass for having received an education which Is less

mid that they will he socially handicapped thereby.

From the foregoing criticism it seems that American manual
training is justifiable as a part of a liberal education and as a pre-
requisite for intellectual work. Its dangers lie in a failure to pro-
vide trained teachers and in a tendency to remove such instruction
from the general high school and put it in a special institution. Both
of these danger§ can easily be avoided if we do not !-Init. our eyes to
them.

While manual training. is mostly for boys, a similar type of educa-.
tional activity is provided for girls in The study of domestic science.
In this connection, Marchis (.162}, p.14), in speaking of the train-
ing of this type of teacher, calls attention to some defects. Ile sayS:

I do not dare to Aldo the educative value of attempting to direct a home In
connection with this instruction, but it always seemed to me that the equip-
ment of the model cottages was luxurious and little in harmony with the fu-
ture resourcesa of the young women" In their homes: I do not see very well
wherein this training will prepare them sufficiently for the dirkion of a bole
on the farm which may often be situated many miles front any other habi
Wain. Will the Ypung woman who is expert in the direction of a .house so
well -equipped he able tb .adapt herself to more simple surronntlings?

Will she not feel at certain disgust when she finds herself at close quarters with
the diffieurties of lifer 11i They instruct the young students In the care to
give to babies, but this instruction' seemed peculiarly theoretical to me. I
did not see. one nursery fh which the students could get practical training.
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Here we have again ' the qtiestion as to whether it is better to train
students to meet conditions as they really exist or to inspire them with
ideals of what should be. The hest answer for the present seems to
be to stress both sides of the question. To attempt to elevate the
ideals of the remote community too quickly leads only to misunder-
standing and disappointment. The people rebel against ideals
hanled down from above, while the students become disatistied with
life in their home community. It would be much better to meet
conditions as they are temporarily, while ever cherishing an ideal of\
Ivhat they should he.

()lir science teachit4k receives some consideration. The critics,. in
general. approve of the laboratory method. Some of them praise it
Oaite.profusely.' The older observers, however, are disposed to believe
that it can not be carried out properly wing to the overburdening
of the teacher. All praise the high character of the equipment. A
few think that the work is too academic. Grasby ([371, p. 104)ays:

;ins strongly of the opinion that in fully three - fourths fir- the Anatrican
schools In which I saw science being taught the pupils were to a large extent
being loaded with indigestible facts.

A few of the Attics are afraid that the laboratory method in
science is being pushed too far. Miss Bramwell (1121, p: 34) says:

'There is a danger of pursuing observation awl experimentation in science
teaching too far awl of appealing to the senses at stages of development
in the child when reason and reflection might 1w appealed to and trusted.

Iirereton ([81, p. 297) says:
American teaching, admirable as it Is in rendering the child sensitive to

externals and aiding him to store u abundantly a mass of mental impressions,
seems halting and inconclusive Just at the point where transition has to
be' made ft-Ion-the state .of the sensuous to that of logical knowledge.

Aliinsterberg (167], p. 67), who, as a representative of the German
gymnasium type of instruction,Vis inclined to exclude scientific in-
struction altogether, says :

Education involving \von's appeals io as higher power than that based on
demonstrations. Words appeal to the understanding, demonstrations to the
perception. Words give us laws, demonstrations give aceldent:il realizations.
The WW1. can not really show us the totality of p law. They show always one
i+Peelo I case, which as such is 1pilte unimportant. Their importance lies in the
,necessity which can be expressed merely by words and never by apparatus. The
deeper Meaning of naturalistic instruction is Is' for more fully present in the
book than in the instrument ; and while it is easier .to teach and to learn.,
natdral science theii it appeals to the eye. rather than to the .feason, I doubt

owhether it has. from a- higher standpoint, the sne ethwational valve.

All of these criticismS are worthy of consideration. They have beeti
met very largely by requiring the 'pupil to do his own experimenting

';Jee p. 54.
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rather than merely observing while the instructor Performs the ex-
periment. In this manner the " totality of a law " can be arrived at
and there is a better opportnnity to get. at the " deeper meaning of
naturalistic ii)struction than is possible with books. The pro'cess is
also more in mTord with American reliefs. To the American, learn-
ing is. above all, doing. There has always been a strong undercurrent
of opposition in America to bookishness in education. This is dubt-
less due to the fact that after all mere academic learning is. undemo-
cratic. It tends to produce a class of polished, white-handed 111(1k-41-
.1181s, which has never failed to stir up the fumiamental antipathies of
the American people in general. I lence..it is highly probable that
America continue to teach science, and that the laboratorymhmethod

continue to exist, though in a form. so modified ns to avoid the
objections which have been given.

The, critics quite -generally recognize (lint a large part of the educa-
tional activities of the secondary school in AMerica do not appear in
the course of studs'. If truly valuable results are to obtained there
natu be a healthy school spirit. This tTirit has its source-chiefly in
the spontaneous activities of the students. Such activities axe rather
conspicuous by their absence in the secondary schools of Germany
and France. In America they manifest themselves chiefly in student
organizations, particularly in those of the athletic type. The German
'and Frerich ciiitics are generally favorable toward these clubs. With
regatd to the value of athletics, however, the critics are Oivided. with
the majority unfavorabh..... Loel)rler. however .( [58], p. 12) , commeuds
athletic activities bOcause as a result of it. "the Ode student. the wall-
flower type of girl, and the drunken student have almost vanished."

Concerning baseball Weulersse ([90], p. 132) says:
Is not Athletics humanizing in' its nature? In a baseball game, what a training

there Is of ulls-lama initiative su.itl social discipline, what exeriSe of Alent
energy, resolution, hardihood, " go Ahead and pluck "; Nsilat VellViliPtiell of pas-
sion.; what .fighting spirit and-even brutality ; but yet what respeet for opponents,
what a desire for Nit' play and *hat peaceful submission to the sovereign de
dsions of the umplie.

But there is another side. 'Beck ([41, p. 126). says:
If the value of physwal education consists in enabling the person so trained to

exercise all possible combinatinS of movements in a moment id time 811(1 to do
this almost automatically because the nery e connections tire well made. then
Americitn physical) trainin.g Is a failure.

Langlois P2 203) say9
One-tldril.. of Om students take no part in competitive athletics. Those who tire

weak. physically can not and those who are most Intelligent will not bt4lawie
they need. tbe time for something else.
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Coubertin ([23], p, 366) says:
rime athietie training is for those who need It least. Enormous Rums are

wagered, and while the champions engage in this sort of exaggerated athletics
their comrades 3 re kept aside in order not to Interfere with their training.

ti
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Marchis 0621, P. 17) says:
It is claimed that no one elm play on the teams who is not up to standard In

studies. but I doubt /that this rule is strictly applied. The %vinnig of a
ilig gatne is so important for the, reputation of the school that-the teachers
have to close their eyes to the intellectual shortcomings of tliik athletes.

These clangers are real.-as everyone will testify who has had ex-
perience with high-school and c.ollege athletics. To meet the objec-
tion that athletics is for the few only, classes in physical training
are being organized which are compulsory for all and suited to. the
needs ( each pupil. The maintenance Of one's studies as a prerequi-
.4te to playing on the team is difficult to -establish, but it has been ac.
complished itimany cases. Most. of thestudentsare on the side lines,
as Langlois suggests. but lie overlooks the v:Ilue of the spirit which
brings the.m there. To "root together for one's team is one of the
most powerful means of developing yooperation and healthy school
spirit. To take defeat in a sportsmanlike manner and to submit
without nuirmitring to the decisions of the umpire is an excellent
training in some of the greatest social virtjjes. -So far as Americe
is concerned, our minds are made up. School athletics is worth
while; Lott it must. be watched and guided by those in authority if
the bet results are to l)( obtained. It must also he remembered

I that our facilities for anything like general physical education are
far from complete. More medical inspection is needed and better.
playground facilities.

llatlibone in the Mosely Report (1661. p. 258) says
Americans are not yet. fully alive tt the excellent opportunities for educa-

tional Nvor k which .pfaygrounds dnd play fields offOrd., The. value I organized
play and games Is being recognized more and more; hu there are' still too
maa .-arents who look. upon such activities as a Avuste a lime. We' heed a,
much more- geperal realization of the fact that tile participation in organized
play can be of far ,greater educational value than " exercise upon ti woodpile."

Even from the standpoint Of physical exercise, the playground
activities are preferable, to those of the wood file tpe. A better.type
(.)f physical education is sorely needed am' .there is a growing belief
thtit compulsory health is desirable as well avom.pulsory.ed.ucation..

As to English, teaching in the'high sch9o1,Ne teritAsm is
era! favorable, but the observers,- .think that history is being neg-
lected. Compayre ([19]; p. 124) says, ,for example.:

History istai!el) neglected in both elementary and high school.- Is not this
the case of sOving over .again ihat the practical American, absorhed In his
cart' for the present angt.the. futore, Is, disinterested and.44dains the paAq no .

longer seeing.,apy tine of study l,fig the Old World? 4
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This is another evidence of the effect of our remoteness. With im-
provement of methods of communication it will doulless be re-
placed by broader ideals.

The question of. method in the high school is Wit touched upon to
any great extent specifically. Much of the criticism given in Chap-
ter II' is plainly intended to apply to the high school also. The
argument offered in connection with the criticism will usually apply
equally well, in the high school. One further point deserves mention
here. Compayr(. (1201, p. :a;l) says that many high-school teachers
show a disdain for pedagogy. This is undoubtedly a serious defect.
which is due to the narrow academic teralency. Knowledge. is em-
phasized rather than the needs and interests of the Imo.. The need
for more professionally trained teachers in the high school was never
more acute.

In one type of criticism there is an accusation that school activi-
ties take ttp too much time. s flemting (f431. p. -377) say's:

In the high schools, 10V1,11131 king, dancing. secret sf wieder+, and nn en on iia
amount of daily football and bt(Ibliall .pla; the no.st important part. Learnitrz
Is an incidental matter.

Such criticism may be deserved in some places. but it is not so in
general. On the other hand, nowhere can one find the ascetic. tys.
of school surroundings, which exists in some Emropean schools. Thi.
medium-course is_desirable. 'School itctivities are worth a great deal.
They should be encouraged to a moderate degree even if 'some sacri-
fice is at times required of the more intellectual interests.

As to the general atmosphere of the high school, Kerschensteiner
([471, p. 14) says:

The freedom of theAmerican high school fosters individual initintive. rour
age, cheerfulness. good fellowship, 1111111Rn qualities which are Just as Import:lot
as the patience. persistence, endurance, and. thoroughtiess of the t ;Ferman schools.
This freetbIlii also forces a comradeship atween the pupils 811(1 the teachers.
The. whole Intercourse IN based more ou mutual confidence than with us. This
shows in tine loyalty of the American student for his high school,- which k
unfortunately missing In tlermany.

Such is the spirit of the American high school. and it may well be
that the good .resultsof such a spirit are. after all. among the most
valuable parts of our secondary education. At present it seems
difficult to exaggerate the value of social participation as a portion
of that education which is beat adapted to the needs and spirit of it
democracy.

.

-. The following.points have been mentioned this chapter as grdw-
ing out of the criticism which is offered: The high schOolilms sev-
eral functions to perform. It not only prepares for college. but it
is also it finishing school for many of its pupils. It should as far
Buhl possible provide a course sin liberal education which is suited to
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the interests and aptitudes of all. It must protect its . students
against the, narrow spirit of commercialism which demands prema-
ture specialization and must foster the resourcefulness, initiative, and
whiptaility which is so essential in a democracy. It must stress
citizenship and social participation rather than efl ".iency, of pro-
dhction. The large comprehensive type of institution is preferable
to a multitude of small schools, each with its own vocational bias..
The elective system is commendable, provided it is properly safe-
guarded. .1 six-year course. beginning at the age of 11 or 12 and
with a break at 1, is urgently needed: Continuation schools of a
modern liberal type should be pro.vided for those who must go to
work. Coeducation should continue. but special courses should be
provided for the girls. The lack of an external examination system
is an advantage rather than -otherwise. The accrediting system
should be preserved and improved. The content is varied,' but some
of the subjects are not taught as they should be. This is particu-
larly true of the foreign languages and physical educatiOn. There
is a great need of a higher type of professionally trained teachers.

The student activities constitute a vital part of, our secondaiy
cdocation and are strong influences in promoting an excellent school
spirit.

're



Chapter VI.

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.

In order to understand foreign criticisms of our colleges and uni-
xersities. it is necessary to remember that the universities of Europe
correspond only to that portion of our university work which is on
the graduate level. Enropeans class out' undrrgraduate work as
secondary in character. For this reason it is quite usual to find the
critics calling attention to the twofold character of (air university
instruction. Thus Lang lois ([51]. p. 29-1) says: -

'mere is 1 confusion .tween graduate and linderzralluate instrution. Th..
students are often not "(,tudiants" but " (yes.- Everybody knows that th,
universities of America. are still on the "American plan- and that this plow
Means the existence of professional and Seielltilic :011.4.; :110144. with it euth.::,
or undergraduate department which serves as at cooler, so to speak.
Is It not to lie feared that the teachers of graduate students will bring ;don,.:
with them undergraduate habits, requirements. and tastes in wisdom ao,,i

research which will be not at all suitable': Will not the graduate work soc,..
times or even always be %wakened by its close contact with the tindergradii,t

(original investigation supposes.thit only activity of mind but ills,
leisure. Vet leisure is impossible when undergraduate work must also b..
looked after.

Dounrche ([271. p. 490) says:
The American university will not he an institntioa of the first order iihti!

there is a reform of the %%ode system sit fhil I 1 ht. 1111de1'iMiiill:i ohTat 1111,11
can be taken away.

Cannery ([141. p. 29) says:
'Everything which has been added to the obi c11llege ;Ind all that belong, in

Its train is heterogeneous. The rolth.11. parts to .4011 other and I

the whole hive not token on a character or deinte stability.
141)

.Tlits double function undoubtedly lead, to some confusion at time-.
especially when graduate and mitlergatluate students are taught in
the same Class, but it ha, tale great 'value. It puts the undergraduate
in a stimulating environnient and helps to give hi/Ill:deals an41 ambi
tion to continue his education. At the same tithe.* there must be
careful provisions against allowing the spirit of undergraduate in-
.structimi to interfere with the spirit of research antl prothietive
'scholarship.

The latter is clearly the chief function of all trite universities. but
it has been late in appearing in America. Miinsterberg ([671. p. 91
says:

The activIt,of productive scholarship adjusts itself to the financial f+Ittta.
tion s. All the material conditions push the teachers away front pr.,
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ductive scholarship as strongly in the large universities as in the little colleges,
% here the instructor is paid like a car minim:tor * * *. In America' the
weal is the distriloition of knowledge, and not respect for productive scholai-
ship and the imparting of method. The vital forces are the great teachers
rather than the great thinkers. The scholar mingles with 1114.11 who have not
the least ambition to contribute to human knowledge. Ills productive scholar-
ship is "merely tolerated * * *. Men %hose names may be among the
noblest assets of the 1.7nited States in future centuries, at a time when the
haes 1.f the railroad and wheat kings will he forgotten, remain..negligible
quantities in the publie opinion of the day.

Miss Burstall ((121. p. 43) says:
European writers on America have often noticed the comparative scarcity

of the highest type of intellectual power among so large and Intelligent a popu-
lation. selected and mixed by immigration and possessing for so long the
8,1%.ontag..s I if a widely diffut.iel education. They ought to produce thinkers
artists. poets.ood philosophers. * * * creative powers in every intotrectual
sphere. Can it be the fault of their education that ap yet they do not? Are
ideals of political equality redncing all to coMmon level?

Both of the preceding criticisms point toward a lack of encourage-
ment in America for those who are engaged in adding to the sum
of human knowledge. It is true that the influence of old college.
ideals is casting its shadow over the work in research. America does
not object to a man's engaging in such work. But it does not en-
courage him to do so. It is inclined to overlook the value of pro-
ductive scholarship. There is a feeling that a professor who sits
behind closed doors .and studies had much better be out teaching
classes. This condition of affairs is dangerous. and. as Miss Btirstall
says, it has probably been at least partly responsible for the hick of
creak(' intelligence in America * * *. Some further- means.pf
rewarding productive scholarship should be devised: but in order
to do so. one must prepare to meet the opposition of one of America's
fundamental. beliefs. There A.viii lit' much jealousy of anything which
looks like a privileged plass Set apart from society in general. The
doctrine of equality has no place for experts. hence Americans' are
slow to reward expert service. The solution of the problem will
doubtless be some form of compromise whereby those who possess
creative intelligence will be rewarded according to their .merit while
they are at the same time safeguarded againSt withdrawing from
society and forming a narrow circle of their. own.

This leads to another. important function of the university. It
must serve the practical needs of the people. Gray ([38], p. 158).
says: .

Science has been . studied too much in America . for its Own sake and
has not been applied to the perfection- of mechanical deviceit to he used J
industry. It has not been hitherto sufficiently realized that the. conclusion
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of "scientific" science in one generation hare become the industrial dyna6mics
of the next. and that a scientist who spends his (isms and talents in pursuing a
line of knowitsige for its own sake without giving its results to the world is rout-
witting a crime against immunity: * ° a crime as heinous as that of
those in days of old who possessed the key of knowledge and refused. to unlock
to other; desirous of entering in. * * There are still no settled coorgli.
listing rein t heteell the factories and the universities. * In-recom-
mending Men for scientific work ,in fnctorles to 11111,1i !Ores,: appear:: to hare
been laid on mere academie qualities and too little regard paid to the question
of whether the Wan chosen is eelually tittd ,to deal last-fully with' the man
tigers of the concern to which Tae is boltig snt. The relations between the
universities and colleges on the one Ionnol and the nuinufacturing interests on
the other * still remain in a disturbed and chaotic condition In most
States of the Union. These relations regnire to N. systematized in some manner..
either with or without the aid of State legishuion. ° (holy In this'

Mates equal the /other donotris of the world in the utilizaway: (lin the United s
thin of scientific knowledge. and in coordinating the results of (hunt knowledge
between academic and industrial interests:

Caullery ([14 p. 155) say,:
Some institutions of higher learning in America are in danger of loecontit;.

separated ,front modern life because of the emphasis on seettlative scienee
only. They have need of more contact 't hit lratien1 realities. 0

believe that an organization like that of the modern Anirinn mdversity which
eombines pure and applied science is lwttr theory thion that which is iso-
lated like ours, with faculties of science In one place and with technical schools
in another. This avoids the oisostitiom between pure and applied silence :Ind
at the stunt t line keeps the university In touch with practical life.

Remington ([731; p. 55) say:
. The typical American university is not ataa ivycovred building with lawns

and cloisters whene monk!i have walked and where It is difficult to
believe that telephones and- 1111190.s have loon invented. or that anything like
the rush and fislat of commercial life exists. * Tiobre are no proctors
and no dons, but a number of men as busy, as interested, as eager in -putting
knowledge and ideas into the student, as the students are eager. interested.
and busy in grabbing the ideas and knowledge for themselves.

American universities seem to ha re succeeded Hindi better. in
meeting the practical needs of the ,people than the type of institution
which Remington describes, yet, as t'ay andCaullery say, they are
still in danger. There is still a tendency to ignore the chasm which
exists between the university .and the needs of the people. The in-
stitutions" which-. are supported by public tax have been compelled to
Meet the 'needs' of their constituents to some extent, but Oki with
them the good work is only begun. Even they have not yet attained
a general reputation of being able to meet local needs. Industrial
and commercial concerns are not calling Upon the universities for
men as much as they should. Even in educational matters, codi-
liohs are little better. Relatively few educational 'boa rds,ever think
of asking the university to recommend a school superintendent or a
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normal school president. Whatever the causes of this cqndition may
be. the fact remains that the American university is not doing that
which it should do. Conditions are gradually improving, however.
Some (lay the reputation of theuniversities will be so widespread that
no one in need of a skilled man for an important position will think
of failing to consult those who should be, and doubtless are now, in
the best position to enide the right man to the right job. Such an
outcome wonld also do more than anything else to counteract the
suspicion which the common man holds against expert service in
general. universities have truly a great opportunity before
them. ,

The peculiarities of American school organization. as discussed in
Chapter 11. arc also reflected in the criticism which deals with the
universities. Compayre ([181, p. 525) says:,

America has no national university. This is due to an early provincialism
awl a belief in loyal control, together with objections to the uniformity of a
national university. Such a university would not injure the attendance at
lothr ol'rsitIcs our ohsurb them, hut could serve R. a guide and nmder for
them.

'flit. idea of a central institution which would be a center of
inspiration. particularly for the training of professors for the more
local colleges, normal schools, and universities. has appealed to
many. but the fear of centralized control and of its almost unavoid-
ale tendency toward red tape and bureaucracy has prevented its
realization. In the meantime two or three of the privately en-
dowed universities have become so nearly national in scope that it
begins to look like our hopes of at national university were never

far from fulfillment. In some ways the present practice may be
preferable. hut ill is open to at least one serious objection. It does
not see fair, or even safe, to leave such an important matter to
he supported by private enterprise. When financial emergencies
arise like the present one, private resources are not available to
meet the increased demands. That necessitates an increase in the
t tuition rates, which in turn works ahardship on many of the students.
If the priVately endowed institutions are to continue to replace a
tuitional university they should receive Government aid, so that
their opportunities may be within_the reach of all.

Another result of the lack of centralized control is mentioned
by a number of critics. The criticism of Douarehe 0271, p. 481) is
typical. Ile says:,

For the most Part there is no appearance of system in the schools. What-
ever organization there is has been originally only a group of creations which
were adapted as well as possible to American needs and aiming to strengthen
and ennoble American spirit and culture. The American university is hard
to describe. because many Institutions which often have nothing incommo
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with higher instruction call themselves universities. Ittny of these are only
ileges or lyreiss. In fart, there is not it single'institution in America whichis a university in the European sense of the word. In most American uni-

versities undergraduate and graduate stndeiits are taught. In the Si digs.This is one of their gravest faults. The professor can not devote -himself
to scientific work because he must always rondurt his class as though he N%ere
a professor in one of our lyeetls.

The earlier criticism of our lack of standardization was much more
severe than that of Douarche. The situation has hem due to two
causes.' There has been a lack of-central authority for one thing,
but a more fundamental cause arises out of the fact that we have
just emerged, from a period in which our collegeS were expanding
into universities. Naturally, some expanded' more rapidly than
others, while smile relapsed to their former college organization or
even passed out of existence entirely. The foreign critic who only
saw it cross section of this movement criticized us sevewly upon the
assumption that the condition was a permanent one.. Such was not
the case. liowever..and we are now well on the way toward a stand-
ardization which has been worked out by the institutions themselves
iit:..tettil of being imposed upon them front above. This method give.
every indication of being just as effective as the type of Standardiza-
tion which is brought about by a central authority. and it is infinitely
preferable from the standpoint of American ideals.

The latter partiof Douarche's criticism, however, calls attention to
a difficulty which has not yet been removed. In this connection
Douarche ((21. p. 23) says further:

The university instruction is merely a prolongatiint of the work or the college.
The latter are:very much like the French lyeetts. The lyre,-- should save the
student a mass of subject mattetvwhile the university should teach him to use
this knowledge and should give him a critical and scientific spirit. In the lyrei".
one teaches facts and studies front hooks, %Olie in the university one teaches
methods and instructs himself through persial and independent investigations.

The power to do this type of work is certainly of transcendent
value. It is related in a fundamental manner to the American belief
in self realization and progress. Anything. therefore, that tends to
interfere with it should be watched very carefully. Yet America- is
not ready to (10 away with undergraduate instruction in her. univer-
sities. Such a policy would probably mean placing the undergrad-
uate students in a multitude of small colleges. These have their good
points, but they do not furnish the manifold opportunities to. the
student which are furnished by a! large university. and they incline
toward class education. There are many, therefore, who would con-
tinue the present system and extend the spirit of inveOgation .down
into the undergraduate courses. Furthermore, there is a tendency
for the college when existing alone to institute a rigorous diacipline..
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To pass from such discipline to the absolute freedom of the-univer-
sity is often demoralizing. Finally. keeping the two types together
tends to unite theory and practice in the same institution. For these
rea,ons America seems likely to continue the present policy. Con-
tinual (ire mint he exercised, however, to check all influences which
will interfere with the opportunity to develop the power Of original
Itllcillgatloti.

As with the schools in general, there is much favorable comment on
the democratic character of the American universities. Thus Dou-
;ache (127}. p. :.?0) sitys: ,

The great merit a the American universities :s !hat they are both popular
anal fiet.. They otTcr all of the merits and all of the fault8 of indepepdent or-
;:oilr/.0I ions. accessible to all ClaS:FeS of society.

The real value of this provision can only he a ppreciatetl.by one who
kntms the situation Iyhi,11-1:as resulted in other countries where the-
aniversit ies have been until.recently open only to the boys of upper
cla,se!,. America is truly fortunate to he free from such injustice.

A few of the critics have something to Ay concerning degrees.
They agree that A tourican degrees have in the past sittiered from a
1.1,1, of standardization. They are also agreed that the practice of
gr,lnt.iiu. degrees upon the basis of examinations.condueted by the
fAtilty of each institution is better than to have an external examin-
iu;! !hard. ll'arneand p. '21'3) thinks that more emphasis
.1/Ed.1 la' put Upon the oral examination, particularly for the Ph. I).,
since most people who get this .degree expect to become teachers. fle
says: /

PlalitY IndiFin"abie t,` a Peresso: that Is' clear and precise .exposi-
t * * the ability to eunnouniate his selelloe to others '11. Since
aio.st of the eandidates for the tbe.torate expect to teach, why not reqUire

Hwy sh4ow livifiselvs ison:po!el.t in the transtu:s...ion if knowledge as
tioy have been in acquiring: it?

Ashley ([1], p. 420) says;
1)11e disadvantage of the American Ph. P. requirements is that they make the

00.1,11's ilegree atilleSt eSSelithil to Stlittelltsi Who desire an academie post. The
hes! way for a man to become known. outside of his university is ,through the
pahintion of a doctor's thesis. The result Is rather to taq,ke published work
the lust of fitness for an academic position, whereas it is not necessarily any-
thing. of the kind. The qualities- which make a good investigator are not always
those which make a good teacher and tile two are nut always eOwhiued. Then
are luau admirable teachers whose published work-is quite unimportant.

This points to a fallacyln the plan of basing one's standing as a
teacher upon his ability to do research cwork. All teachers need the
-research spirit,: but it seems that mere possession of a doctor's

.

degree is not sufficient basis upon which to decide the matter. This
. -60979*-21---7-9
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they are sufficiently reliable, but it also seems desirable to work out
some system of credit which is baseil upon the quality as well as
the quaiitity of the workedone. The present efforts to provide such

sys tem are therefore to. be encouraged.
It has -heti) poitsted out several times that,the organization of

.education'in America is stieit that it. takes too long to complete it.
Caullery ([14i, p. 2S) eiti)iltisiZeS the point when he says:

mph. Cow yeors of purely aademit work, do
lint furnish direct preparation for any trade, but rvtain the student lip its the
ut.:1. tit' Professional stodics shotilti be begun before this One. The eol-,..

ill 11:1 NA' reN is owir clurses so ns to include sAt.de prisressional

This eliange alreadj under way in inost of the uni'er. 'die., and
tilt' tiaalle .410lior olle;4es have at leaA introduct.bd cpaa es in edu-
cation. The movemont seems to be a. good one, and it is to be hoped
that it \svin continue to gow, though the hick of breadth. Of curricu-
lum, Lick of teachers, lack 4)f equipment make such growth very

in the. tliSe Of the small college.
chief ad verso criticism and the one in whihtthere is the most

wri.vement i. that relating to the control Of American higher edu-
cation. The criticblu Of Itarneaud, though somewhat( extreme.at
times. iS a fitir. representation. of the older type of such criticism...,

says ( I 31. p. 627 1) :

1114 111.(4'119 IOW 014 1101141r, W114) 11:1S estatiiished or enriheil the college',
ex4'ri;...4)..; ion" ronwzo as :t right he puts hilt) the faculty at erselna grata, and

th \O1+ do not please him. * * * Professors have hoot)
1.4%4,11*$ they vettaiii 11141114pfoils ilti:o1.(1 thvy
po1itre:11 views.

I {.( (lootd from the I.ondon Spectaitor of July 31, 1,x97, the fol-
10 ing .-tatentent:

The ollitalists in America have relieved the ell.urches, bought the pregs,
110.41 the Federal Senate \vith their dfenderK, and, finally, they ha t' extended
their to the cisileges. * * * It- is their d.Ar that 114 W111.41 1:1101

frott any tailuth mail: it has received the ilf Tr( vii 1 oi the eolisciencele.i.s !nag-
e. * am saying nothing of the State universities, In which the
speiall- in the new States, are a prey and spoil_ for the politieintis.

1 :11iirta, with a certainty or not being contradicted by anyone who is ettmetted
with tile American ollges, that there is not in the holtb orzatnization a in-
girth:lion a 41,(i 'Hort.% serious, ii more complete disregard for prolessioaftl
(11;.wity, or it more futriamental abu,:eNof authority, than that .which- is dklayed
ilt connect .ion with the election and promotion of professors. * As for

1 .shtibl never have believed suet) pogslhle if I hail not been a
mtliess atid lu spectator of them.

These lire strung words attd words that.itre not entirely backed up
by the recent criticism. -Yet the question of academic freedom is
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by no means solved. Professors are still being dismissed ,for the
reasons which Mr. Barneaud mentions. There is certainly a degree
of radicalism beyond which a university professor should not go,
particularly when lecturing to his classes. Yet it is dangerous to
progress to limit his bounds for him. It is probably true that practi
sally all of our ideals haVe at some time been lOoked upon as danger,
ous radicalism. Time was when it was dangerous for a professor
to teach that the earth is a sphere.

The control of the capitalist is certainly not as serious as Mr.
Barneaud claims, yet the cry that the press and the universities aro
under capitalistic influence will not down. There is evidence of im-
provement so far as political influence is concerned, though the whole
problem is one of the most important and the most difficult questions
which is before the American people to-day. Perhaps the persecuted
reformer will always* be with us. It may be that this is the price
at which progress must always be bought. Yet the American belief
in the freedom of personality will always cause sympathy for the
one who is persecuted. It will also rebel at any effort at prpa-
gandism which endeavors to mold the thought of immature youth
into forms which are repugnant to the general belief. Furthermore,
it is particularly dangerous when large groups of our people feel
that they do not get a square dealin the press or in the imiyersities.
The solution. of the problem is still very much in darkness, but the
outlook is far -from hopeless,

In spite of the generally unfavorable criticism, one plse 4f the
American university seems .comthemlable to our critics. Sadler-
([771, p. 450) says:.

A national system of highereduation is stronger if it rests partly on endow-
ment and partly on piddle aid. The first gives indlependerlre against momentary
clamor; the second pros-ides the best security against torpor dud decay. Edu-
cation must not be' wholly subject to the vote of political loslics tier wholly
removed frompublic control.. Roth types are needed so that the wrilinesscs of
one may be checked by the strength of the otter.

This situation is met well.in America and the valueof both typesof
control is made clear.

Another serious accusation =which tippears almost equally in the
older and in the more recent criticisms is to the effect that the organi-
zation of our universitieA is not sufficiently democratic. Barneaud
says ([31, p. 15):

The pro.fessor is treated with no consideration for his personal value and is
'sacrificed to secret influences and hound hand and foot to the whims of presl-
ilents, trustees, and corporations. * * Vie assistant or adjunct professor
is usually employed or dismissed without consulting the head professor;

if the latter, gives his advice, Only too often influences- which are the least
pedagogical in character have more weight in the mutter.
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case of dismissal, Barneaud ([3], p. 349) says:
Never is the victim given n chance to defend himself against his areusations.

JI is through proceedings which remind one of the star chamber *
tls.at the professor is sacrificed.

I4yce (19 1, Vol. II, p. '545) says:
viy-itor from Europe is struck by the prominence of the president in an

American university or college, and the. almost monarchical ra.sition which he
,...mvonws occupies toward the professors as well as toward thi. students. Far
I.:01.o authority seerns to be vested in hint. far ',mire to turn upon his individual
talents and character than in the universities of Europe. .

Iliinsterberg. p. 100) says:
-while in dennwratic America the appointments are made by the president

and by the trustee, of the institutions without the otticl.al cooperation of the
nwatelli4 Germany oo Government can appoint a professor who

has not been proposed by the 'acuity.

The most recent criticism on this. point is that of (.'aullery. IIe
( 114 p. 47) says :

The voninam charts teristic Of all tyt)es nniversity control is that the pro-
fc,sors- have no part in the eonstitution of the governing board, and that of all
t:,0 interests in play those of the inteHeonal and to...rodeo! ,,rdi.r are the only
m., not to he directly represented in WI 41,SUred Order. TIIIS Is nnquestionnbly
fief, it and ninny voices are being raised in ktstice against it * * *. The

1,,,ord i f trustees was :in nrg-aniziktin in the old college in which the unity
absidute and .hich comprised as small number of i.oti.ssorg and pupils.

should now he adapted 1 to the new institution, and their nci Os. The technical
incompetence 211)11 eXceSti Of power of the trustees or regents Is evidently .a
serious fault of the present regime and this olfri is increased by the gitrantle'
sire which is a peril for the universities its well us for their organization. The
probieln 1.. PVidlittly ghe tItO411111Y to the iniVidtials Nlille maintaining a

ii rdlnatiol hl the whole institution. * * * The teaching force In general
s!mietlines suffers from the' autocracy of the president eNeept Avhere the latter
nss his power with discretion or where, IIthout hying catmelled to do so, he
onicially consults tile ;opetent professors concerning noniluations to be made.
Itut even with the 'test intentions, one Man can wit olnprvnend equally all the
:441.; and all the tendencies. Ile will neces,sarily favor those who accord .with

his personal preference:4. There resift from this situation onie ionises a
1.0W1.1' 1111(1 501110 1:011111rti which, though rare eNceptions, are nowe the lest; de-
plorable. Sonie.profes,sors IniNe seen thenvielves larntaally ilkinissed fromeertnlo
universities without having an vortuity to defend theslVVS, sltulaly I06111"
thleY, eXreSS441 opinions Which did not please the preshient or the trustees.
There are-evidently legitimate catises for dismissal * * * but the' right of
defense must he assured.

A comparison of the foregoing criticism, which is arranged in
chronological order, does not leave a happy impression concerning

, improvement. Cases of brutal dismissal are qeemingly becoming
rare but the fear of such a thing must still be a very strong influence.
One tiling seems certain, a more democratic type of organization is
needed and in case of dismissal the right:or defense must be safe-
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guarded. A further bad influence of the present system is that it is
being imitated in the normal schools. The situation seems undemo-
cratic, and therefore undesirable.

The present 8ysteni is also.detrimental in its policy coneeruin the
recruital, and advancement of professors. Thus Cannery ([1-1], p.
59) says:

The professors, have no regular part In their recruitment nod have no. per-
manent tenure. This Is due to a characteristic of American customs which
lifts general advant:ozes: There are Ho lool'IO:110111 po;,iti(oo: W114.14. nne (*HO ;zo
to Sleep in 5ecnhity and inaction at the expense of general ilitt;i(.41,;.
professor must justify his position hy real :loth ity.. They are elected durar.:
good behavior or at 11,; iikosore of the mast,.,,, The administrAti.at -has
then at lutud a power whieb.-it can use stligst inst.intaitemisl,%, it is
only in rare eas0s, but it k none Ilse loss a real menace the pro-
feSsors are without reeourp.,. They are totally larking in the 'guaranties
which higher instruction poSStbs,4Ps in other

111archis ([621, p. 7) s,ays:
The advancement of the professoN is not based upon priis. rules of choice

and length of service. 'There eziSI. n tye of argaining% when a
professor. feels that ins Is indispensable III the wrk: whib he direets he learns
how' to elicit from 4.1thel. iiiV I W..4 nit Iry advaina...4V1111,1 111.01111Siti(1)1S trout
which he may profit in his actual situation. Those whom a somewhat
gerattx1 delicacy keelis 111)11101ml:big overtures are the %ictims. The prufes,Orrl
obtain advancement only when they ask for it.

7,iiinsterberg ([671; p. 106) says:
The American nroles;ar eau ailvawe only .by.bulbling himself. up in his own

Institution, since the 110,41.114y of being called to other institutiong depetok
largely upon eltnnee; but he eau 'Mild himself up in 144 OW11 institution 01111
toy CitlOf 111Syilig hitu<elf With admiaistrzitive troubles. by becontint; a favirile
with the elonetary students. by being a pleasing steaker or by writing text-
books, but not by original investigation. As a result of such a system higher
teachers.in America aril without means and too often without breeding. They
are mostly men with a passive. allowt Indifferent type of mind. without intel-
lectual energy, men who see in the academie career a modest. safe path of life.

This criticism undoubtedly contains elements of truth. There is
not sufficient provision for the growth of hie professor. This wi!1
mean that many of the best types of men will avoid entering such
careers. On the Other hand. the Americans believe that the re,;111,v

capable man will find his level. This is true if he .is left free to
advance. But if certain elementS of our organization tend to inter-
fere such freedom stih is flirt the case. America must avoid
the inaction which-results, when the tenure and advancement is .too
much guarded. On the other hand, we must .alscoavoid the opposite

:extrerne.. The: golden mean seems to lie in the direction of a more
democratic' form of organizationsome provision by which the
-Members of' the faculty may have more access to. the trustees and

[exert more influence in their deliberations.
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There is some difference of opinion as to the value of American
delYartmental organization. Mull linan ([691, p. 12) calls attention
to the fact that assistant professors should be permitted freedom. of
growth in their pwitions. Ile thinks that the assistant position
slanild not he a step toward a full professorship.

buster, in the Alogely Repoli ([66], p. WO, says:
Each department of an American university is an organic whole. :.Each

teaciao has the opportunity of doi that articular piece of work for Which
he is most suited. though he IS not necessarily restricted to one piece. Thus
to 'without-irks each pupil can get just the kind of tenchifig he needs. while
the teacher though working in a restricted tield is kept in touch with the
larger aspects of mathematical leaching.

Foster. in th6 Mosely Report (I 661, p. 109), says:
The unity of departmental orzanizationin the university exerts a mdify-

ing influence on the teacher who is,inclined to cranks and fads, both In his
teaching and his examining, and y constant intercourse of all OW
of the department his work becomes unWed without being tiiforin.

All three of these criticisms Seem to possess value for America.
There is, unfortui ately. a tendency for a difference in standing to
grow up between the assistants and the head professors. The presi-
dent, particularly. tends to be set upon a pedestal, as it were. Both
the president :111,1 the head of the department are often selected
for their positions through politic -al influences. To
glorify either of these officials is objectionable, because the em-
phasis tends to be placed upon the ability to play politics rather
than upon professional merit. A still nutre serious objection is the
fact that it violates the American principle of equality and respect
for 1:ersonality. It seems much more desirable in a democracy such
as ours for the-educntional policies to be determined by the faculty
as a whole or by the dopartmet as a whole, thus making the presi-
denl and the heads of departments merely representatives of the
faculty or parts of the faculty in this respect. It should be the
duty of these officials to carry out the wishes and directions of the
faculty rather than the reverse. Under such conditions- the rapidly
developing class system of our higher schools .Could be prevented.
The adininisirative duties of a profeSsional nature should ..be in the
hands of some lower-salaried assistant rather than directed by a
high- salaried autocrat.

The influence of American control and organization upon college
and university students receives some attention from the critics.

. De
Martonne ([25], p. 428) thinks that

. In general the ArierIcan -student is followed up, guided, and watched more
1111111 the French student is. * * Each course carries with -Pt an hutir of
obligatory study itt which the student twist ...review his notes and Au reading
prescribed by ,the professor, must attend recitations, and stand final examina-
tions. This tends to destroy itailvidtal
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lluhlntann ([691, p. 8) says:
The univerlity students have no academic freem such as the German

li

students have, but are under a fixed compulsion as to attetnlance and are
Suhiected.to a finely divided examination system.

Miss BUrsttill ([14 p. 115) says:
American students are .requin91 to attend Ion many !centres a week. The

Student are overworked or the wild: 11441e is not of a very ndttane anal character.
When we I./insider how much freer the discipline of A.111(1(1111 schools is than
that customary in England, it seems strange that college life there should offer
so norm,

at field liar pelf di Seth ,, of the indlyidnot. w, feet * * that
the.enuse 0 IS the exaction of 1 houni her week at eillialICV tllaem lectures.
The pupils need to think, hut such n privilege it seems to us few rodletfe
students can ever

Cannery says (1141. p. 1.1) :
In lac-ordina l. with ohl college ideals. the university has l'14:1 11141 a prntice

of continual and methodical control 01:er the work of the pupils. They a
treated, in this regard like boys who must watched attentively and no 1
Well who siii Mid be allotted to act as such. The Aieiean student is net left
to himself enough. Instead of being encouraged to reflect, ne ,,,nsialifl-
guldtsl.

. 01,r the other hand, there is a sense in which college -tin tents are
.more *free in America than they-are in Europe. The American stu-
dent is ntore free to choose his cotirse. And is not driven h the fear
of external examinations. The. law of use favors frequent practiv
rather than cramming. While this may interfere slightly with the
student's freemlom and may cause him to a ball 1(M some task in which
he is engaged in order to attend class. the advantages of the plan
are worthy of serious consideation. Therefore it 101'5 not seem
advisable to change the present. plan, at least below the graduate
level. One should carefully avoid encroaching too far. however,
upon the student's time for continued worts and .reflectio.

AS in the second:13.y school, there is much favorable commentupwi
student life in "America in connection with the colleges -and mini-
versitieS. Walther ( pi91, p. 15) thinks that the memory of happy
college days is one of the causes of the liberal support' Avhich is
provided for American colleges and universities. College and uni-
versity fraternities are condemned as snobbish, expensive, and lack.
ing in distinct litermary and intellectual ideals. Time c(111ege dormitory
seems peculiarly.' attractive. Thus ("est re ( p.'28) says:

The college dormitory a MUMS an atanniant :mil sane life to it.s!oi:capant.-+
and-hourishes local patriotism: It furnishes comiltions of eontfort 'and even
luxury, which the French student -rarely. knows..
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.Theterities re universally attracted by the relatkins between the
professors and the students. Barneaud ([3], p. 272) says:

`the students hate entire ci-altideitee in their professors. They know that they
are in good han(Is. The most happy impression which remains 141 ins' of my
Nish * * is the absolute certainty which has resulted from vonversation
with students that the); could not have more devotrd of more perfect pro-

. fesscrs. I have detected musing the students none of t he criticism, ridicule. or
allusions which unfortutiately lia-e conic to is ill some noted seNwils.

it. 2s) sayS:
The Ainetican rofessor opens Isis door tit thllf..S to those of his students

wh i v their intellect isnO tart merit this favor. lie itsstpals fn its his pro -
1e s-t000l dignity mil receives them into Ids 101115. tlnel III..Side.

Coillpayr6 ( [19j. p. 218 says:
'indents do not live in barracks inie our:: do. The (01;11.1,4 are pleasant.

Sell .:4A..roment is-the rule, and there is not the least instinct of revstlt.
I )(ma ( [271. p. 503) 'says:

sinds-nts have nin.-11 Ircedean. The old 111..roso pellagogne has olisap-
and the growth of athletic games and piny. in th-i. open in has im-

Pro,...1 the moral nod physical health of the college population. Moremer, it
has rrmtull little by little an esprit de corps %%hid' is the surest guaranty of
kitty cumrittion awl prog.re,:s iii Ainerirtin coneLry,.%

Iinticealde that- all of the preced;ng criticit-mis come from
ruelichnien. It seems a convincing testimonial to the'suPetiority of
Ow inerican practice over the French in this regard.

Tic critics ytite generally 4rree .1merican college life is
drmocratio. The students not only respect the professors but they
re-p;',1 each other. Thefidea that.college boys anal even college girls
;di i:tzli their wtly without losing the respect of their schwdmates

stints a never-ending can, of Nvonder.
eritivisni .reference to thomethod and content of . meri-

ran niiivrsity instruction is quite limited. De Martonne compli- ,

locts our work in geography. anil there is much favorable comment
-concerning our seicne teaching. Langlois objects to the content of
our w(rit in the edlicational psychology. The first two criticisms
seem merited. In the third case the contea of the work has changed

markedly for the better that the Criticism no longer applies.
The criticism in method covers the points nlready noted under ele-

mentar and seeondary education. It also centers somewhat about
the research method which is vniversally praised.

In general, the part of the American higher education which is of
most interest and which is perhaps most worthy of study and
provement is that which. deals with the spirit. and the organization
Of the work.



Chapter VII.

EDUCATION AS A MEANS OF CONTROL.

The purposes of this chapter is to summarize the criti-i,in of
.Anierican education ti' it relates to the behavior of the puil-. The
crit icistil divides its01 f clivcnient Iv into titre(' : Tlutt 1.01..tinz
to ?wit... 1 (Ii-;,j i.c;Iti!pj to tutrtli ;!111I that 1'011-
tel'lling .1111411- (4111rat 110.. 111 regard te 111:-;(:1111tle, the l:it,e iii the
situation whih mbeiji, to) v1)111110111(1 1110St attentifui of the crit les is the
fact thatit rit,liet for personality. Tht1.-: liathbone, in the
\rosily Ieport (1661. p.

American f'ola :mu not from iVithout. children do
.41,t 111'' 1,1141t by so 110i114. thy s,11001 life N ill loo, 110re 1.11;,;:int

ni),1 10 1e,011. Is %%11,11 1 .1111111 110. hlitiell 1 do
:I, if 1a. i making' it SlIgt.rvsti.m railer 111111 riviii a corn-

matal, and bocao, the kno that laughter, talkiaz. at)(1 indepeodent
Iwo el:wilt 're 1...1 11,-.111,1.11 II tfl, dt no; intrfero \lllll t lc school \\ Ilse'
11',110111 to horsug..fe-!ions eagi,,r1v. The ntlitial, of imist Antillean teachers
toward their t lofting! a'110 to hi' 111:0 of a wide :111(1 Intuit Father t114111 a 1111E%

tvilil the resin, t11.1t the atillilsphlq.1! Of the stes)! tilawoximales 10 flint of .1 .=11(1
1J1 .11'e: Ilie Vilihin it 1.4.i: hapi.y wild :If spear tO 111(11. s,rhool
they are Cheerful, :,(1f-reli1114, and, above Of, alive and natural.

;ray. in the same ei.t ( I.:181. p. 1( ). says:
fre,,:ool of more arguC.entatiou between teachers

and V 411 none of the uncohiproini.dirg, niapie,tioning discipline of the
English ltllillli school.

In speaking of the neat Huss and order with Which 2,000 pupils, with
nit teachers 011 duty it) the halls, elm ngefl rooms at thv ends of periods
in one high school whiell she visited. NI is Iturstall (1.I2 I. j). 62) says:

one ,),11,1 0111y NV01111e 110W it is 414,110 find 'Mr oun, 1""T" WP" 11S'
fillit'l * The discipline of the .1merican seipoit, is
always lei;ed I* English observers; the most remarkable al1011t it iii thol it
seems lit coat, of itself. It is not !ituit:lined by artificial sanctions. Corpural
punishment. the Mallen:dile right of the ti4lis boy, is all but obsolete. *
As far ati 0111' rntlhl 1111(lerSta1111 their school discipline depeuds int two natural
sanctions. the spirit of the Nation, and the teacher's personal force.

Mark (1631. p. 23) says:
The 'guiding 1611(.1111e dikeitiline is self-respecting and seif-governing. On

the surface discipline would often appear to have i'esed to be a Leat'her's art
and to ha We IM0111e a pupil's art, hound an with the'mere fact of going to

138
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school in the snme Nvny tot the inure nieehttnical !tarts of diseipline already are:
ouch its ntictunlity, neatness, and regular attentlane. In reality, however,
the art k the teacher's. while the art is the uil's. From the teacher'~ sttai-
point. Ile. art of allowing liberty which leads to self-government is quite as
high as Hutt of repressing liberty which is teacher goverunient. Thisis cwt.
Wacd hy the almost universal testimony' that (ltd World educators gener4Ily
fail in the of chisAes of Alllrie1111 It iiitreim. rtr the SIM& re IN011
Pastere tenclio.:4 the west. while Nvestn teachers, on the Other
hold. ainiosi. in-variably seri-veil in the east.

Quotations like the foregoing are quite4sommon from all of the
Etcrlisli critics. It seems to indicate that .1.tneriettit school discipline.
.iseluiractistsizeil by a spirit which is quite unique. * *. * Nothing
of at' sort scents to exist in other eiintries. As Mark suggests.
new spirit. in school discipline has originated partielliarly in the
western part of the-country, %vliere the influence of English prac-
tice b:is not been so strong. In the early days the English idea of
the rule of force WHS attempted, but it failed to work in America:
The change which has resulted, aetording to Mork .((.63 p. 74). is
dtie to the following ei,,:kes:

I. The idea that everyt'enig tinti has a remote resemblance ti, shivery

2. 4.11'1,141ton at -,,,,tenlocritey most not-he subjeted to t-yanny.
The idea that ppr.:11 to faith and .moral stiii-in is preferable to the

44,1,.:11 I,. fen! :es

1. 'rile tesoitiat ulthasuee the great edit:lithium!. leaders.
2e. The rise of tuitional consioustiess.

.11! of thesis imply revect for personality and the belief that the
real br.sis of all discipline is a belief in the mind of the child that.
it is right and just for him to net in fieVor(111We with the generally
ac'ec )t4.1 standards of conduct.-- On such a basis the children will
ern behave vell when the teacher is absent, a thing which is a

of wonder to forebm observers.
The change which Las come over American SC11(101 discipline. is

one of the most striking. proofs of the value of basing educational
procedure upon the spirit of the people in general.

The German critics tend, lumvever, to question the soundness of
the .1merican procedure. lilemnt ([481, p. 58) says:

most people in America go on the assiiption that the child will .commit no
punishable nets if he Onderstands the culpability of them. This is it scrioas
erne., because the understanding alone does -not keep the child from wrong..
doing. It requires will power and moral strength to resist .evil. There sluftild
be punishment for the sake of noral editcsttion. * * * .Cororal punishment
imthe-hiasticil,71. 101(18 or can lead. to educational improvement.

Griebsch ([391, p. 615) says:.
The tendency in The American *ehool system to remain entirely superficial

and to be satisfied with outward appeortinees is notleenble in the discipline of
the sChoOl. The uninitiated person at his entrance to the school will be as-
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blushed at the ideal order which prevails. With machinelike punctuality andPxnettless every movement of the classes or of the individual pupils takes
Yet this discipline does not exercise the expected influence ups'on the Lzrowing
character of the pupil. lie IS under constant watch and behaves either from
compulsion or for the reward. Ills (4111eiltiOn in moral freedom is not futhimi,
and, in site of such showy discipline, he knows not the respect for tiathority
or the honor due his shiers. This lack is reflected In the disdain for authority
in civil life. which is the most dangerous h,taele in the way of healthy internal
national ticYclonttlellt.

These ging:160ns point to the fact which has peen mentioned
before,' that (;ertnalt critics can not innlerstand the nollning Of the
practice Of respecting the personality of the child.- While. as Klemm
says. "the understanding alone will. not keei the child from doing
'wrong,- he fails to see the powerful social -forces which are at work.
Then. too. the mialerstanding is sufliient to act as 'a powerfid control
for the obler pupils. They set the em-nide anal create the school
spirit, which is hostile to rowdyism. Under such circumstances the
younger pupils who do not jt5 vet pswss suilicirnt linderstantlinttt
are constrained.through inritat10n and the influence of the reneral
school spirit to act. in It proper manne.. attention to
the need for will power, hut overlooks the fait tut. pow,r
only when the individual is free to choose. This iint is entplia,ized
by Pussy ([71 1. p. 1:16) :

The etaing ',opt,. must leavn to rontlitet themselves to the freedom whh
they will have later on. cost what it fluty. If certain Wilts are tieveb.pell hr
this regime of independenee. sat mint the worse. A prestnoptutnts. permaiptory,
rash. (..srespect NI child is W9oth more limn one whose W:111 is hrohen. ifthere are those who tan nett have freedom A ithont eteldt12: :I 110 use of a. so
ImIch the worse. Ail that can he done is to 'mitt out : * * -make Ilsepupils feel * * the said consequences of thei manner of act Mg. Whetheror not they accept this advice is their own affair. -11ne can not slicijie, the
welfare of the greater number who profit by this freedom for that at few.
:Ha. schotal ittast 'furnish Inc armor necessary for the stragi:fle of life and must
f5110 how to use it for the best.

The accusation of superficiality semis to be based rartly on evi-
deuce gathered before the appearance of the new spirit in discipline,
and partly from an Ourcmphasis upon the exceptional cases which
Passy mentions,- The evidetice in general will hurally substantiate
Griebsch's' accusation that the American child behaVes either froni
compulsion or for the hope of reward unless such compulsion and
reward he that -which comes through the sentiment of his fellow
pupils.' It would be difficult also to prove that. the American dis-
dain for authority in civil life is due to school discipline. The truth
seems to be that our practice in school control grows out of respect
'for 'the- individual personality and the doctrine of equality. "nue
Chief objection to it seems to arise from a misunderstanding of

See pp. 22 et meg: 2 See p. psi
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.)ineriean ideals. The system itself is one of the parts of American
education of which we should be most proud.

AmericaOdeals of discipline When carried (nit to their logical
conclusion have given rise to various forms of student government..
As might be exnected, the German critics are quite generally opposed
to the plan. Thus Beck (141, p. l28) says:

pupil gm...iimeat ha,: originated in America out of the conselous and vol-
untary opposition to a monarchical r6gite which grows out of false ideals.
Ti:.. teachers are the real leaders, but they make the pupils heneve that they
fteselves would have sought to reproduce the fannots ideal character, tt
p.m.,. which the children do not possess. To the pupils 1,he full truth of
their rslationship la, tie som()I will he obscured and silly illusion h the result,

t;rimm (140.j, p. -121) says:

Above al' things, strength and time is lost in the caricature ..f self-govern-
went. * * In the majority of children it fosters premature and ha-
prner stdfconsciousnss. * * If all the self-disolp1:110; toll the feeling of

amt .:III the skill in government lo -i-hool hoys and girls is ever
highly valued, yet one !Mist not forget that moot arrangtments produce

rsults :Ind that the sC.IMol rNatblie may Is' she more unreal the
longer it lasts.

Pese criticisms are typical and call attention to the chief defect
U. the schmd city' plan. When it is introdoced too ea-ly into the
ti re of the child it fosters a -art. of precocity which is ojectionable.
II is .hetter, nnelonlitciiIv. to have it (lea riy itnilerstond that the
tcaclier is the .leader. The principles upon which the school city
idea tests are sound, lait they do nut apply to young children. The
ideal scents to be to permit as much semlf7government as the pupils
can iar. but the privileges should be withdrawn immediately if
there, are any evidences that Ilob whole thing is degenerating into
.1 system of hoodwinking the children or when it seems that their
!,Thwth is hying rushed. .

The criticism of moral training in America is mostly of a negative
ha'racten Several of the critics see tine pronounced need for such
work to counteract the declining :influence of the church and the
hothe and the alarming; increase in criminality. It is also pointed
out that moral education, is as yet poorly organized. Mark ([63b.

), in speaking of Dr. Dewey's school at Chicago, thinks that
moral and social training is neglected.

In moral and, 1404ild training one can not sink too soon. The raee.has done
tore thitn merely leave us a history to recapitulate. It has done something'
for the children of the present generation which they can not and ought not
t he allowed to try to work out for themselves. In their spirit of reaction':
from mechanical school morals * * * the .directors of this school have:
failed to see how mm3' s -hOol dUtieS contain in -them -the elebtents. of tire
duties, indeed, are in u large measure the life duties at the stage of individual
development to which they belong. By ceasing to usic for order and good
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behavior on the ground that they are not real if they do not correspond to what
the Child left to 1111ISe If and Mid by the spur of each ecasion, desires to do,
the school seems to have furnirbed the paradox of setting the child free from
social tradition in order to give a siwial training. * While it is stinni-
httin in a very high degree to see children Studying raw mterinis. one is non-
plussed by an effort to set hildren to work out the priniles of enavi,r ht
'wardenl independence of accepted staiala Ills. It is Ira. fallacy of the" Iteurist
method reappearing In come,etion with moral eduotion.

another connect on Mark ((0 1811) says:

In moral trainhc.: the emotions aealed to are eleat Mg; in kind: and it im

not h any 111e11115 iu ;I sterner discipline mild think to supply v lwtt
seems to be lacking. It is "'other in sularnetint: from o I.,
sentimentalism. and in addipg somewhat to tpt, jowl', twit drill as di,a
from itellcrtwil b!casuree There woo, 1,, Is t,40 the r,
Nomt he tilens's nailer 1114 now,: eef res1litig' idn:llit!, which 01111.'4
amounts to forgetting hi some measure that there are years of real immaturity
during "which the child iso not aaie of wisely choosing. :bud can not know
what is hest for him.

'fills 'Mark (1631, pp. 180 mid ff.) thinks tile\ the American child
hits been allowed to do too much as he pleases. lie mentions the fol-
lowing eauses of this condition:

1. The attmpt'!" upply the riTheihin kindorzartn it,
grades without loodio ing It. ".Self-aetivity must .sometinies be ititertweled.
prescribed activity. * * that Is of a sell in the long riin.st under and more
enduring than the self \\Weil (brows the reins to its own' tree instincts. The
child needs to learn the mattlie..; of %%wt."

The inlitalie of the (11111 study movement. "This movtoent. particularly
In ihe earlier years, involved too much sentimentality."

3. The 111111114ov of the child himself * * who often with hits linretits
* * thinks hjniself the most worth pleasing..

4. The predominance of women teachers "leading to it danger that education
may do little to develop the fiber and sinew which conic only by vestling.

'The essence of all these criticism, seems to be that the Chi lei 4.1111

not receive mural training when he is doing only what he wants to
-(10. That would mean that moral training is imossille in connect ion
with the method of self-activity: that the performance of hard and'
disagreeable tasks k an essential, element in Such training. But such .

a view oyerlookssome of the most important elements of the situation..
.Not a word is said concerning regularity'of habits or the respect for-
the rights of others, and no reference. is made. to the value of motive
in-moral 6ducation. But these are some of the things which can he
developed very effectively when the children are engaged in whole-
hearted-purposeful activity: Mark's mistake lies in his supposition
that. moral training grows out of the content of the course of instrue-
'tion. The truth is that it grows out of the activity of the children
its they work or as they play together. Moral behavior is concerned
with activity and Moral training. In all probability it is gotten to
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a far greater degree through play than through work; and it is
possible that better moral training can result from the project
method than con be gotten in any,other way.

Beck is rather disposed to admitthis. He ((41, p. 114) says:
No doubt the experieue (n self-gverument and self- direction gill

insure a pratctican morality vhich will provide general Attisfaction and (well
esfr,iii among, Atiwrican-gf rot the most ele;;unt mortality is in at the most
shftely nor the ai,..1 po,%erful. .tiine the rest of the itistracti+an (kw,: not

anaral idaaN. since above all morality is not eonnected with the
lis,ludit (if .1e,tis may fear hint the .kittericans.toust roatounee their
(-1,1111 to trim moral greatness as a twilitet a4' their educationall system.

II-cre we find a suggestion of ,the 'fundamental defect of .knier-
jean moral training. Conditions :ire such that moral and religious
trainiii! have to be separated. This is truly a danger. and one for
which 110 solution has yet a plwared. linisson ( [1(11, p..17)) furnished

goad estimate of Amer 'ic'an moral training when he Siid:
American moral education ;Om, at the treediaii of the will instead of bend-

ing io passive obedience. We w-cr ,41r11rli lay the spirit of/Iiherly, free-
'hon. anIftial and revvals In many f wins.
If !lyre 41 rl';.:1111e can pro rt,s to be 1.4.0 Mel! 11.g+tiliSt every'spirit ot

evil emistraittl, and eill11`.4sio!' it is Oh' American
SCboul.

The defect of 'all moral training which is based upon the per-
fornoneeof diStasteful tasks is found in the fact that 'it taint neees-
:.-ar4 involve the -bending to passive obedience:- This is just
the opposite of true- will training which requires freedom of choice
anal action. \Vith suc freedom iwovided for, .and with a system
sinlt as that i-ictiircal la y surely the :1nerican school will
worl«)nt in some satisfactory way this difficult problem of. moral
training.

The. criticism of religious education centers for the most part
arOund the fact that sttch instruction is exeltided froth the schoiils.
Some of the critics look upon this us a defect while others take the
opposite !int of view.

ta ( I 2 I. p. -1) says:

Mamie:iu education is entirely free fioll Ow sectarian strife whch is con-
vulsing England a lel ret firding her edllenlilli1311 rOgTeSS.

Leohner (0 581, p. 14) says:
The rentovol of religious instrnetin front the course of stu4 results in

more time fair genual, industrial," anal physical education. -

There is quite a tendency to distingtiish between. religiOuS.educa-
tion and mere sectarianism. Lanson (1541,p. 33) says: 4

Americans are more religious than the French * although they have
freed the aeleools Prow sectarian influences.
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Passy ([71]. p. 148) says:

In spIte of the effect o Immigration, the UttiRil Stnt. i the country of the
worhi in witMi Chrltlanitv has the Imast lnfleitt'e 'in the tutirais anti spirit

t he is'*le if nm' execj'ts Sent mini tutu Franui' . The imhiLc suhnuti
Is at ns. tn rut a hut t ri at it.iy JwTvitdu'd I ty it ( 'It rl't hi a '.j lilt.

iIjt.trimI (1S41, p. 16) says:
S. iii4s ijniy 1 .t' will oti I t'ti Igiiiii&t I 11' trait luau i ii.i t'i ic 'terva ulisi lilt a

iii' rn I itial mel igluans 'qul ri I. itt'! iglien ia,v lie ti tight lay 't her tatu'ati,
't'tithuti st'luuols wuuthI tinly leati ha -aiIm ulisettsi.'tas :itm.l iIitu'!eruumrt' its tmtiitt

u eat am fly jiru ,v' It .hlv .!i mu'rnut ha ti'. I I ilim.'mty, us w.'lI n' it, I ii't'rI v of
(',lfl'O'ii'fl('i' Uflil Iii t itu' ( 'lirlsihiti 1itttv.

D,ion ( :.&i

.
117) says:

A.i.urlrniu' at 'itti it titi ii I Igli a in t tact lout in I lie sejuoii s tail no u'c'I Igi' in'n.-
whk'h hits ,rvstmiiieai its' If litn;i rimureb of suitit,' '.'t or urher * * * md
therci a I luty do tight. in its I irnual Itlalel aeittleima'e I hi' _\ ittt'rk';t a selitti ml hits 11t
lit' "4 i'.v'rtni I.ntlI I'll ltl 1' sitleliditI iet't'ss, \V lm9i has I hat' I ;t'rtlmuI a 'ha math hut
tutu ff,'m'eillb ri itigim 'ri.".t ly elmira 'uttlittietu t an. I I It rough I ltu'n ii uu'n.', of st itititi
rtiers The . I ii'I'it'lt Its file ret itu: .(I ilIii I lnT'y gi Vi' tz mt'im I '.vu'i Li it to ret !itn
Iii thu.' tuitiat intl if the tiuilti. fllutti5(' it I ittli' ii !IL1'Itt I Iui' fiiiItid reIiLilm
hat tUti.'tt in Ii..' ,Im,at,Iu. I.ihe SiltIlki I it y Itfiau lit nii't tm'I IliLilit,, re-
ilgion fr.,' fj',,imt Itti' Iittlita'ii'u' if ulVt;ttIif.4'l 'liutiuli Isullu., I ri'' Ir''ttt itiii-tly
iiij'i'htltf mfituh ritUn ii jtt:giitit'Iuti tia t'ihitti-ltt iii it fYtii of i'v.'i'u. uia lii.. in
itti isth- a'lIurt , nail jut (iii' t'uumill nI suit'tti ill iit\ '4 igtttii'it ihigittit titist' iI.'I

tm'utu. i'tltti'ttt tit4 htti'iiiti's ii.uit'ttl.' iii iii.' 'tall. uaf fit"' nitil iiihlg1ml'tu.t
liii. fl St'itq itil,, t,I t lii tilt cliii rehm or u-i' I igLt 'ti litli Ui 2 (u' H ti' titort' wit It'-
,opi,' limit (litusu lii \Vtti(it Ilj''tt' is it pi':t(ti'"' 4)1 I('gi,ttultug .''."ry skit.! uily

'.'.I I h i lii' t'o:t.ling ni' ii, )tturt a'ut t'ttt fiuitmm i to' lii uI lilt it
'I'Ite .'u. Ial('i'hi t II '.t slit's in I i,ttitti ta' rt'\t'r,uut'e fiti' (Iii' 1 tI tat,' in i in heitII' of

liii' clailtirin. Rut hut alit iiy ri'i't'itlitl, ,'.uutr iii ii maul yeni' out, ci 'itt I utuiuti reutiling
of iaiitttrI:aI Ituulit iii,' 1!tii' wititia ju for lit,' lutist hurt itt.. tttrehi'nililt' to the
hilitrea emit ,vialittt ty huitti ittly to iitiiiliu'riiiu'tt nuid huuti ii!iiutiivatiitii its *

,'i,tu'f(lll(tt('('. ('l"'t ilV '.liiii lutti('ui at Iloiti I hue .titlithiattitil ii?' I lie I littuglit hl'sui-

iut's '.'.hia It it Iiatnlanh'd. It i it iitcjans 'if uttlttitiliug a stilat'rih'lti tult't' whikit tint
ito him II uitu'e apt it ht'um rt tail Iif' unit k its imatirh like hyatiirisy uS 'itt' t'g is like
utnitt itta'.

BniSnfl (11(1
.
p. 46!) thinks thai the exelmision of i'eligiois in-

sti'nctkn is justihal)le for another reason. He says:

\Ve ('till not keel' fri 'itt sts'i ug lit I lii' i-u ae miiiupt iii ii 'leer iii ug ret I ghu 'mis ti
than * * a Just let' anul'a respect for (lie rights of others wIt kit is I uteri's? fag
lii s, 'J'lmiut hits not been a nacimsu re of poll I hut I utah cit I isiti Init reut Ply utti nit of
eot'leiiee.

But the other side of the'questinn is abo Wt'll re,preseimted. Mhatlwell
([83], p. 389) says: -

TIme religious difficulty has been disposed of . There is no rehlgittliB
question in the iublic s booht and ito religion, As he m'ehlgious insti'uetion bite
been taken out of the schools, parh pumssu, time attemnunet' itt Sunday seInts)ls taut
ihra,ppeai off.' It Is easy to dispotte of the' relIgious ,ifficuIty by dispotulng of re
liglon. In like manner the ciluieimtionuml dIfficulty Is 4lsjssed of In the Anduitian
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Islands .. In the faee of the corrutioh in public life, the zrowth of law-
lessness, violence, and juvenile crime, the. increasing revntenee of itivore, the
1:,.ac for foolish, false, anti degrading litennure. for inntiorai and iinNYholesome
mate.ements, the %vont of reveremv and the failure of the churches. mayMIt one
ask. fins education. devoid of an authoritative basis of morality, nothing 114 110
111t/I 11.f How can the schools be acquitted.of all responsibility if they are to 1w
credited %vith nay influence at all? * * *.

A;lain. on page 397, we find

e ;(4-many is strongest precisely in those moral and religions totalities in which
t 'lilted Stales IS 1.11SPiell1SIS ;11111 111(TenSIligly weak. 111141 Ii is 1111144Ksito not

t.qa.0,:t the 11111prence in some illenS11114 NVIth the two wars of disposing of the
rciy.:ions ditliculty in the Seth The one has reservell religion, the other has
thr,A\ ti it away * * *. In the 11111ie schools of 'he United States the child Is
touvla to he his own god and the results are het liming patent.

it i~i interesting to compare the English ,estimate of ( ;cumin religious
eihktion as presented y Shadwell with the German estimate of the

thing, as presented by *Itilon and Kerschensteiner.. The criticism
of Dillon hits already been given (p..174). K.ershensteiner (.7].
p. ) says :

Gerntat! school super isors are ministers whether they-are equipped for
si 11111 liadents W' not. The complete separation of the church and state. he4w.
4.14 r. is 1144 desirable for as a 11`,111i of it we find regularly, indeed I might utmost
s:ly necessarily. ri iarge 111111114.r of private schools. 'Ito work of which is ntirely
reinovets1 frtun the supervision of Ow Slate. Frt111 such eo1141111011S 111011 real
ttotige.r,, arise for the Slate itself. Iteligiousinstruction IS no less essential to

educul hill than instruction that is intellectual, maniail, or moral in a
;.:.-iwral sense. The duty of the piddle school is not only to foster the roth.rion8

or the ninnoo,, but to develop them. into a finer religious life. This can be
done 11151 :is well een.in urn undcnontinat lona! school. if the teachers have a gen-
uine tel feeling.

Reek ( ( I, p. 121) says:
The rich Aawriraa people stein 111 ,111` beggars in their hearts, awl suffer from

arrested sneri111/11 deVe14411111ent, been11Se they are not nourished by the solid
1,lend of a religious oduralion based. upon tlod'S word, and beettuse of the light
lood of incidental religitiusinstructitin. Van nor satisfy 1heir hunger.

The London 'Times, of 19(12.061], p 319), ,Itys:
There is. ;1 tinge of optimiSM in the reports 3 of the working of
purely'seettlar education. It is logical and symmetrical. but it ignores one

4f the most II1Werfttl //Mt iVe (10.13's in itiVirti ItLithre, t heir feeling. In
spite of all our troubles over the " religions illflie filly we should be sorry to
sit%istitute for it the barren peace of mere secillaristo.

Miss Ilurstall says: . .

As to religious eduration, America seems to be htippless. Neither the .fainily;.
thc churches, nor the Sunday schools are. under 111011eni vonditiens sulfide/it
for the work * * America \\lulls 'us of how terrible is the loss, how

"English Special Report. on Education, Vol. X, XI.
60979*-21-10
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great the danger to the stability anu moral lioaltlt of the ii lion if we ahun-
(lon this essential element in the life and growth of humanity awl of the indi-
vidual.

The American solution of the "religious difficulty." so far as. it
has been' worked-out in organized form, is the Sunday school. The
criticism. of this solution is generally tinfavorable. For example,
Beck ([-11; p. 12) soys:

'rites hove Sunday schools for the children, but what I saw ther was not
instruction. Those Mo. taught thereAere nol tval.1n.rs. Trte content ww
'religion but only niorols. They only sang. pro.vell. and

1.!*

Massy ([70. p. 141) 'says:,
The young: Anwrnlins Oftvn fora'et tlwir lige * *. Even sacred thingsare treated among people, howeve religious they tim with all Illovre

1111110t1AlliNS,Whieh short: the inolifTerent Europe., In the Sunday .etnaii
I have often seen groups of youfig hod's girls whose behavior appeared
to me to deniand sultana* extuLsilin. EVerything seemed. to indicate thrlt they
lull come merely to laugh.and amuse theinscives, alai yet, on instant later, the
Sallie young loan who had shot off a satirical arrow against the pastor, the
Stipetilteltdent. IQ' the 'leacher iltterrlIted, iii order II t,ut saute 111tsti.,i1 and
make sonic remarks of (11 lite sethillS TheSeae
the Americans agree :itio. there is something very reprithensible in this dim:
respect. But how is it to he avoided. if one %%.055 to conserve streiwili of
will. individual illithlthe, fiph-rzpealiillg bale Ss of eolieptioll t111(1 eXer11-
OW? This is ri problem whose solution is difficult tor a popular

The Problem is difficult. as Passy says; but America must solve it..
-The difficulty lies in the fact that religious forms and observiiwes
have all been involved. to suit people who are Accustlacd tit a.

nuinarchictel or aristocratic (igime: Now. with the rise of dernocroy,
some type of. democratic religion noist be provided. .kmerio hats.
always stood for " Freedom to ivorshi God at'elriling to the tin,
states of one's own conscience." Mit this principle !inavoidaly
a vast multiplication of religious sects. each of which NVaS MINIMS
to use the schools to propagate,,its own peeitlittr cret4l. TIti, gave
rise to sectarian-rivalries and jealopsies which mode it ne(;csory
to exclude the Bible from the pnlic Schitiols, in spite of the Ilict
that the vast majority of the Aniericlib people wished. and still
wish; it to remain therein. But when it came to giving aala either
freedom of religious belief or sectarian instruction it was the last
ter which had to give ivay. Then the Stinday sehoirl Was 11Sed 115
a means of imparting religious instruction; Now, we know both
from thcs criticism..and froth eperienee that tin ` iitiday- school.,
in. spite of .its-reetktinderOVeinent,:tall..not imi61.t he 'need.' In.tho
ineonthne,. a 'dreadful harvest of'erimilintify and immorality
.greatly. excels that of ter. nation, and even f all othet.'nationti
combined, has Aarliet... :hat Soinething-1,tirther .xnust be (lime:
.What that Shall be no .o*.ilinosys. We can not atkipt the systettr.of..'s
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Gerniany because it produces a type of subservient religion which
is ba:,e upon opinions handed down from above. Such a system
must ever remain obnoxious to Americans in general. The English
policy of government grants to sectarian Institutions has been tried
and ro'ved inadequate. Yet. as Kersehensteiner says. religious in-
struction is essential to popular education and we can not afford
to i!rnore one of the most powerful motive forceS of men'§ nature."
The satiation is truly a puzzling one, yet a few facts seem to stand

forth quite clearly. Although the present .solution by means of the
Sunday school is very 'unsatisfactory, yet it seems certain that
America was on the right tray): when sectarian instruction was 'pro-
hibited. By this means much energy which would have been wasted
in were Controversy has been saved for useful work. Then,tqo, it
is by no means certain that formal religious instruction is desirable.
It is certainly undesirable if it involves intoleranee or repression. In
any case it .seems true that Dillon is right *when he suggests that for
mai Bible reading in.the schools mayillead to disinclination, thought.
lessucss. stiperficial piety. and hypocrisy. The thing that we want.
is not so Much religious instruction as religious living; and, as
Kerscheitsteinee sayr4, this can be had in an " undenominational school
.if the teachers have a genuine religious feeling." The }lope for.
America seems to lie in this directiOn, and a good start has already
been made. Amerieanteachers are religiouS, and it is quite wrong to
say that the American schools are godless: In the meantime the.
waning spirit of sectarianism seems a hopeful symptom. People will
always differ, lila there will also always be a great number of points
of agreement. It therefore seems possible to hope that ere long

'trill be staxted among all the *churches, which will. tress
the points of igrpernent rather than the points of difference. When
this movement functions it will be possible to give religions instruction .

in the 'public schools. because all fear of propagandism will be gone.
Tile pessimistic critics, of whom Miss Burstall is a type; will do

well to remember that religion is after all dYnamic and not static. It
has safely. passed through transition stages 'before, and there is no
reason to believe that it will fail this time. Religious education, like
every other sot acti vity, should readapt itself to the needs of the age..
and nation in which it exists. The rise of deniOcracy and the rapid.:

.:ehange in character and complexity of social conditions in America
are lily taxing on out powers of adiustmen4.and re:14:Tions

adjustinent:is always peculiarly..diflienit. there:is.nO evil Wnee to show
that it is impossible even" ip.these't6ing times.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

The criticisms which have been quoted have emphasized two fun-
damental principleskpon which the American educational system
rests. The, first 'of these is a belief in the equality of all men.
Because of a growing recognition of the importance of individual
differences the original belief has been limited somewhat. Now the
emphasis is on equality of opportunity. It is now recognized that
true equality can exist only when there is an identity of inheritance
and of environmental influence. Such conditions are. of course,
impossible. In spite of these facts, however, the American Nation
still insists upon political equality. The tendency has been to give
this term even a broader content than was given to it by the founders
of our Nation. Equal political., rights have been extended to all
races and are-now being given to women as well as men.

The doctrine of equality has carried important implications withit. One of the most important of these-is the emphasis upon thegeneral welfare. Ali forms of social organization are measured by
their efficiency in providing the greatest good for the greatest num-
ber. The controlling element is the majority. 'et the rights of.the
minority-are not overlooked. In matters of education, as in all other

. respects, flit general welfare has been the first consideration. Con-seqffently has been temporarily a certain unavoidable
of the subnormal and the supernormal class. There,is a general and
powerful oppositit;n to anything which savors of social privilege.
Class legislation has been tabooed. There is also a tendency to look
upon expert service as mulemocratic, because it iS felt that it tends
to 'elevate certain individuals unduly. The result has been a tend-
ency toward mediocrity in many respects.. Productive scholarshiphas been discouraged. There has been 'a dearth of first-class Musi-
cians, poets. artists, and skilled workmen. Quantity has been looked
upon as more important than quality. The qualifications of legis-
lators, officials, teachers, and professional people in general have been
kept as low as possible. Rotation in office is preferable .to fixity oftenure. The principle of equality has been applied from one gen-eration to another. 'Hence there is a freedom from the influence of
tradition and a lack of regard for ancestry. Respect for the per-sonality of each individual has prevailed rather than respect for thefew who are highly intelligent or highly trained. Leadership has
been natural rather than artificial.

The Second fundamental principle is the belief in the indefiniteperfectibility of the individual. This has carried with it a very gen-
eral interest in education. Present achievement is looked upon astemporary and soon to be superseded by something better. This has
'resulted in as superficiality which is often 'criticized by the people of
other countries. . Since' eagh individual is capable of almost wilful,
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ited improvement it follows that the means of growth should be free
and open to all. Each individual has an inalienable right to improve
himself to the fullest extent and without interference, so long as the
rights of others are not infringed upon. Adaptability, resourceful-
III`tiS. initiative, self-realization, and a demand for activity which
leads to furth4 activity are looked upon as essential and have been
strongly encouraged. BOundless energy and enthusiasm have com-
bined with a ;wonderfully progreSsi've spirit.

The observers indicate several respects in which the United States
is in advance of their own countries in educational matters. Our edu-
rational system is open and fr6e to all. There is a broad highway
extending from the elementary school- to the university. In each
cliool, equal opportunities are extended to all without regard to sex

or social class. This provision of a broad, liberal eacation for all
social classes under the same roof is a powerful impulse towar(
more Reelect democracy and a stronger spirit of nationalism. Flexi-
bility of organization. in the high school. and variety of opportunity.
ore secureir through the electixe system. Free social participation is
encouraged in all the schools and particularly in the kindergarten,
which hawattained it_, highest development in America.

11'hile-our lack of centralized control calls forth some. adverse criti-
cism, the work of the United States Bureau of Education is generally
praised. The educational reports and bulletins which ate published
by thiS institution are almost without equal anywhere.

Our.. teachers show a sFirit of progress and a growing interest in
educational research. Though sadly lacking in professional training,
they are respected and trusted, as is shown, in part at least, by the
absence of a system of external examinations. The National Educa-
tion:Association is one of the most powerful organizations of its kind
in the world.
-.Respect for personality has functioned in emphasis uponmethods

of teaching. based on the principle of self-activity.. The textbook
method has been adopted as a deans of promoting indiVidual
initiative and independence. The schools are pervaded by a homelike
atmosphere, .and the extra-mural and general social activities of the
students provide splendid opportunities for social participktion to,
gaiter with excellent will training. . .

On the (ether hand, some serious defects. are pointed' out There...
is a dangee.(MS lack of professionally trained teachers, while the
growth of the teacher in the service is not Well proVided for, The
freedoen of the teacher is .too trench restricted -in some respects, antite4(ching

is not a well- established profession. fVfore. men teachers,.
Should be in the -service, and the tenure should be more .secure.
Brutal Annissals are, still possible.. Better :salaries for :teacliers.possible.
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and a more adequate pension system are seriously needed. The
American teacher in general is carrying a teachim, load which is tio
heaVy. Opportunities for teachers to aflvanc without changing the
level of their work should he provided. '

So Me serious defects in organization. too. are deniandim, careful
attention. A more ailequate adjustment of the.balance between cell-
tralization and decentralization is desirable. There should lie an
extension of the system. of -eonditionalo.royernmental aid. sit as
offer a better, coordination of `'ante sanction. local patrioth;:n. ri-
ligious inflnetice. and individual initiative. Equality of educational
opportunity for. all should ,he provided. The rural schools shoidd
be betxerstandadized anal a first-class high-scin)(d should be within
the reach of every boy arid girl. iPublic continuation schol:: shOuld
be available for those who must' begin work early. (-)iii system of
-education is wasteful. in that it ',requires too much time. There is a
-serious gap between the elementarN school and the high school. A
reorganization of seondary education is highly I lesiroble. so that,
those who leave school at the age of 15 skill, IS' enitlol tut finish .3,
definite piion of the work. The upper yeal'S of the eollere course
should he either discontinued or reogani,:ed with ii1( ,r4. technical
professionalior vocational hias.

In the. matter of editeational control there should he eoloidete free.
(imp from political influence. Autocracy of control Should he re-
plaCed by a type which is more democratic in its nature..

While the content subjects in the elementary school should not
encroach too much, iipim those of the form type, there is a seious
need for more adequate moral and religious instruction. The ur-
rieultun of the secondary school shouhl be enriched and calatwed so a,
to meet the interests and needs 41. the various types of pupils NVIlich

id. More adequate provision, slmillul itt made for those who arefitiii.
a normal or supernormal.

Productive seholarship should he stinudilted to it greater (Ivffrec
than is now the case. and the universities should eAalish a More deli,
nite connection with the 'practical act ivities of life. .

Each of these defects and needs gives rise to prohlems which are
worthy of serious study. Jim instead of attempting to enumerate
them in detail. it ,i.elitstylvisa he to devote a few final words to some
of the broader buestions, whi t a consider Lion of the criticism as
a, wig& has suggested... 7 he vi wpoint Of-, tirohser-Vers has been
entirelrof the long-distance Theyliiives, for fhe.thost.part. bec.'.0
unbiased by, local .preindices: and innocent of a desire to initiate new
dOctrifie. Such a point of view is scarcely possible on the part olan
American Writer. It thus happens that the foreign observcr gets .0wader .1-iader .and truer Point. of view.. e sees things nationally rather... truer
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.than personally. Ile considers broad social tendencies rather than
iirt.iils. %dilly the local educator is likely to reverse the process. Our
Ipaders often initiate new and helpful reforms which either fail or
glow N-err slowly. iVhy is this! May it not he because they run in
opliosit ion to. or too far ahead of, the strong current of popular be-
lir Is ptilc indifference the mere inertia of %veiglit. or is it rather
an equilibrium o I.-forces ? To what. extent have the people r.. a whole
the :right to ass upon new educational procs,.himc: Are the people.,
:,!1,,:r y,.. right ? .1re there crude but powerful stwial fortes wh'it.11. ("an
IRt liarnesse- nil (mole to work in the cause of aigress? Can it he
tli:1 nin: 0; our educational effort is being wasted in nil ovenming
,,. ,..41,, which i5 :,oidut,hk?

.

.2 geni.ral answer to these questions' lF po.-SIble. )lit it sc:ers very
twirl) worth while to consiler them more carefully hereafter. With
nolintentiqn whatever to dispaiage 1 lir reent highly technical sttdies
in IA mericiiii education, it may also lie claimed (lint. the broad point
4,1 h. iew is a fter all einually important. Ti e present study 11-as been

:, eifort :t approach such a view through the avenue:of foreign
criticism. Whatever its shortcomings may he. it can he safely,
kinied that it is a step in the right direilion and a part Alf a move-
ment v. Iiieh .shallil play _a valuable part in the ()att. pr6gress and
growth of our 4Stition.
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